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. OHA.P'.t'ER 1 
Th~ broad and philoe.phieal aim -of tlle iJOeial atud~• eu.n1,outwa in tbt 
~iemen'c.ar.f school is the d&vel~ment of QO.filEifl fo:t' .E?Ooia1 1'6$P•lUiibi1tty a.nd 
. leaQ.erehip in the yoUXJg ~tudent* deatinad tQ b~ an tntormed1 th~tty.l• ~ 
.· 
effeet~ve &itizennf ~ demoorutio scoiety. He mast bo guided i~ ~~~ 
etan4ing the sooi~l wo~ld about him, and he. ~at be ap~~ to jxp~as el~rly 1 i his well,•t•rmulat~d ::md wel.l..-aonside!'ed dpinione and jud~nts, Tho ~l.'riou.l..qm. 
' ii 
·,! .• ~ :muat Ua.v~ e.p its ~re the principles of' dem.craoy~ in teachitlg WQhni.q,ues aa. 
·~ 
; ~.f · ·well as. in ~ontent. lt must. help ~e child. t9 und~ratal'l4t erl,;t.l~tz~tf queati,on, 
.. 
., 
and evalu.o.te wmt he reo.de ond hc~ra. 
Stat~nant .o:£ 'the fr()b~em 
The ~rpose of this investigation is to .PtU'aue 1\Jrther 'the stutlif and 
o.nalyais of the intcr:meQ.ic.te gi:.o.de-s aooial studios voaa:bu.laey 'bQsta fOJl.S'truot~ 
by William A. Wolf'.fer1 q.nd Willio.o L-. Ea.rley2 ~ 'l'he praacnt 1:1tud.y. · ~-s •J)pecrmg, 
with th:tb. ·f€1llowing p'l'Ob.lams J 
1.. A oompru;>l,.e-cn of t.l:+o .roault.s of the Ga.-t-as o-enora.l Votab't\laey 
Test w~th the Wolffcr and Earley Social Studios VoeaQulary ~Qat~ te ~tormino 
tho corrol~tion bctwcon achlcvomont on a gonoral ~nbulntr teet a~ A social 
studios v~o..bulary toat. · 
- _·A.o . 
l -William A. Wolffor1 "Tho {}onstruction and Evaluution •t a Sooal Stud~os 
Oon,toxt Voeabulo.ry ~cst,n (unpu'blishod Doetor!s thesis, Boston Univo~aity, 
Bosto~ 19!52). \ . :: _. 
2 Will:i.um L. Jo,rloy, J~~-; 1Tho Qons~ruction and Evo.lua.'tion of a St'Cia.l 
Studios Voco.bula.ry Aasocia.i?ion. Tost f'.o-:' Intormodiat.o Gra.dos,l' (\mpubl1Qhed. 
.Doetorls t.hoab, ~ston University, Boston,. 1952)., 
I 
• 
• 
2.. A .s;t.udy of the rrl.soonceptions of the words of tho two fi:nn.l forl:!B 
of the Wolff'or ~:~rley tests, in an o.:ttenpt to a:nn.lyze tho reasons for 
rrl.sconcoptions. 
:), An analysis of the results of' the experinental and final f'orr:J.S of 
the Wolf'f'or and Earley tests to discov.er whether tho:re are any significant 
differences of achievenent between the boys and girls at each grade lovol• 
-4. A conparison of the two final ferns of tho Wolffor test to 
dotorninc whether they arc balanced ferns• 
5 • A conparison of the two final ferns of the Earley test to 
deterrrl.ne whether they are balanced ferns.-
6. A oonparison and evaluation of two types of testing te}'hniqueso-
·the context type used by Wolffer and the category type used by Earley~· 
7 • A correlation of inteli:igehce wlih achievenent on the fina.l ferns 
of the Earley and 11/olf:f'er tests. 
Importance of the Study 
For gro~~h in the understanding of history, geography, and civics in the 
elementary grades; children must be taught the tools whi-ch will help them 
und.erstand what they read in print, and what they hear in and out of the class-
rooms. These goals, however, cannot be attained without a basi.e understanding 
qf words, their meanings, their significances, their uses, and their 
limitations~ 
The_ planning of the social studies curriculum must consider the a•hievement 
of immediate objectives before it uan hope to attain tho desired ends~ The mere 
memorization of isolated facta is mental gymnastics without purpose_, eoofgy 
ex;pended without relevancetothe individuai as a whole and with no clear vision 
of the objectives of the philosophy of education ~n tho social studios, 
Understanding, analysis and synthesis, generalization and .pa.rticmlarization~ 
can never be realized if memorization is tho main teaching teohniquo. This docs 
not intend to miniJl4zi:l tho taculty of memory-, nor eradicate tho vo.luo of 
nknowing the factsu 1 Knowledge of'.facts is requisite to consideration and 
evaluation of facts, But meoorizati•n docs not imply the understanding of faets-.., 
The isolated; memorized; unconsidered fact has little if' any meaning to the 
whole individual because it is unrelated to any larger concept Within the 
experiential or ideational part of' the individual, This assertion gives the 
direction to which the curriculum of' elementary school social studies must be 
,_, rocrientod. It must help the student develop the tools he needs if' he is to 
understand the printed or spoken words that are the peculiar la:nguage of' so•ial 
• 
studies, and if' he is to grow in his knowledge of' geog~phy, history and civics. 
An effective social studies vocabulary list, therefore, if' it meets the 
criterion of' being essential for the understanding of' general social studies 
concepts would be a most significant and beneficial Qontribution to the 
teaching of' social studios. The understanding of' social studies concepts, of' 
the meanings of the words it uses to communicate ideas is an important 
immediate goal in tho teaching of' social studies. 
For nany years the need for a basic social studies vocabulary has been 
'recognized, Wolf'f'er and Earley examined systematically social studies text-
books that were published, or revised since 1945 and that were in current use 
in intermediate grade classrooms. Words were listed in frequen~y counts and 
were considered applicaPle for testing if' they met the criteria of' being 
essential for the underst~nding of general social study concepts; and if' they 
appeared in at least three textbooks in any one grade level.Y They eliminated 
words en the basis of' the International Kindergarten Union Word List and tho 
Gates' Primary Vocabulary List which indicated those words expected to be 
understood by most pupils by tho end of' tho third grude. Each word was 
considered as to its importance in the understanding of' social studios concepts 
!! 
r 
• 
• 
and .~ri:tioall:y ovaluatod u.s to ita conciaenoas. The words alU>aon for .toetil)g 
woro put inti two varieties of' tost f'ormn.t. Wolf'f'er ordered his tost words 
\'rithin tho c-i:mtoxt ... typo of' voeabulo.ry test; En.rloy1 tho catogory .... typo. Tho 
words in the experimental f'orms, randomly distributed; were tested in nine 
communities, and the results were itenpanalyzed to determine internal validity; 
step~p percentages between grad~ levels and reliability- The two :f'inal f'orms 
•f' the Wolff'er and Earley tests were drafted from these results and were 
included in their d~otoral theses. 
The.prooedurea employed by the present investigators are outlined in 
Chapter rrr. The analysis and interpretation of' data in these further 
investigations of the Wolf'f'~r and Earley social studios vocabulary tests are 
reported in Ohapter IV, V,. V! 1 and V!l .• · 
': 
'..) 
DHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEA.ROH AND LITERATURE 
It is generally agreed that a familiarity with the technical vocabulary 
of social studies is necessary to comprehend social study material if the 
objectives of social studies are to be reached. Defining and memorizing alone 
are inadequate, since we.rd meanings change according to context" Thus the 
problem of •ocabulary is ono of real ai9nificanoe. 
Wesleylf believes that, next to the lack of exporioncot vocabulary offers 
tho greatest block to progress in the social studios field. Verbalism• to cite 
but one example, is one of the indications that subject matter is not really 
understood. It is one of the serious problems which stem from inadequate word 
comprehension, reflecting inade~uate teaching and inadequate learning. It is 
unlikely that verbalism will receive widespread remedy until more is known about 
vocabulary level and the nature of difficulties present• 
Information o.bout researeh whieh is of practical use to the student or 
teacher of social studies is lacking. The reading field has given vocabulary 
ta~ more consideration than has the social studies field, and ThorndiketsS/ 
original list of the 101 000 words which appear most frequently in adult 
literature has greatly influenced the vocabulary makeup of many tests and 
textbooks. 
1/ Edgar B. Wesley1 "Diagnosis in Social Studies," Educational Diagnosis, 
Thirty-Fourth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education1 (Bloomington, Illinois! Public School Publishing Company, 19~, P• 305. 
Y Edward L .. Thorndike, The Teacher1 s Wordbook, (.New Yorkl Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1921.) 
6 
EarleyY states that, 11As nearly as can be ascertained, no organized 
comprehensive program for social studies vocabulary improvement exists.ff 
Scott and Meyersg/ investigated the understanding of common terms used in 
history books among fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth grade students, and their 
study bears out the fact that children use many words daily which have little 
meaning to them. Furthermore, even in instances where children ohose the right 
answer, they often had obscure ideas about terms used frequently in their every 
day procedures as indicated by definitions which they gave for tho words. It 
seems significant that as grade level increased eo did correctness of conooP.~s. 
A vocabulary study by Kepne~ had teachers record daily for several 
months all words which junior high school students founa difficult. This 
study revealed thatJ (1) instruotioh in social studies content at the high 
school level was seriously handicapped whenever a vocabulary beyond the 
comprehension of ninth grade pupils with normal vocabulary was used; and (2) 
almost half of the vocabulary difficulties consisted of language essential to 
the social studies. 
Johnso~ studied the vocabulary of content subjects of fifth graders. He 
seleoted 150 words at random from a list of fifteen hundred which he compil3~ 
fromJ (1) index1 glossary, pronouncing word lists of fifth grade textbooks; 
(2) words in italics; and (3) technical terms of content subjects, His 
observations, covering a period of yearst had shown these words to be difficult 
for children. 
]} Ear-ley, E.E..!._- cit., p • 7 • 
y Flora Scott and Garry- C • Meyers, 11 Childre:n.1 s Empty and Erroneous 
Concepts of the Oommonplace, 11 Journal of Education, 81 327~334, February, 1928. 
2/ Tyler Kepner, 11Voaabulary Versus Content in Junior High School Studies, rr 
The.Historical Outlook, 20J 20~~3, January, 1929. 
!iJ Mary E.- Johnson, 11A Study of the Understanding of Vocabulary of Content 
Subjects by Children of Grade Five, 11 (unpublished Y~sterfs Thesis, Boston 
University, Boston, 1950.) 
Rssul'\is showed that there '\'Tas no field in which vocabulary knowledge of 
pupils was adequate; the fields ·of arithmetic and health were best knoWX4 
History, geography, literature, and science proved to be the most difficult 
areas. 
7 
Gates!~ centered his vocabulary atudy around the development of a reading 
v6cabulary for primary grade children. Gates selected 1500 words which he 
considered suitable for all types of reading in grades one, two, and three, 
using as a basis for his selection not only the 2500 words of highest 
frequency as found in Thorndike 1 s study, but additional words found in 
children1s literature and in their spoken vocabulary• 
The augmented list reached about 4)00 words and was appraised in terms 
of utility, interest, and difficulty~ In judging difficulty, words used in 
speech were considered easier to loarn than those less cemmonly used. Length 
and configuration were also taken into account. 
Each word was submitted to the composite judg~ of experts, arrang~d 
alphabetically, and numerically rated from one to fifteen hundred, the number 
one 4esignating the highest rank and thus indicating that this word deserved 
to be taught first, 
Gates feels that his list could be widely used in other subject matter 
fields and thus facilitate reading and Comprehension, leaving only the novel 
aspects of the contont.ef the particular field as a problem. 
Tho Ohild Study Commission?/, attempted to determine the yoco.bub .. lY _.of 
children before they entered the first grade.. futa il!Clusied w.•r4!3 used in 
kindergarten; words used in the homes, and words sti~~ated by special 
1/ Arthur I. Gates, A Reading Vooabulaw for the Primary Grades, (New 
Yorkt Teachers College, Oolumb~f1. University, 19m. · ·'· 
Y Ohild1 a Study Oommis!'lion of the International Kindergarten Union1 ! 
Study; of ~Vocabulary of Children Before Entering First Grade, (Washington,. 
D. a .. The InternationalKinde:rgarten Union, .l928), . ... 
' ·"'; 
1 
• 
• 
pictures and questions. Slang terms, contractions, commercial words, and 
colloquialisms such as 11mhm11 were also considered representative• Although 
some seven thousand words were found, the final list consisted of 21596 words 
whioh appeared seven or more times either in the 1925 edition of Webster•s 
International Dictionary or the list of words considered representative. The 
8 
list is useful to those who wish to know what to expect in the way of v.oabulary 
of children beginning school. However, the lis~ has the drawback of having 
been published in 1928 • 
Three years after this date, T.horndike1/ revised and expanded his original 
list using as his· souroe of vocabulary, textbooks 1 raaO.ers; the Bible, and 
English classics. In 19)6, this revised list was combined with ten other 
studies and reported by Buckingham and Doloh.Y 
Thorndike and Lorge?;/ made an extensive count of words taken from ehildron' s 
literature, olomontary school textbooks, tho Bible, English olaesicst books 
about sowing, cooking, farming, tho trades, and from daily newspapers, magazinost 
oorrespondonco, and semantic ~aunts. Those words wore arranged in fivo columns 
to facilitate usc. This list is used by teachers to determine whether to usc a 
word in writing, speaking, or teaching~ and to determine how common a word is in 
standard English reading matter. It also helps teachers decide whether a word 
found in children1 s reading materials should be taught fully or whether aursory 
knowledge is sufficient as is frequently the case when the teacher has as his 
read~ng purpose temporary enjoyment. 
jj E. L. Thorndike, The Teacher1 s Word Book of ~o,:ooo ,Words, (Now York: 
Teacherte Oollege, Columbia. University; 19)1,} __ 
y B. R. Buckingham and E• W, Dolch, A Combined Word Liet1 (Boston; Ginn 
and Company, 19:;6) • - · , - _ -
:;/ E., L.- Thorndike and Irving Lorge, ~ Teacher• e Word Book of 30,000 
Words, (New Yorkt Teacher1 s College, Oolumbia University,~;:--
• 
~---
A basic vocabulary for elemen~ary school children in grades one to eight 
was developed by Rinsland1/ who used words from the freest and most natural 
writings of the children~ Included were writings of personal notes, stories, 
9 
poems, compositions in schoel subjects, examinations in non-technical subjects, 
uncorrected articles for school newspapers, and reports of observations and 
school field trips~ 
The study was conducted in all parts of the United States, and care was 
t~ken to include communities from industrial areas, mining regions, lumbering 
districts, and rural, and urban areas. 
The authenticity and naturalness of all l'tritten material was determined by 
experieneed teachers. In caaos where two teachers were in doubt about a paper, 
the paper was submitted to a third teacher who had no knowledge of' tho first 
two readings. 
Words from children in the first grade Oould not be obtained extensively 
f'rom written material due to tho na·ture of the work at this level, and it was 
necessary to supplement written work by recorded conversations of those children 
both in and out of _school.-
Tho list is arranged in alplkabotical order using tho 141571 words occurring 
throe or more times at any one grade level. Raw f'roquoncics f'or each grade and 
total frequency for all grades arc indicated. In addition,. an index symbol 
places each word in groups by one hundred, five hundred• and one thousand into 
which tho word falls, 
Tho Rinsland list is a basic or general vocubula~ list, and teachers cun 
usc it to chock frequency and relative importance of' words us they appear in 
• thei.r own claasrsom materio.ls., 
i/ Honxy D. Rinsland, ! Basic Vooa.bulo.~ of' Elomcnto.!Y School Ohi1dren; 
(Now Yorkt Tho Mo.cmillan Gompa.:ny, 1945). 
• 
• 
:10 
The one major published report of experimentation and research concerned 
with social studies vocabulary and tests is the work of the American Historical 
Assooiation.1/ Luella Oole Pressey analyzed twenty-three textbooks in history 
and civics used in grades four through college, taking no note of frequency; 
six: high school history textbooks, keeping a frequency count; and noted special 
words appearing on the front pages of newspapers, in editorials, and in many 
artieles appearing in magazines dealing with current events. 
Words of high frequency were judged by sixty~four secondary school teachers 
of history and five college professors. Those words which the ju.dges felt they 
could not teach without and those which especially trained individuals considered 
of high value outside the classroom wore lis'ted-. Throe hundred and forty-six 
words met tho criteria of all three, survived additional editing, and were put 
into test forma • 
An objectivB test was made up because of its high reliability and ease of 
administration. Each word was presented in a contextual setting not too 
different fro~ the types found in textbooks. Four forms were administered to a 
total of 111 000 school children in grades four; six, eight,_ tellj and twelve in 
thirty-one different places. Results showed that greatest improvement came 
between grades four and eight with grades six to eight showing a greater increase 
than any other two grades. 
Teat words mastered by ninety per cent or ntore of the students sampled 
numbered none at fourth grade level; only five in grude six, fifty-five in grade 
eight, one hundred and six in grade ten; and one hundred seventy..otwo in grade 
twelve • 
jj Truman L. Kelly and A. o. Krey, Tests and Measurements in~ Social 
Sciences, Part IV, Report of tho Ool!llllisa3ion of the Amerioun Historical Association 
on the Social Studies (Bostom Oharlea S6J.:ibncr1 s Sons, 19?4). 
Jl> 
• 
• 
1.1. 
Kelty and Mooro,Y using words from a list issued by the Commission on 
Social Studios of' the American Historical AssO-ciation, constructed a test of' 
social studios vocabulary. The list was then divided into groups of terms which 
the tester felt could be satisfactorily taught to children in grades four, five, 
six, and junior high school. Historical terms at the intermediate grade levels 
were assigned to appropriate grades and complex political and economic concepts 
were given to the junior high school students. 
The above divisions were each subdivided in:to seven categories. Eight words 
were selected from each oatagory and the list of fifty-six items was put into two 
nearly equivalent forms. Each word was given its correct meaning, a· naiirly 
correct meaning, o:r one which, in the opinion of the testers, was representative· 
ef' errors that children would be likely to ma,ke. One group of children at each 
grade level was given the list of' words and asked $o write what they thought the 
term meant. Five distractors were taken froin wrong responses and used on the 
teat. Test items were further criticized by three authorities on tho teaching 
of social studies. 
The testa were administered to_a randomsample of one hundred pupils a.t 
each grade level. Seventy items based on an analysis were chosen from these test 
forms and put into two balanced frame, each with a reliability of approximately 
.77 per form. Reliability was reported to have increased considerably when all 
seventy items were piaeed on one form. 
The authors do not consider their test tho real answer to tho problem of' 
testing children1 s concepts but consider- it rather a guide and measuring stick, 
i/ Mary G. Kelty and Nollie· E. Moure, nTho Kolty-Mooro Tests of Ooncopts in 
the Social Studies, 11 (T. L ... Kelley and- A. 0. Krey, ~ & M9asuremonts .l:1l. tho 
Social Beiencos, Part +Y, Report of tho Oonnnission of tho American Historical 
Assfoiation on tho Social Studios, Bostont Oha.rlos Scribnor1 s Sons, 19;4), 
PP• 227-2:53,. 
I I 
• 
• 
1.2. 
Wealeyl/ constructed testa in political terms and social terms ba~d on the 
aoeial studies vocabulary list compiled by the American Historical Association. 
The political terms were confined to political history and government while the 
social terms included all the social studies,. 
Wesley experimented extensively in the selection of' type of test items in 
his political terms test and concluded that the best~wer type with five options 
called for the highest degree·of discrimination,. 
Although these tests are not suitable for elementary school use, they offer 
a possible solution to the problem nf form and technique in the testing of 
vocabulary comprehension. 
PricsS/.considere, as one of the objectives of a ~eating program in social 
studies, the diagnosis of special abilities and weaknesses of individual students 
so that teachers can determine the success of their own teaching and also have 
a basis for re-teaching and review. 
j.:J.-
Varney2/ evaluated various m.ethods of testing knowledge of word meaning., He 
employed the following techniquesl (1) matching words with a dictionary definition~ 
(2) matching words with synonyms, ()) multiple-choice, selecting a word from 
several which fit into all of a series of sentences, (4) multiple-choice, 
completing a sentenee by choosing the proper word, and (5) multiple ... choice; 
underlining the sentence showing the correct use of a wordo 
1/ Edgar B. Wesley, "The Wesley Tests in Social Terms,~ (T. Lt Kelley and 
A. 0. Krey, Tests §E. Measurements in~ Social Sciences, Part TV, Report of the 
Oommission of the American Historical Association on the Social Studies, Bostont 
Oharles Scribner's Sons; 19)2), pp~ 219,..226., 
y Roy A. Price, nTeats in Social Studies, If Social Studies, 261- 2;.-;9, 
January, 19:?5• 
2/ Elinor 0. Varney, "An Experiment to Evaluate Some Techniques for 
Measuring the Knowledge of Word Meanings in the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Grades,fl 
(unpublished Maaterts Thesis, Boston University; Boston, 1945),. 
• 
•• 
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The results of' her testing revealed that the matching technique had the 
clearest item validity with multiple choice second. 
Wllkingb/ used the category method to construct and evaluate a measure of' 
reading vooabular,r. Words were selected ori the basis of' Rogetla classification • 
Two final forms of' ninety words each were given to children in grades seven, 
nine, eleven, and thirteen. He concluded that the category type of' testing was 
valid for measuring reading ~ooabulary, and that more words could be tested by 
it than by any other method in a given period of' time, 
Burgard5/ investigated the abilities of fifth and sixth grade children to 
derive word meanings from context whilo reading silently* He found that, for tho 
most part, children were ineffective in their attempts to find moaning from 
context. In addition• as the level of reading achievement deoreasod, there 
was a de~roase in ability to dotoct unknown words. 
Butler2/ mado a study to determine the techniques by which meaning is written 
into textbooks in all the subject areas of the elementary school., By using 
control and experimental groups~ ·aha concluded that: (1) iihe experimental group, 
in spiiie of' lower meniial ages and reading scorest seemed iio find word meaning 
from coniiext betiier than t,he coniirol group, and (2) specific insiiructicnusing 
various iieohniques may improve skill in finding word meaning from context. 
]j St,ephen V. Wilking noonsiiruciiion and Evaluation of' a Measure of Reading 
Voeabulary," (unpublished Masterla thesis, Boston Universiiiy, Boat,~~ 194o). 
g! John F. Burgard, •An Invesiiigation of the Abiliiiies of Fifth and SiXth 
Grade Pupils to Derive Word Meanings from Context in Silent Reading,n 
(unpublished Masiier1s thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1950). 
x,/ Huldah A. Butler, "Finding \1ord Meanihg from Oonte_xt in Grade Five and Six; 1~(unpublished Mastorts thesis, Bosiion University, Boston, 1943)• 
• 
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Tho conclusions of Tillyl/, who investigated the possibilities of a self~ 
app~isal test as an instrument for determining tho relative dif~iculty of word 
meanings kn~wn by children when these words app~ared in isolation as well as in 
context~ .xe..v..ea.-l.e.d that self-appraisal is a valid enough technique to indicate 
word conoept dif;f'icul ty for children in elementary schools. 
Kelly and Krey.5/ favor the multiple-choice type of test because it permitted 
the use of phrases or sentences and provided an opportunity to test relationship 
as well as recall.. By using four or five options; the chance factor is eut 
down to negligible proportions. 
Lindquist2/ feels that the multiple-choice form is free from many of' the 
weaknesses inherent in other forms~ It adapts itself' to a wide variety of' item 
types. Furthermore, he believes that although the multiple-choice type is often 
abused, it can, with proper handling, measure complex abilities and fundamental 
understandings effectively. 
Eskridgej/ studied the textbooks used in grades four, five• six, and seven 
in Greenwood, South Carolina. Hie final selection of' words was based on 
f'roquoncy of occurrences, on closeness of' words to map usc, and on his own 
personal oxpcrionces, and consisted of one hundred thirty-five words ~or testing 
purposes. The following five types of tests were usedJ (1) essay, (2) multiple-
choice, (3) identification of places on mapa, (4) the National Intelligence Teet, 
and (5) a concrete materials test" i·n which the children were asked, for example~ 
j/ Harvey o. Tilley, lfA fechnique for Determining the Relative Difficulty 
•f' Word Meanings Among Elementa:ry School Ohildren11 t Journal gK Experimental 
Education, 5t 61...64, September; 19_36. 
y Kelley and Krey1 ~_ill., pp. 20-21. 
?;/ E. II'. Lindquist, · duoational Measurement; (Menasha, Wi8consint George 
Banta Publishing Oompany, .1951 , p. 195. 
!Jj T. J 4 Eskridge, Jr., Growth -.¥1 U:hderstandi:Jtl..% of Geogr~phy Terms in 
Grades IV ,iQ. YJ~ (Durham, North Oarolinat Puke University Preas, 19?9). 
• 
:t5 
to show the tester an 11 isthmua1t after having looked at globes; maps, and.models, 
Eskridge concludes that, "Effective reading more than anlf other aoademio factor 
. f 
conditione the ohild'1s ability to do his school work more effeotively."Y 
Si~ investigated the reliability and validity of the four following types 
of vocabular,r tests' (1) identification (defining word meanings), (~) multiple 
response~ (;) matching, and (4) checking knOwn words. He reported that 
reliability ranged from 84 per cent to 9; per cent. The multiple response 
technique was found to be the least reliable and the matching the most reliable• 
Earley2/~ in hie social studios vocabulary study, discovered that most 
social studies words lend themselves to grouping by categories. His categories 
were so selected that vocabula.ry words were limited to a single., general concept~> 
The words and short phrases that were chosen referred to people, places, events, 
institutions, and products related to human, social, economic, and political 
activitie~ 11 
These words were selected from eighteen intermediate grade texts. They 
were classified according to the following criteriat 
l, Words in the International Kindergarten list 
2. Words in the Gate 1 s Primary Word List 
;. Words essential for understanding of social studies 
concepts of special topics 
4 • Words peculiar to or essential for understanding of 
general social studios concepts 
Five forms, each composed of four sections, with five categories, tested 
690 categorized words plus thirty selected non-categorized words~ Each oatogorized 
word w~s related closely to one of tho total thirty-two categories used. Eaeh 
jj , Eskridge, Jr., ~ cit., P• 65. 
y Verner M. Sims 1 rtReliability and Validity- of 4 Types of Voca.bulur,r Tests, 11 
Journal of Educational Research; 201' 91~6, September, 1929. 
)/ Earley, ~- cit,. 
• 
• 
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item response was irtdioated by marking the proper category or indicating 
that the proper category was not given. 
There are clear indications that even though each successive grade 
level mastered a greater per cent of the words tested~ than the grade that 
preeeeded it the understanding of the social studies vocabulary was not 
l 
adequate enough to insure the mastery of social studies concepts and content. 
The category..oa.ssociationm.ethod·was found to be the fastest method o:f 
measuring social studies vocabulary at the intermediate grade level. Earley 
reported further that this technique was highly valid and reliable* 
Wolfferlsl/ evaluation of his context vocabulary test showed that this 
technique is useful for diagnosing and to sting . sccial studi."sa· vooabular..y in one 
sitting during a testing period. 
Wolffer also chose words from eighteen texts and those wore applied to 
tho same t:l't"iteria as Earley. The final word list consisted of 414 items 
which were divided into five tests~ forms A,. B, o, D, and E. Tho same forms 
were given to all three intermediate grades. 
:s.entonooo were constructed for each word,. The sentence form was used 
by Wolffer because it allowed words to appear in situations similar to 
those found in textbooks. Sentences were made up of wordings found in 
fourth grade social studies textbooks since this was the lowest grade 
tested. Analysis of test results ahe"l'rod that the Gontext method of testing 
vocabulary has a high rate 6f reliability and validity. Of the 414 
different word meanings tested in Wolffer•s study by 75 por Gent of the 
population only twenty words were mastered in grade 41 seventy-seven in 
grade 5' and oro hundred and thirty ... two in grade 6, indicating a defieioncy . 
in the understanding of social studios concepts • Beoa.uso tho evidence 
jj Wolffer, 212.•. ill• 
• 
• 
, .. 
relating to social studies vocabulary testing technique is so oont.radie-tory; 
it. is impossible to state with any_ degree of o.~cura.cy which t.eepnique is most. 
valid. Nevertheless, statistical analysis of teat. results shows that. 
diagnostic tests oan be helpful in measuring, for instructional purposes, 
the status of children1 s vocabulary in the social studies field. If teaehing 
is to be efficient., an adequate testing program, part of which is of a 
diagnostic nature, is a necessity. 
It. is felt. that more should be known about. the relative merits of the 
various testing techniques so that. tNe desired testing program will be a 
reality. And it. seems obvious that until more experiment~t.ion takes place in 
social studies v~cabulary testing, progress in the social studies field will 
be under definite and serious limitations. 
Adequate vocabulary evaluation only takes plaoe when an adequate testing 
instrument. is used. It. seems probable that in addition to using a good 
st.andardi~cd test, teachers will have to devise supplementary tests which fin 
the peculiarities of their own classes • 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
Very little research has been directed at the testing 
of social studies vocabulary at the elementary school level. 
This limited research and the literature suggest the in-
creasing need for further investigation. Especially is this 
true in the light of the findings of similar experimentation 
and investigation at the secondary school level. 
It was, thus, with the help of limited findings of 
previous investigations that those studios of a measure of 
social studios vocabulary at tho intermediate grades wore 
planned and organized. 
In 1952, EarleyY and WolfforY, as a preliminary step 
in their social studies vocabulary testing at thp intermediate 
grades level, defined social studios vocabulary as,_ 11 •• ._ 
including those terms which refer to persons, places, events, 
institutions, and products related to human, natural, social, 
]} Earley, op. cit. 
s/ Wolffer, op. cit. 
-1-
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economic and political a.cti vi ties; a knowledge and meaning 
of which is essential in order to read and express the 
information necessary for growth in the understanding of 
geography, history, and civics.rtl/ This definition provided 
a basis for selecting the words to be used in their diagnostic 
measures of the social studies vocabulary of intermediate 
grade children. The words were selected after careful analysis 
of eighteen geography and history textbooks used at the 
fourth, fifth, and sixth grade levels. 
As a result of their testing of approximately )000 
children, with each experimenter using his five experimental 
forms, they arrived, by moans of various statistical measures, 
at a list of words to be included in each of their two final 
forms¢ It is those recommended words that wore used as a basis 
for tho present group project in vocabulary testing. 
It was decided that tho first step should be a careful 
analysis of tho existing testing results. This was done by 
utilizing tho actual testing papers used by tho approximately 
6000 children who made up tho cases for experimentation in tho 
1952 studios~ This analysis resulted in a compilation of all 
responses made by each of tho children on all items on tho 
1/ Wolffcr, op. cit., PP• )6--)1. 
1.9 
total ten experimental forms. A further analysis was done 
by computing the percentages of boys and girls responding 
positively to the correct itemB~ 
The second step was to utilize the two final forms of 
the Earley test~ and the two final forms of the Wolffer 
testsS/ as a basis for further testing. The justification 
for the use of these words as being terms of high reliability 
was the estimated reliability of .97 on each of the two final 
forms of the Earley tests, and of .93 on Form ! and .94 on 
Form II of the Wolffer tests. 
Construction of the Tests 
Although previously cited research is inconclusive as 
tb the single best method of testing vocabulary, the category-
association technique has been shown to have high reliability 
and validity in the few tests in which:it has been employed, 
!t also has the distinct advantage of allowing for the 
measurement of a greater number of word concepts in a shorter 
period of time than is true of any other techniques-
While the multiple-choice type test item has by no 
~ana been championed by all test makers, it is reputedly 
a good type of item and in this case allowed the selected 
1/ Earley, op, cit. 
s/ Wolffer, op. oit. 
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vocabularJ to appear in sentence form, which is its nost 
natural setting in textbooks., It further permitted the testing 
of phrases as well as single words. 
In constructing the two balanced forms of the Earley test 
it was necessary to determine categor~es to which the suggested 
list of 260 words of the balanced forms would apply. These 
words were grouped according to their relationship as based 
on a single, conmon social studies idea or concept. The 
word categories were selected fron the experimental forms 
and included: 
People Fruit 
Sizes and Measures of Land '• Size or Area of Governnent 
Region 
Animals Church and Religion 
Water Travel Metals 
Rules and Laws in Governoent Water and Water Bodies 
Soil and Rocks Kind and Shape of Land 
War and Warfare Science and Scientists 
?laces People Live Farms and Farming 
Weather People in Governnent 
Precious stones Land Travel 
Land and Land Areas Products of Nature 
Occupations Length of Tine 
Government Trade and Trading 
Manufactured Goods ;Inventions 
Directions of Pla~cs ;Air Travel 
Groups of People 
,... , 
Earley 1 s final f'orm words v1ere merely indicated in his con-
clusions and v1ere not constructed into the two balanced forms. 
The present investigators, in formulating each of the 
balanced forms, found it desirable to have f'ive sections of' 
f'ive categories each into which the selected words f'rom the 
Earley lists were to be placed. This resulted in a set-up 
of' only 125 words being distributed throughout a total of' 
twenty-five categories and lef't fifty vacancies in the 
.organization of' the teats. It was decidcd first to add one 
non-categorized word to each section bringing the total to 
1)0 words and the remaining f'orty-f'ive items wore selected 
f'rom the lists of' experimental f'orm words that showed passing 
indices ranging between 5).2 per cent and 54.3 per cent. 
This resulted in a total number of one hundred and seventy-
five items per test f'orm. Oonsequently, each form was composed 
of' five groupe of' f'ive categoric'S each and thirty-five v1ords in 
each section, 
Each word was to be rospond8d to in such a way that by 
blackening in tho space between the parentheses on tho answer 
shoot, tho children indicated the category with which it was 
correctly related, or by crossing out the item they indicated 
that it was not related to any. 
All that was necessary in constructing the two balanced 
forms of' the V/olff'er test vtas to use the total of 160 
suggested words in the same situation~ as were used on the 
•, ·.: ·;\. 
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experimental forms. The 160 items were divided into two tests, 
Form I containing 80 items, and Form II containing 80 items. 
Each word was to be responded to in such a wuy that by 
blackening in the space between the parentheses on the answer 
sheet, the children indicated their choice of the correct 
definition-. 
On all tests, directions and sample items for the 
children wore included; on the Earley tests these were in-
cluded on the test forms themselves and on thEJ Wolffer tests 
those were included on one side of tho individual answer 
sheets which were furnished-to each child. Guessing was dis-
couraged since the purpose was to ascertain the actual status of 
children's knowledge of the words at the three grade levels. 
A separate page of directions was included for the 
teachers 1 use. No time limit was imposed, although the tests 
were planned in such a way that one thirty-minute sitting 
allowed ample time for each form for the average fourth grade 
reader to respond to all items. Plans were made for the tests 
to be administered by the teachers in order to insure as normal 
a classroom situation as possible. 
Final copies of all forms of both tests may be found in 
Appendix B. 
Administration of the Tests 
Those tests i"Tere administered to the total fourth, fifth, 
23 
and sixth grade populatiohi:r'- o--~eaclf o-f twO communi ties, one 
primarily residential and the other an industrial city. As 
an aid to the reader, the following key will apply throughout 
the rest of the study: 
Community I .,. indicating the industrial oonrrnunity 
Community R - indicating the residential community 
An ana.J.ysis of the data is given in the following four 
chapters whibn deal wL thJ 
Analysis of Childrents Misconceptions 
C•mparison of Social Studies Vocabulary with General Vocabulary 
Sex Differences in Social Studies Vocabular.1 
Analyses •f Data in Furtber Studies 
CRAP.rER tv 
COMPARISON OF SOCIAL STUDIES VOCABULARY WITH 
GENERAL VOCABu:t..ARY 
The purpose of this phase of the over-all study was to investig__ate 
the relationship of the Wolffer and Earley Social Studies Vocabulary 
Tests to a general vocabulary test1 and to determine the statistical 
validity of these specialized vocabulary tests in the light o£ their degree 
of correlation w.i th a known measure of ~enero.l vocabulary.~ 
The Earley U!ld Wol£fer Sooial Studies Vocabulary Tests were 
administered to all the pupil& of the fourth8 fi£th1 ond sixth grades of 
the public schools of Comm.m1ity I. The enrollment in these middle grades 
was 11 708• One~half o£ the nUmber of classes in each grade was given eaoh 
test.. Selection of the tes-t for eaoh olass wa~ ma,.de at random. DiVision 
was attempted only as to the number of classes but the number of pupils 
taking eaoh test in each grade was fairly evenly balano.ed:_. 
One week later~ the same pupils being use-d in this experimental 
study were given the Vocabulary Test taken from the Gates Reading Survey~ 
Only -the vocabulary portion o£ this reading survey was used. The Gai;es 
test was chosen as a criterion because iii is an outstanding test of known 
validity in its field and because both it and the Wolffer-Earley tests 
purport to be measures of certain pba.ses of the same ability• 
.}' Arthur I• Gates, "Gates Reading Survey for Grades 3 (2nd half) 
to 10 (Bureau of Publications• New York; Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 1942 Revision•) 
Because of a high incidence of absence and other uncontrollable 
factors. the total number of pupils for whom two scores were obtained, one 
on the Gates test and the other on either the Wolffer or the Earley test~ 
was 1,368• Pupils for whom only one o£ these scores was available were 
dropped from the entire si:iuey • 
TABLE I 
NUMBER OF C~SES AND PUPILS IN GRADES 
4, 5~. AND 6 TAKING THE EARLEY AND WOLFFER TESTS 
Gra.de Number of Classes Number of Pupils 
Ea.r1ey Wol:ffe:r:- Eo,.r1ey Wolffer Tota.l 
IV 9 9 250 216 466 
v 10 11 222 250 472 
VI 9 9 230 200 430 
Totals 702 666 1,368 
All test were administered ~ the classroom tea.chers following a 
direction sheet. Answer sheets were used for the social studies tests>! 
and emphasis was placed upon allOI'Ting sufficient time for pupils to try 
all the items in the tests. 
All the tests were hand-scored. It was decided not to correct the 
........ 
Gates test for guessing• as suggested in the manual1 as it was felt that 
a numerical soore l"apresenti~ the number of oorreot responses would yield 
a truer ooeffioient of correlation in this oase• 
• 
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The resul~s o£ these tests were analyzed statistically to determine 
the degree o:f correlation between the scyores in the Wolffer and Earley 
vooa.bulary tests and the Gates vocabulary test• 
Coefficients of oorrelationwere computed on the Durost~alker 
Correlation Oho.rt which is designed to i'ac~litate the computation of a. 
Pearson product-moment ooeffioient of oorr.elation. Six ooeffioients 
were plotted, one for each of the two tests at each of the three grade 
levels. The total numbel;' of oases was used in each oOllliJubation~ 
The a.ppro~ima.te percentages of forecasting effioienDy for each 
oorrelo.tion coefficient were oompubed by applying Kelleyts formula 
for the Coeffi~ient of Alienation and deducting the resulting values 
expressed as _percentages from 100 . ¢/ 
The means and ori tical ratios of the means between grades IV and V 
IV 
v 
VI 
TABLE II 
.CbRRELAT ION BY GRADES OF THE EARLEY socm 
STUDIES VOCABULARY TEST SCORES WITH 
THE GATES VOCABULARY TEST SCORES 
Nuniber of Caaes 
250 
222 
230 
The ooeffioients between the Earley and Gates tests at the fourth 
~1 
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1/ H. A. Greene, A• N. Jorgensen and J~ R. Gerberioh. Measurement and 
Evaluation~ the Element?X7 .School (New Yorkt Longmans, Green and Compaey., 
1942). PP• 538~539. 
and sixth grade level of i76 and .75 res~ectively indicate a high positive 
correlation and a marked relationship between the two tests. 
The ooeffioient of .70 for grade five scores Shows a marked relation• 
ship and a substantial correlation between these two sets of soores. 
The analysis indicates a definite t:rend for pupils who score high on 
the Gates test to score high on the Earley ~est especially in Grades IV 
and vi. 
IV 
v 
VI 
T.ABLE III 
CORRELATION BY GRADES OF THE WOLFFER SOCIAL 
S-TUDIES VOC.ABULARY TEST SCORES WITH THE 
GATES VOC.ABULA.RY TEST SCORES 
216 .so 
250 .72 
200 
The Wolffer ... Ga;ues correlation is found to be oorresponding:cy- high at 
the fifth and sixth grade levels where the computed ooeff':i.oients were 
•. n an9. ··72 respeotively~a 
A moderate correlation with some degree of positive relationship iq 
indicated at the fourth grade level by the coefficient of ,60 between 
the Wolff'er and Gate.s testae 
There is evident a marked tendency for pupils wi-!:;h high scores on the 
Gates test to receive correspondingly high sobres on theWolffer test, 
especially in the fifth and sixth grades•· 
Grade 
IV 
v 
VI 
IV 
v 
VI 
.. , 
TABLE IV 
PREDICTIVE V.ALUE OF THE COEFFICIENrS OF 
CORRELATION OF TEE VOCABULARY TESTS 
Test ·Coefficient 
or 
Correlation 
·Ear ley-Gates 
·75 
Earley ... Gates •70 
Ear ley-Gates •. 75 
Wolff'er .. Gates ..-60 
W olf'f er-Gate s 
Wolf'f'er-Gates .72 
l?er Cent o£ 
Foreo~sting 
Effioienoy 
33el 
28.1 
33.1 
20 
31 
Table IV shOI'I"s that the accuracy with which one variable can be 
forecast from known values of the other declines from 33.1 per cent to 
20 per oent as the ma~nitude of the correlation decreases• 
.-,a 
-....- I 
............... ----------~--------------------------------
Grade Number 
4 250 
5 222 
6 230 
TABLE V 
ORIT ICA.L RATIOS B;ETWEEN GRADES 
ON THE ~ TEST·. FORM I 
Mean SD SE Dii'f• 
])J,[ 
53.25 21.56 1.74 
67.85 24'.76 1.66 14.60 
8s.oo 21.28 1.40 18.16 
30 
SE Difft Critical 
Ratio 
2.4 6.1 
2.2 8.2 
Table V ShOW's tha:.t the d.ifferen~ between 63 .. 26• the mean of the 
pupils in grade rv. and 67.85- the mean of the pupils in grade v, is 
. 
14.60• The oritioal ratio is s.l, whioh ratio is statistically 
signifioa:n:b in favor of grade v. ' , · 
The d.ifferenoe between 67-85• the mean of the pupils in uade V• 
and 86-.00, the mean of the pupils in grade VI, is l8.15. The oritioai 
ratio is 8.f2t which ratio is sto.tistioally signifioan-b in favor of 
grade vr. 
Both these oritioal ratios reveal a valid inorease in the mean£ 
between grades.-
~ 
·e 
TABLE VI 
CRITICAL RA.T IOS BETWEEN GRADES 
ON THE Wor.FFER TEST, FORM I 
Grade Number Mean SE Dif.f• SE Diff. Critical 
M Ratio 
4 216 27,03 11.01 .75 
5 250 40.98 13 .. 92 .sa 13.95 1 .. 5 9o3 
6 200 52.22 13.26 .e4 11.24 1.3 s.6 
Table VI shOKs that the difference between 27 e031 the mean of the 
pUIJi1s in grade IV.# and 40.981 the mean of' the pupils in grade v. is 
13.95. The critical ratio is 9.3, whioh ratio is statistically signifioant 
in favor of grade V o 
The differenGe between 40~98.1. the mean of the pupils in grade v., and 
52 .. 22• the mean of' the pupils in grade VI_. is 11.24_. The cri tioa.l ratio 
is a.6, whioh ratio is statistically significant in £ovor of grade vi. 
Statistical validity of the Wolf'fer- test is evident in the step-u,p 
of the means from grade to gz:o.de• 
ln a gao.eral analysis it is evident that the ooe.ffioients o£ 
correlation obtained.in the st.uey of the Wol£fer• Earley and Gates tests 
show a definite positive relationship existing between the Earl~ wad 
Gates tests and the Wolffer and Gates Tests0 Variations and the scores o£· 
the one test ma.y be expeot.ed to aocom.paey corresponding variations in the 
soores of the other• 
General oonst.anoy of' the degree of' positive correlation is shown in 
this study• the coefficient figures elustering rather olosely together 
between .716 and .. 747- except for the two lONer coef'fioiell."hs between 
Earley..Qa.tea at ~rade v. a.nd Wol!'.fer~ates at grade IV G 
Generally validity c~e.fficien:ts are expeoted to be at a m;inimum, of 
e45 a.nd a maximum of about .so f.or praotioal purposes.y .A.ll the 
coefficients computed in the stuey fall into the upper brackets o£ this 
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category. Therefore evidence of statistical validity ba.sed tliJOn the above 
criterion may be reported as defi~te~ present~ 
One o.f the important oubcomes o.f correlation is the predictive 
implication o~ the ooef.fioients., that is, the aocuraay with whioh one 
meas\lre may be predicted .from another known measure• 
The percentages of .foreoasti~ efficiency obtained for the speci.fic 
values of the correlation-s o£ this stucy o.re small.# bub when compared 
with the probable e.ffioiency o£ predictions havi~ no oor.relati'V'e bases, 
whioh is less than 5 per oent., the picture seems bette:re 
¥o' J,. P• Guilford..j Funda:m.e:p.tal. Statistiol:l in Psyoho.logy and Education 
(New ork: MoGraw .. lH.ll Book Company, fgso) 4 P• 166• -
• 
• 
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OHAPTER V 
MISOONCEPTIONS IN SOCIAL STUDIES VOCABULARY 
The purpose of this chapter is to make a study of the words of the two 
final forms of the Wolffe~ Social Studies Vocabularf Test and the words of the 
two final forms of the Earley Sa.ial Studios Vocabulary Teats. An analysis of 
the rniacon.e.eptions in both these testa ;.ras made in order to determine tho reasons 
for the childrenst responses, and to provide a basis for further study in an 
attempt to improve vocabulary wo~k. 
Tho first part of tho chapter presents the study made of the responses to 
the 160 words on the two final forms of tho Wolffor Sooial Studios Vocabulary 
Test obtained from tho five experimental forms usod in tho original study in 
nino communities in grades four, five, and six. Tho total number of children 
tested was 2 1974• 
Tho second part of tho chapter presents tho study mado of tho responses to 
tho 250 words on tho two final forms of tho Earley Social Studios Vooabulary 
Test obtained from tho five experimental forms of tho original study which was 
given in the same nino communities to grades four~ five, and six. Tho total 
number of children tested was 3,039. Tho children who took tho experimental 
forms of the Wolffor tost wore not the same children used on the experimental 
forma of tho Earley teat, 
WOLFFER SOCIAL STUDIES VOCABULARY TEST 
Tho study of the words found in tho two final forms of Wolfforls Social 
Studios Vocabulary Test is based on tho results obtained by Wolffor on five 
experimental forms as given in nino communities on throe grade levels~ Tho 
total number' of children tested was 21 974. 
All data used in this study we~o obtained from an item analysis of all 
tho words in all tho experimental forms of tho 1'/olffor Teat.. Tho words to 
• 
• 
bo considered hero will total one hundred sixty, eighty words having boon used 
in each of tho two :final forms of tho t::.st., 
In this study. an attempt will bo mudo to ·dotcrmino the reason for many 
of tho wrong choices made by tho children in taking this test. No effort will 
be made to study all tho words.Onlytho words in which tho choice next highest 
to tho correct response indic~tod errors in configuration, comprehension, or 
vrrong associations of idon.s were considered in this L~tudy. 
Tho main reasons :for errors in tho test seem to full into theso throe 
groups, A configurutfon error is ono in vrhich the child miot2.kos one word for 
another due mainly to a hurried or careless look at the word. The second reason 
and one peculiar to the W'olff'or Test and not found in the parallel test, the 
Earley Test, is the lack of comprehension in rc~ding. A third and most common 
reason for error is associations of ideas, in which the pupils mado a wrong 
association of ideas between tho tested t-rord £md one of the choices. 
Mc.:n;y- words were omitted by a lar~e J;J.umbcr of the children duo princip:1lly 
to un:fn.milio.ri ty with tho word. Since the vror¢I.s l'Tore chosen from both history 
~nd gcogro.phy books on all three g:ro.dc ~c"ITels ij:.. is ob"ITious that ma:rzy- fourth· 
grade children would omit tho vro~ds faunA only in fifth or sixth grade books. 
Tho omission of words and reasons for omisoiono will be loft :for u later Ptudy~ 
Following is o. list of tho vTOrds tn the two f'i:nal forms and tho number 
of responses for each choice and tho- number of omisaions. Tc.blo VII forms tho 
basis for tho analysis of tho mioconqoptions, The correct rooponsc to ouch 
item is underlined • 
/ 
,3'-.5 
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TABLE VII 
ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES'~ DEFINITIONS 
OF 160 WORDS IN THE WOLFFER TEST· 
Grade Number Ohoices 
'(5) • Form I (1) (2) {~) "(4) Omission 
• 
barbarous 4 265 19 9 60 22 9 22 
5 205 16 8 ;58 102 5 "jj 6 20~ 1~ 24 22 119 
' 
21 
border 4 265 115 
* 
16 8 5 7 
5 205 1~2 14 6 5 7 
6 203 109 E 9 9 2 ~ 
bounded 4 191 10 2l 10 25 17 72 
5 216 12 Mt 12 "jj 9 '~ 6 2o4 11 ill 4 21 8 19 
canal 4 265 20 5 15 .§.§. 59 1~ 
5 205 15 11 7 110 57 8 
6 20~ ~ ~ 5 15.!± 46 2 
central 4 265 17 29 4o n 6 14 
5 205 6 24 36 ~ 6 6 6 20~ 9 20 17 ~ 4 
--
channel 4 265 112 17 12 15 8 9 
5 205 156 1~ 15 7 5 9 6 207 ~ 6 4 .2 5 
"• 
4 46 26 
.2£· ii-vi],. War 191 11 5 67 
5 216 74 9 29 8 1§_ 20 
6 2o4 40 8 28 4 ~ 26 
conqueror 4 185 23 ~0 19 7 41 65 
5 215 21 24 26 16 §3: 45 
6 199 23 15 25 9 ~ 19 
continental 4 185 22 57 ~ 12 12 66 5 215 26 74 14 17 42 
6 199 28 45 22 18 10 70 
Declaration of 4 185 12 
.2.2 18 23 77 27 
Independence 5 215 4- 131 11 10 50 9 
6 199 8 122. 7 7 ;58 4 
dependeneies 4 185 28 
·1i 14 9 20 79 
• 
5 215 27 11 1.2 23 68 
6 199 11 11,6 6 6 35 49 
r 
. -56 
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TABLE VJI ( oontinueci) 
ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES TO DEFINITIONS 
OF 160 WORDS IN THE WOLFFER TEST 
•. : Grade Number Ohoioes Form I (1) (2) . C?) (4) (5) Omission 
direction 4 187 ~~ 57 2 8 ]§_ 9 
5 21~ 21 61 9 17 106 9 
6 211 10 56 9 4 129 4 
drain 4 187 20 10 20 17 §2. ~1 
5 ~1~ 14 8 16 9 iii 9 6 211 11 2 14 16 (3 
emperor 4 191 ~~ 14 11 16 66 51 
216 14. 18 - 16 5 20 20 ~ 6 2o4 8 1~ 10 18 11 
-
erosion 4 187 72 15 ~ 21 10 ~ 5 2.1~ 51 7 1Q 5 ~ 
6 211 25 ~ 44 111 0 28 
fertility 4 185 21 29 9 14 3l 74 
5 215 17 14 11 7 126 40 
6 199 14 10 5 5 144 20 
feuds 4 189 46 9 ~0 41 18 45 
tJ ;54 - 46 5 215 9 15. 17 6 195• 5 19 ]1Q 21 14 
flow 4 265 ~9 19 12 32. 62 7 
5 2.05 25 20 6 n. 66 10 
6 20~ 17 21 11 19.2. 46 7 
founded 4 191 17 7 78 ~ 10 56 5 216 18 4 1~1 4 11 
6 2o4 2 6 1~~ 2£ ~ 6 
·foreign 4 185 7 9 10 l~ ,125 20 
5 215 8 9 4 6 m 11 6 199 ~ 7 0 2 2 
-
foreigner 4 189 
1ij- 17 
28 14 12 45 
5 215 5 18 5 11 28 
• 
6 195 165 5 5 ~ 4 15 
f-ortify 4 185 27 15 19 ~ ~7 52 
5 215 15 19 1~ 1£ . 50 46 
6 199 2~ 17 12 ]2_. ~l ~7 
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TABLE VII ( oontinued) 
ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES TO DEFINITIONS 
OF 160 WORDS IN THE WOLFFER TEST 
• 
Grade Number Ohoioes 
Form I (1) (2) ( ;5) (4) (5) Omission 
f'reedo:m 4 191 25 ]jg 5 18 6 5 
5 216 17 185 1 4 5 4 
6 2o4 7 185 1 4 5 2 
frontier 4 185 !1:2. 19 42 l2 14 45 
5 215 115 11 58 2 8 21 
6 199 120 12 32 9 7 19 
-
geography 4 191 18 
xi 5 49 7 14 5 216 2;5 3 19 8 l 6 2o4 10 1 57 4 
govern 4 185 66 20 20 20 12 42 
~ 215 ~ 14 20 19 12 17 199 lO 8 12 , 10 
historic 4 187 22 25 81 17 28 14 
5 21;5 17 16 14o 11 20 9 
6 211 14 5 152 6 ;52 2 
iQebergs 4 185 2;5 4 ? 10 liQ 5 
5 215 16 2 1 ? l2Q 3 
6 199 15 1 .1 3 118 l 
ipdepende:nt 4 265 19 ~~ 25 ~ 19 16 5 205 4 2;5 10 10 6 20;5 ? 19 14 1E..2. l , 
industry 4 191 28 21 ~ l:t,8 10 9 5 216 12 3 ,192 1 4 
6 2o4 2 ; 4 1£?1 2 2 
inhabit 4 187 16 4o 16 ~ 19 45 5 21;5 21 32 17 57 
6 211 "18 21 6 130 16 20 
inhabitan-ts 4 191 29 8 4:; 22. 1;5 -~ 
•• 
5 216 25 3 ~ 22 15 " 6 2o4 11 2 130 14 23 
interna.tiona14 185- . 18 28 15 18 ~ 69 5 215 21 '31 ~4 24 46 -6 199 12 15 20 .22 29 
3f 
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TABLE VII ( conti:nueu) 
ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES TO DEFINITIONS 
CF 160 WO:RDS IN THE WOLFFER TEST 
• 
Grade Number Choices 
Form I (1) (2.) (3) (4)' (5 )- Omission 
interior 4 191 ;B 22 15 14 i 67 5 216 :t5 28 12 21 49 6 2o4 36 19 6 9 40 
invention 4 191 51 20 11 l 120 7 
-5 2.16 i4 14 7 0 ,178 4 6 2o4 6 3 l J12.. l 
irrigate 4 191 21 25 22. 19 15 53 
5 216 50 13 110 21 9 13 
-6 204 54 8 m 9 6 10 
jury 4 187 42 9 l02 ~ 25 6 !5 213 11 3 156 25 5 
6 211 6 2 
.w. 0 15 3 
kingdom 4 185 10 ~ 7 17 9 ~1 5 215 6 ~ 8 12 14 12 6 199 6 1 10 12 7 5 
-
legal 4 187 16 17 14 11 12. 57 
5 213 15 20 8 9 ~ 31 6 211 4 17 6 3 1.92. 12 
manuf'ac ture 4 265 18 :t5 7 61 8 49 
5 2a) 8 22 15 Jj§ 7 15 
6 203 3 5 7 106 5 21 
iDe.nu- 4 189 10 23 29 25 Jl. 25 
facturer 5 215 5 l2 16 20 ffi 11 6 195 1 10 11 7 5 
-
map 4 189 70 12 13 7 §.?:. 5 
5 215 44 17 26 ~ 121 4 -6 195 51 10 20 128 l 
-
marsh 4 191 7 46 9 m 9 5 5 216 0 33 1 4 9 
• 
6 2o4 1 10 1 w... 3 2 
marshland 4 187 24 lO 8 1o6 i6 23 
-5 21;5 12 2 8 m 9 10 6 2ll ·11 3 2 7 5 
•• 
G!'ade 
Form I 
military 4 
5 
6 
missionary 4 
5 
6 
modern 4 
5 
6 
moi.a_ture 4 
5 
6 
natural 4 
resources 5 
6 
Northern· 4 
Hemisphere 5 
6 
oasis 4 
5 
6 
occupation 4 
5 
6 
Ocean Rout-es 4 
5 
6 
tre 4 
5 
• 
6 
overlords 4 
5 
6 
TABLE VII ( oontinued) 
ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES TO DEFI}UTIONS 
OF 160 WORDS IN THE. WOLFFER TEST 
Number Choices (5) I ~(1) .(2j . (;;) (4) 
265 5 17 102 6 17 
20.5 7 14 145 9 15 203 0 l72 5 1,? 
191 19 18 8 13 102 
-216 I 8 6 11 3 . 178 
2o4 4 8 3 5 178 
187 42 ~ 21 17 5 213 27 19 15 7 211 15 ·1-.22. 6 15 11 
187 80 1,? 10 7 .22 
21.? 72 .12 7 6 ~ 211 51 10 9 0 
185 I 44 19 12 35 zo 
215 i41 7 17 23 7 
199 146 7 16 17 2 
191 50 10 64 12 ,?8 
216 ~- 6 '~· 4' 60 
2o4 17 . 11 L 2 52· 
265 29 26 1,? ·!f2 4·3 
.205 13 29 7 2§. I 59 
20,?. 8 20 .. 9 ··lfg 40 
265 41 4 12 40 9 ,........._ ... 
205 30 5 19 12]. 15 
20,? 4 ·; io ill 7' 
191 96 9 10 13 14 
216 l67 ;5 )J. 1,3 l1 
2o4 . 1~_0 6 ? 7 2 
185 27 13 11 27 26 215 2,? .. 6 12 10 199 8 ·-1 4 13 
191 2.6 10 55 12 42 . 
216 16 4 64 22 1~ . 2o4 10 '5 ,?8 11 
-
Omission 
32 
16 
11 
31 
lO 
6 
17 
8 
5 
18 
18 
5 
54 
20 
11 
27 
24 
16 
26 
39 
27 
22 
9 
2 
49 
16 
6 
19 
10 
5 
46 
'5l 
26 
..39 
39. 
40 
40 
TABLE VIJ;: {eonti:oued.) 
ANA.LYS:ts OF RESPONSES TO DIDFINITIONS 
OF 160 WORDS IN ·THE WOLFFER TEST 
• 
Grade ·Number Ohoi~~s 
Ft;>rm I (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) Qmiesioli 
pass 4 189 38 14 lPo 14 22 2? 5 215. 29 12 13 9 31 
6 195 . 22 8 ±42 9 -7 '7 
pe~eant 4 191 24 51 19 2 16 18 
5 216 ·17 43 28 12 14 ~ 6 2.o4 25 15 20 jg.2. 3 16 
political 4 185 ti 14 16 4 28 68 5 215 5 9 2 2~ 49 6 199 15 7 l 13 23 
population 4 265 8 20 10 12 j 37 5 205 4. 13 7 7 6 6 203 4 ;o 5 6 m 9 
.. 
priest 4 19·1 9 5 14 m 18 12 
5 ai6 3 .3 8 183 11 8 
6 264 1 3 3 ·178 17 2 
proclamation 4 187 2.6 13 21 t! 20 71 5 21,3 2l. 28 33 26 42 
6 ·2ll 17 22 29 §2. 21 29 
product 4 191 31 1o6 l6 14 7 17 
~ 216 61 ~ . 6 6 2 6 2o4 41 1:.._ 4 , 3 5 
rapids 4 185 i 19 19 9 14 18 5 215 19 2 12 13 13 6 199 8 2 12 1 12 
rural 4 191 22 :9 17 50 21 T5 
5 216 I 7 20 61 19 50 6 204·· lO. 12 67 7 43 
savage 4 191 26 ~ i4 7 ~§ 11 5 216. 17 1J2 6 I 6 
• 
6 204 16. 158 2 21 3 
Self'- 4 191 67 ~ 16 '42 20 11 ...... 6 Government 5 216 88. 21 10 i· 15 6 2o4 64 13 15 3 13 
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TABLE VII (eontimted) 
ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES TO DEFINITIONS 
OF 160 WORDS IN THE WOLFFER TEST 
• 
Grade Number Ohoioes 
Form I (1~ (2) (;) (4) {5) ~mission 
villagers 4 189 i 15 15 15 11 ;2 5 215 5 8 7 4 17 6 1?5 2 5 7 5 15 
-
vo1oano 4 185 9 15 12 10 2.2. 23 
5 215 0 .4 5 4 182 19 
6 l99 l 1 7 1 18; 6 
waterpower 4 189 55 14 42 46 19 15 
5 215 21 5 51 1.22 11 12 
-6 189 16 1 59 111 18 5 
-
F-orm II 
agriculture 4 189 25 21 :tl 17 ~ 56 5 215 10 41 ~ 8 ~ 6 195 10 7 2 15 15 
aqueduct 4 189 57 14 l8 15 22. 46 
5 2l5 ?8 6 .8 6 110 42 
6 195 18 7 4 12 J3! 20 
ashore 4 187 27 ii 4o 2 0 ; 5 215 23 29 1 l 1 6 211 lO 172. 20 4 1 1 
borderland 4 185 40 ~ 15 7 10 29 5 215 55 112 6 7 4 14 . 
6 199 ;6 .111 5 4 l 4 
breezes 4 265 13 22 6 4 11 45 
5 205 5 m 4 1 l2 9 6 20? 1 11 0 4 ;;1 
oa1ms 4 2.65" 18 19 
* 
58 ~6 12 5 205 16 17 60 28 
-· 6 20? 7 11 21. ?6 ?1 20 
• eaeyon 4 187 64 88 11 15 ' 6 5 213 51 m 9 12 2 5 6 211 53 3 9 5 1 
~ ·. -~ ,.,.,.~ .. -
',., 1~' -._, 
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TABLE VII (continued) 
ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES TO DEFINITIONS 
OF 160 WOBDS IN THE WOLFFER TEST 
• 
~rade Number Ohoices 
Form II (1) (2) (~) {4) (5) Omission 
~argo 4 265 115 7 26 6 11 17 
5 205 ~ 14 7 4 5 5 6 207 1 1 2 4 ~ 6 7 
-
century 4 189 ?1 17 11 1~ tY 24 5 215 27 12 5 ' 5 6 195 17 4 5 
' 
1 
Chain of 4 187 1 15 6 tit 10 1? !a lands 5 21? 7 27 7 ~ 8 6 211 1? 11 4 
.L 7 
climate 4 185 88 8 11 17 9 42 
5 215 180 3 7. 7 4 14 
6 l99 l1§_ ~ , 7 2 6 
~oasta1 4 185 27 28 21 14 ~ 58 
-5 215 7 ~ 25 ~ 2.6 29 6 199 14 25 20 ;o 
-
COIIllll3.nd 4 191 18 20 ~9 }1£ 6 11 5 216 10. lB ?7 4 7 6 2o4 5 8 24 .m ~ 2 
oommunity 4 265 25 15 28 8 j 25 5 205 2~ 2~ 2.1 7 17 6 2.0) 6 ll 1~ 1;5 
.ld£ 14 
constitution 4 265 77 9 !?.§. 39 12 24 
5 205 ~ 5 1.22. 15 6 1~ 6 20~ 16 9 12.2 11 :5 9 
o.ontinent 4 187 19 46 14 58 2.2 48 
5 213 1} i 9 :;Jj 17 28 6 211 16 7 25 12 19 
daily 4 187 17 lO 10 3 124 23 
-5 213 9 5 4 6 181 8 
• 
6 211 1? 1 8 9 1]6 - 4 
delta 4 187 26 19 24 64 18 ;6 
5 213 15. 20 29 
' 
14 29 
6 2.11 19 l7 46 _8 25 
·--
TABLE VII ( oontinuod) 
ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES TO DEFINTIIONS 
OF 160 WORDS IN THE WOLFFER TEST 
• 
Grads Number Ohoioes 
form II (l) (2) (3) (4} (5) ()nission 
drou&l-b 4 l87 a6 a 19 12 10 62 
6 213 131 5 l5 9 l8 35 
6 211 m 8 11.5. 3 JIO. 24 
oa.rb~es 4 l$ll 5 lO 1d 12 94 61 
5 as 9 6 9 4 169 l9 6 204 a 
.2 ~ 1 168 l5 
eleot 4 185 12 l3 14a 4 5 11 
5 Zl.5 5 13 !9o $ a 2. 
6 199 s 7 l86 ,t 2 1 
el!iba.nkment 4; 185 5a 51 13 6 22 34 
5 215 9! 31 13 lJ5 la 47 
6 1.99 100 20 lL8 7 17 32 
equator 4 191 38 107 24 8 n 9 
5 21S 36 m 31 12 2 5 
6 204 32 m 16 6 0 7 
era 4 ll9.1 55 20 as 20 22 46 
5 ZL.6 57 27 2.5 'm' 25 29 
6 2.04 2.7 l9 la 102' 20 la 
fertile 4 191 2 98 16 Zl 11 3~ 
5 21.6 6 124 13 26 42 5 
6 2.04 l m 1 14 2l. 7 
fertilizer 4 181 l09 11 18 18 5 ao 
5 2ll.3 m 8 12 38 6 6 
6 2ll E6 9 8 24 3.· 1 
foro.es 4 1.85 6 15 l2 7 l22 l8 
5 £15 8 15 1 6 m u 
6 l99 3 3 l 1 l69 6 
fortress 4 191 5& 8 118 ~ 9 66 
• 
5 21.6 66 6 14 1m' s 41 
6 204 41 ll 9 116' 4 24 
Fri,gid 4 llB5 26 sa 22 l2 2.3 64 
Zone 5 2.15 2.5 95 l3 1.8 22 4a· 
' 
199 l6 125 11.. ll 11 26 
-
.t-j!/' 
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TABLE VIr (oontinued) 
ANALYS!S OF RESPONSES TO DEFINITIONS 
OF 160 'fORDS IN THE WOLFFER TEST 
• 
Grade Nm:nber - Choices 
F•rm II (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) Omil3sian 
~p 4 265 54 li.'t l2 44 17 34 
6 2.05 31 9 1'6 l'n 17 . 13 
6 2-o3 2.8 ll 5 l33, 13 13 
~lobal 4 191 20 2.0 22 71 00 2i( 
6 2l6 22 20 28 ~ ~ M. 
6 204 13 14 15 loW l-4 22 
gorge 4 185 3l 32 17 43 33 2.9 
5 as 21 21 9 '88 38 28 
6 199 23, 7 s ill 33 25 
Government 4 191. 22 l£ 17 80 12 49 
Of£loia.l 6 21.6 8 3 9 lmf 14 26 
6 2t4 10 2 9 l54 12 rr 
-
grant of 4 l89 l7 28 Je 46 38 31 
land 5 215 1.7 l2 2.9 102 20 35 
·s 195 l.4 9 20 m 11 2:4 
-
hemisphe.re 4 l85 21 28 14 14 36 7t 
5 215 l'f 18 2.0 24. 86 5) 
6 199 15 29 19 l5 JiO 22 
-
his-bot+y 4 185 78 33 14 38 6 6 
5 2.15 .11!'8 2.0 2.5 2.2 7 ~ 
6 lL99 m 7 l'l 15 2 2 
horiabn 4 li85 38 l't l9 52, 16 4]. 
5 215 42 21 10 10'4 10 2,8 
.) 6 199 50 28 5 !03 6 8 
;tn)e:nd 4 al5 31 18 10- 53 J.6 . 44 
5 205 ·4J. 15 1 lO'I 21 20 
6 203 10 6 3 l66 5 14 
_.., 
inlet 4 l9lL 11 6S 46 27 21 18 
• 
5 216 9 lll 37 14 28 15 
6 io4 :nz m 3.7 8 l4 8 
inw.dion . 4 l.Bt> 14. 13 41 27 23 64 
5 215 22 8 w ll8 28 67 
6 199 2e 6 lW lo l.3 30 
-
/-6. 
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TABLE VII~ ( ttontiliued)" 
.ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES TO DEFINl'riONS 
OF 160 WORDS IN THE WOi.FFER TESf 
Grade Numb~ ' '' · ·~ ~ ir · 
• 
(1) t (2) (3) (4) (5)-Form II Omission 
irrigati011 4 465 17 2.7 48 l3 18 ~ 
6 205 16 62. 88 14 1{j 24 
~ 203 ~- 21 l~ 14 l 19' 
League o£ 4 l$7 .65. 28 16 16 ,,7 55 
Nat~dna 5 ~tt lE>1i 31 1ft, 17 12 00 6- Da 21 5 10 8 32 
Level of the 4 181 22 16 22 39 61 28 
Se.t;l. 5 213 18 13' 13 4i ln' ' 9 
6 211 10 7 12 24 m 12 
merchants 4 189 57 14 ll 63. 29 l5 
5 2J.5 60 9 4 m 1'1 14 
6 195 36 5 2. m 9 5 
:rnosq:ue 4 189 21 lZ l:6 26 75 38 
5 21.5 13 l4 l8 l6 l.i]; 14 
6, 196 2 8 15 6 ~ 2..5 
IllO'bher oow.try4 19l 51 s 23 15 25 89 
5 216- 69-- 4 24 1m" 34 24 
6 204 67 4 11 70 2.8 18 
li.a-hivea- 4 187 9 46 24 4t 2.4 44 
5 U3 1 48 32 89 lO 27 
.6 2tl.l e- 30 17 13'8 4 16 
tu:~.tu,re 4 191 l.a :n.a 109 19 ~0 18 
5 as' 9 13 m 'l 11 9 
6 204 6 2 '!79 ll a ·4 
overtlolr 4 187 25 8 14 9 88 43 
5 213 13' 5 5 4 i7o 16 
6 2ll ~ 6 1- 3 T'l5 10 
~a~riot 4 191 Z5 74 7 lS 3:.7 50 
5 216 9 14I 9 12 21 24 
• 
6 264 13 m 9 13 9 16 
patriotism 4 185 92. l& lt 12 13 42. 
5 2~5 12'5 18 9 12: 6 47 
6 1m) no 22 ~ 3 4 2il 
-
TABLE VII ( ~ontinued) 
.ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES T 0 DEFINIT IONi 
OF 160 WORDS IN TEE WOI.FFER TEST 
• 
Grade Number Ohoiaes 
(1) (z) (3) (4) (5) Omission Fo:rm II 
peaceful 4 185 98 as ll 6 6 33. 
~ 215 17o 17 5 4 4 15 
6 199 m 9 0 3 4- 8 
peninsula. ~ 265 9 9 13 as l9 47 
5 205 ll.6 7 4 14! 17 2d) 
6 203 3 14 4 m 15 15 
pioneering 4 187 30 36 16 20 36 50 
5 213 34 38 19 w 49 23 
6 211 35 22 14 93 10 11 
political. 4 191 l2 66 ~8 22 2.5 49 
party s· 216 n So 14 41 57 30 
6 204 4 10! 13 2.7 . 35 24 
-
power plant 4 l86 18 2.8 20 e:r. 19 8 
5 215 22 24 ~1 )[28 14 10 
a 199 6 15 6 l64 12 6 
produce 4 185 24 48 33 13 2.4 13 
5 2.15 9 1~ 16 8 l5 2.8 
6 1.99 5 m 8 10 12. 17 
re.g,ian 4 l.9l 37 23 74 35 l.O l2. 
6 2.1.6 ze 14 16!' l.3 z 6 
6 204 :u ll 146 10 7 9 
-
reign 4 255 59- 46 1 40 7 2.o 
-· 5 205 50 5l 1 61 5 25 
6 .. 203 47 43 1 92 2. lo 
represent 4 189 14" 62 34 2.2 31 26 
6 215 9 lE .. 29 20 2.5 20 
6 195 1 m l5 8 13 8 
reservoir 4 1.89 57 l5 33 49 16 39 
• 
5 2l5 99 17 M 26 ll 37 
6 195 lmf 13 9 23 5 17 
ruler 4 1.85 10 5 10 38 103 9 
5 215 3 2 z lO l89 9 
6 l9!JJ 0 l l -5 179 3 
.dr?,' 
I' (-r· 
48 
TABLE VII (oontinued) -
..ur.ALYSIS OF RESPONSES T 0 DEFrNrf IONS 
OF 160 WORDS IN THE WOLFFER TEST 
• 
Gra.@ Number Ohoioes 
Form II 
(I) (2) . (3) (4) (5) Om:tasiC:i:l 
Soore'ba;cy: ot 4 191 26 9 9 29 67 51 
State 5 ~ 20 t 9 48 i03 2.9 6 18 4 3 4l m 27 
Southern ~ 189 56 52. 10 14 15 42; 
Hemisphere 6 215 69 83 2 2.5 15 2.6 
•::: 100 -~· 195 53 3 9 4 17 
strait 4 ~65 14 50 n 29 30 43 
5 205 6 109' 16 39 13 2.l 
6 203 10 m; 14 19 16 16 
-
stream 4 Z86 14 8 8 14 lol 34 
5 205 20 1 4 5 m 9 
6 203 4 l 3 9 l70 17 
-
surrender 4 -~5 2 8 7 lOB 8 45 
5 2;>5 4 15 5 m 4 11 
6 203 1 5 2 l6~ 1 31 
te;rm 4 191 5 8 17 89 13 59 
5 216- 11 9 9 159 9 19 
6 204 6 4 4' !:77 6 1 
-
terrace 4 191. 56 9 18 10 19 79 
5 as 62 27 24 6 50' 27 
6 204 55 8 25 5 78 33 
territory 4 191 11 64 1:5 11 l9 7l 
5 216 17 133" l5 l3 15 23 
6 204 8 138 16 4 21 17 
i:ihrone 4 185 12 42 53 3 7 6 
5 215 91 36 w 0 6 5 
6 l99 49 i6 J.T6 0 0 8 
-br~~or:b 4 185 97 33 16 15 15 22 
•• 
5 215 143 . 36 4 3 19 lO 
6 199 l!l 39 4 2 7 10 
ii~I>brba:US.Gn.4 ).89 l3 '14 22 37 l3 30 
£ 215 5. 136 lS 35 12 14 
6 195 2 m, ~-0 4S 3 10 
-· 
. TABLE VII ( Gontinued) 
ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES TO DEFINITIONS -
OF 160 WOre:JS IN THE WOLFFER TEST 
• 
G-rade :Number Choices 
Form. Jl "fl) (2). (3) (4) (5) Omission. .. 
trea;by 4 185 20 105 12 14 17 1.8 
5 215 7 rTf 11 8 4 1 
6 l99 6 m 2 4 6 5 
tributary 4 265 44 27 12 lo 1 76. 
5- 2.05 1m 14 8 22 1l. 23 
6 Z03 !o2 7 
-
15 28 9 42, 
unite 4 1.91 9 79 9 12 18 64 
5 216 . 9 15'4 3 5 19 26 
6 204: 9 !61>' l 6 ll 1.2 
-
'U!J to data 4 l85 121 12 l9 lll. 4 16 
5 215 m 14 12 4 3 6 
6 199 'I8I 1 10 2, 2. 3 
volcanic 4 187 29 34 20 13 43 48 
5 215 14 00 18 1.0 34 4'7 
6 211 12 11'7 ~ 
·' 
~8 24 
-
vote 4 265 20 3 4 26 96 29 
5 . 205 19 -1 17 16 14'5 'l 
6 203 7 l l3 8 m 11 
-
warrior 4 187 l3 30 4 136 2 2 
5 213 13 18 3 m 0 5 6 211 13 ll 2 2 6 
-
• 
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Mmy misconceptions vrere due to faulty readi.n~ habit$• Errors of 
~on£igur_atian oaused llJail¥ pu;pils to ~hoose wrong def'ini'bions for a few 
of the words in the test, 
The follON.ing table lists all tbe words sh<ming errors of oonfigw:-ation. 
TABLE VIII 
MISOONCEPr IONS PROBABLY DUE T 0 OONF:t~ ION 
Word Ri~ht Choice Wro~ Choioe ~la.na.tian 
ere. vee plaoe area 
frigid very oold;. vecy hot region. torrid 
zan-e :regia;n near the 
equator 
inhabi-b 'bo live in to alwayS do habit 
things the 
sa.me way 
inland away from the surro1,l'Ilded by island 
sea water 
level ot at the ocean t s a smooth sea level sea 
the sea surfaoe 
mosque a plaoe of a kind of moth 
worship moth 
a gree:n.moas moe a 
reservoir a plaoe to a pl.aoe where :reservation 
keep water. Indians n<m 
live 
l>raot a large piece -bo follw -braok 
of land something 
• 
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Errors in comprehension o£ the sentences in the Wolffer Test were 
a second cn:use o£ m:isconceptione. The followi~ table lists all the words 
in which the error was due to n.n error o£ oomprehonsione 
TABLE IX 
MISOONOEPTIONS DUE TO ERRORS OF OOMPREHENSION 
Word Right Ohoioe 
agriculture £n.rming 
n.quoduot pipeline 
oon.stal n.long tho 
ooa.st 
oonstituroion a system of ln.ws 
mother oountry nn.ti on from Wl ioh 
oolonists dO.me 
terrace ln.nd I:J/l.do like stGIJS 
tro.nsport on.rry 
Wrong Choice 
weather 
a tank truok 
fx<om other 
oountrios · 
onrJ¥ no.tiorol 
government 
loa. ding no. ti on 
oultivn.te ln.nd 
tro.do 
Josten UniTors1ty 
Sebool ot ~aea•lo~ 
. LibrBrV 
Explo.na.tion 
reln.tod to fn.rming 
in the some wn.y as 
woe..ther is 
onrry in tho sense 
of trn.nsporting 
ahips ooming from 
the Gulf of Moxioo 
n.s foreign ships 
type of government 
lon.dor in the 
s enso of mother 
n. .motho d of forning 
oxchD.nge 
51 
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~e. greaswst oause of errors. ia the Wol£f'er !est wuJ that ef 
assooia.tion of iteas,. .A.ssooiat~ wrong ideas with a word oa.used ~ of 
the IJUIJila to oh~oae wro~ mea~ fer a 'iven test item.-. Following is a. 
list of' the words in. whioh the errors were due to wrong associations pf ideas-• 
TABLE X 
MISCONOEITIONS DUE TO WRONG ASSOCIATIONS OF IDEAS 
WOl'd Ri&hb th<rl.oe 
border edge 
b•rderland. land near the 
e~e of a. oountry 
oalm.s no wind 
oi vil war war between tw• 
uou;ps in the 
s-ame oountry 
eontinental belonging to all 
the oolonies 
delta lla.nd f'orm.ed by 
soil ~a.rried ~ 
by the ri Vel' 
flow direotion of the 
water 
forti t:y make stron& 
f'ort~ess a stro~ place 
for safety 
founded started 
history ator.1 of' the past 
Wrong Ohoi()e 
s:tsa.te line 
alon& the 
ooast 
storms 
war between 
two oountriea 
the oon:f"ederate 
e.rnv 
along a river 
swif'b ourrent..a 
build 
priao~ 
discovered 
9 lua"Vian. 
a dividing line 
beaohes are heavily 
patrolled by the 
Coast Guard during 
wartime 
ships lost in storms 
as sh~n in movies 
and stories of 
sa.ilin& -ships 
revolutionary war 
and oivil wars in 
South ,tunerioa 
soldiers wi i:ih i:ihe 
word arnv in "bhe 
distraotor 
o.ssooiating with 
farms in the Nile 
Valley ond India 
rapids 
settle an area 
guarded area thought 
ot: as a prison 
fO'lmdi~ and finding 
treai:;ed as s~otzyma 
o.~•hhoQl subjeot the word in every~ 
use in the o1assroom. 
ey the pupils 
• 
• 
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TAl3H !: ( oon1:ii.nued) 
MISCONiEPl'ION& DUE TO WRONG ASSOCIATIONS OF IDEAS 
word 
-
irrigate 
irriga.ti on 
moisture 
il,o:bivea 
oasis 
polit.ioal 
p~ 
self-
govermnenb 
soubhern 
hemisphere 
throne 
Right Ohoioe 
provide wa-ber 
wa-5eri~ lo.nd 
ohart the. lond 
water 
born in that 
place 
;fertile.pla~e 
a group lU'ho wants 
eerta.in pecwle in 
govermnant offices 
people Choose their 
lawmakers 
llll:ld south of the 
e<;~.ua;bor 
pwer t-o rule 
transoontinen~ from coast tc 
tal aoast 
fertile a.sh 
vegeto;tion pl.ant life 
Wrol!& Choi~e 
cultivate 
<)uJ.tivation 
find "bhe wo;y 
soils 
people who liv~ 
in hubs 
sand dune 
people who rllP. 
for office 
everyone rules 
himself 
south of the 
United States 
a. royal orONn 
lon& trips 
fertile soil 
Exp l.anfl. ti on 
mo'hhod of fa.I'Ilii.~ 
method not e. process 
in fa.rming 
. usin& a. mn.I' to find 
onets wo.y 
fol'lllS of soil 
natives of A:f'tioa 
o.nd Asia. 
fea-tures of the 
deserts 
thjnking of candidates 
not parties 
self as oneself,not 
as designating the 
entire pcwula.'hion 
Latin American 
6ountries 
with king not with 
his poner 
mnki~ easy flights 
assooia.ted with long 
trips 
vound from the key 
s~ten.oe with soil 
vegetable and 
i"ar.mi.ng 
---------------------------------------
• 
• 
Mall¥ o£ the words w(;)re nat a:haly.z.ed booause the err·ors in ohoosin& 
the responses were the result of ~ss~a These were oases wha~ there 
seemed to be no relationship between the distro.otor ohosen and the item 
or words in the key sentenoe• 
The study of omissions o.nd the reason for omissions has bean left; o.si de 
sinoe this would leo.d to the writing of a manual to hell' tooohers lDD.kD sooiol 
etudies vocabulary more meaningful to the. children• This stuqy of OOI11se!.P%m~ 
in order to prepare a Sooial Studies Vooo.bulory Mroluo.l ooul.d form irhe basis 
for some fubure stuctr• 
No atteml't wars mo.de to ono.lyze the ohoioes on the basis of sex 
tfi.fferen,ces• There seemed to be little o.r no differenoe in the number of 
boys and girls l!hoosing the some wrong responses,-
From the abdVe analysis. it seems that the majority of wrong responses 
were ·oo.uaed by w~ong o.asooiations of i d~as f(!)Stered by unfo.milio.rity. :with the 
test ite~ ~he associations were mde either through home influen~e .or 
thr'<J.\igh &ssooiations based on i9-So.s ~erlv:~d from rending books ~r oth~r 
souro"e-s of information, suoh ~ff l!IOviel:l. television, radio, or pi~Jt'Ures. 
foUnd in the home an-d the ·'~las sroom. 
' . ' 
,A,%lother oo.use tte mi:soonoeptions W:~~ .the J.aok of abi~1;;r to understal:l.d 
. .. f. -
the meaning of the key sen.tanae• Had the pupils tm.derstood the key senbeii~e 
they would mve been able to answer the test item oorrectlyt 'lhis souroe ot 
eftobi's ill a o~y•rn_e'E fl'om the misoonoeptions aoquire'li in readi~·- This 
bausa o'£ m\s(jo.noapi;i()~ is al.s~ founQ. in all tests that i;p.Volve reading in 
W'der to ahe.var- the test items• 
Some misoonaeptiptW· were caused by mistakes in eonfig'tiration• The ohie£ 
arrfira of {)onfig~tion were1 .reading wrong letters within the wor~ Cropping 
the pre_fiX of' a word, and mistt\ken final o.onsonontse: 
• 
EARLEY SOCIAL STUDIES VOCABULA.RY TEST 
In the ann.J¥sis of the Earley Social Studies Vocabulary Test 
inferences are based on a d~ef'ul insJ?8otion and interpretation of an :ttein. 
o.nalys:ts of the 250 words of the Final Forms. These words were retained 
by Earley from the 720 words of the five experimental for.ms to COIDpose the 
wo fino.l forms• The data. on which this study is ba.sed were obtained from 
the results of the experimental forms as given in nine oommuniti~s to a 
total of 31059 ohildren of grades four1 five~ and. s~ 
Tho analysis ShOW's several reasons why children failed to plaoe a. 
word in the proper category and points out a nu:znbex- of interesting trends 
tha.t should prove helpful in the teaohing of sooial studies vocabulary. 
The tw-o lists in Table XI of l25 words eaoh, oonsti tube the final forms 
of the Earley Social studies Vocabulary Test a.rrongod o.lphabet:toaly• 
-!J{p 
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TABLE J! 
WORDS IN THE FINAL FORMS OF EARLEY 
SOCIAL 3TUDIES VOCABULARY TEST 
•• 
II"ORM I 
e.d.pd.;re.l •'3ntury geyser military f'orf'es 
• 
alps ~hamist goldsmith mink 
aluminum sherries harvest moisture 
ambassador oebbler hemisphere moose 
amethyst ooili!:nunder ·herder na:tion 
archaeologist •oppersm.ith · hogs navigable 
arohbishep oovered wagon ioe floe navigation 
artist •rest inland navigator 
(2 concepts) 
astronomer oultivate. invade 
nitrogen 
aviator dike jewel 
n;vlon 
ballot distanae justice 
offshoro 
barbatie.n embassy kerosene 
parliament 
barge exporter laboratory 
pastor 
battleship federal lawyer 
petroleum. 
bay fertile librarian 
platinum. 
blizzard flax livestock 
politics 
brass flood lum.berjaok 
pon;v express 
bronze foreigner mayor 
population 
builder fortress m.erohant. 
preacher 
Cantaloupe ftiar metropolis 
• 
prime minister 
,oarver gale microscope 
pr<>spoctor 
oattle gap midday 
radar 
•ensue gems m.idm.o rning 
• radium 
raft 
ro.pids 
rebel 
refugee 
reserva-tion 
reservoir 
sapphire 
s~ooner 
so•onds 
secretary of' 
, .... _ fJErV'y 
secretary of' 
war 
semt~r 
shipper 
slopo 
sto.tosman 
stream 
supremo tourt 
taxation 
• toloa~ope temple 
torm of of'f'i~e 
topsoil 
TABLE XI(continucd) 
WORDS IN THE FINAL FORMS OF K.'~.RLEY 
SOO .i il :., STUDIES VOOJ..BULLR't TEST 
FORM I 
-tro.itor caml 
tra.nsporto.ti-.n co.ribou 
treaty of' poaoe chromito 
tribe civil service 
trolly car· cliff 
truck cobbler 
upstroEll!l congressman 
walrus constitution 
weaver convention 
FORM II council 
agreement councilo-r 
alfalfa cove 
o.nooatGr crops 
o.nto.rctic crusader 
apricot daily 
architect de¢laration 
of' independence 
armistice 
degree 
o.ttornoy 
delegate 
banker 
democracy 
bar loy 
desert 
bill 
diplomat 
blockhouse 
downriver 
boundary 
drought 
buckwheat 
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dunes 
elect 
election 
emerald 
emperor 
empire 
fleet 
fodder 
fog 
f.oreater 
fortification 
frontiersman 
gorge 
governor 
granite 
graphite 
groeor 
gulch 
historian 
indigo 
inlet 
international 
invader 
isthmus 
• judge 
juror 
jury 
kayak 
lagoon 
legislature 
levee 
llamas 
locomotive 
longitude 
magnesium 
nninland 
mesa 
midaf'ternoon 
midsummer 
mili taristio 
militia 
minerals 
• 
ministry 
nru.aician 
opal 
otter 
WORDS I:~ THE FIN..U FORMS OF EA.RLEY 
SOOill.:U STUDIES VOOABULLRY TEST 
FORM II 
po.ra.llela 
poa.k 
peddler 
phosphate 
physicio.n 
postmaster 
poultry 
prehistoric 
prince· 
quo.rry 
ro.yon 
rebellion 
refinery 
revolutionist 
ricksha 
shore 
silversmith 
sleet 
stagocoo.oh 
stro.it 
suburb 
surf' 
·surveyor 
tompora.ture 
territory 
textiles 
tide 
timber 
tourist 
trapper 
trio.l 
tributo.ry 
troops 
tropic of co.ncor 
vice-president 
voyager 
warrior 
who.rf 
worker 
zone 
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Tho evidence seems to show that children1 s misoonoeptions wore caused 
by (1) unfamiliarity with the words as indicated by the largo number o£ 
omissions and cross-outs, (2) guessing, (?) wrong association o£ idoas1 
(4) reading errors in configuration ,or perception, and (5) connota"j;.ion of 
words., Gross-outs arc those words which did not fit in any category. The 
child was directed to cross those out-
Eo.ch successive grade shows a greater :number of correct .responses and 
a correspondingly decreasing number of omissions and cross~outs indicating 
a growth in understanding of vocabulary concepts. This is evidenced ~n the 
total number of words of both forms not known by 50 per cant or more of tho 
children,; In tho fourth grade, 174 words ,.rare not known to ?O po;r cent or 
more o£ tho children, 84 in tho fi£th grado,·and 49 in tho s~xth ~rude. 
Those words aro listed in Table XIt 
' 
TABLE XII 
WORDS Nar KNONN BY 50 PER CENT OR MORE OF 
THE QHILDREN IN EA.CH GRADE 
• FORM I WORDS Words Gro.de Words Gro.de 
4. 5 6 4 5 6 
o.dmiro.l X ce..-ni:ile 
a.lps X censul5 X X 
aluminum X ceni:iury 
(lllilbasso.dor X X ohemist 
amethysi:i X X _: X oherriea 
o.rcha.eologis"i X cobbler X 
archbishop commander X 
a.rtist X coppersm:l,.i:ih x X 
o.s"Ut<onomer X covered 
wagon 
a.via."ior X. oreS'b X X 
ballot X X oul:bivate X 
barba.rin.n X X dike 
bo.rgo X distance 
battleship embassy X X X 
bo.y exporter X X 
blizzard f'ed~ral X 
bro..ss .fertile X 
bronze X X .flax X X 
• b\lilder X flood canta.loupe ;foreigner X 
oo.rver X X f'ortrea-s X X X 
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TABLE XII(continued) 
WORDS Nor KNONN BY 5Q PER CENT OR MORE OF 
TEE CHILDREN IN EA.CH GRADE ; 
• 
FORM I WORDS 
Word Grade Word Grade 
4 6 6 4 5 6 
:population X supreme court 
:preacher taxation :X: 
:prime minister telesoo:pe 
:pros:peotor :X: temple 
radar X X term o£ o££ioe 
radium :X: .:X: topsoil. 
raf't traitor X 
rapids X tra.ms:p ortaid:qn 
rebel X :X treaty o£ peace x 
ref11gee X X :X: tribe 
reservation X X X trolly oar 
reservoir :X: X truck 
sapphire X X upstream :X: 
schooner X walrus X 
seconds weaver X 
seoreta.ry of navy FORM II WORDS 
secretary of wo.:r" agreement :X: 
sena~or alfalfa X X 
• 
shipper X ancestor X 
slope anturtio X X 
statesman aprioot 
stream arohiteot X X 
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TABaE XII(continued) 
WORDS. Nor KNONN BY 50 PER CENT OR MORE OF 
THE CHILDREN IN EA.CH GRADE 
• 
F~ IIWORDS 
Word Grade Word Grade 
4 5 6 4 5 6 
armistice X X daily 
a~tornoy X X declaration of 
independence X 
bo.nk:er X 
degree % :X 
barley 
delegate :X 
bill X 
.dmno:oracy X 
blockhouse X X X 
d.esertr 
boundo.ry X 
diploma:b :X X X 
buckwheat 
downriver X 
canal 
drought X 
oaribo\\ X X X 
dune$ :X :X 
chromite X :X X 
eleot X 
civil service X X 
election :X: 
cliff 
emerald X 
cobbler X 
elllperor X 
oongressmo.n 
OI!Ij?ire 
oonsti tution X 
fleet X 
convention X ~ X 
fodder X X 
oounoil 
• 
fog 
oounoilor X X X 
forester X X X 
oove X X X 
fortification X X X 
orops 
frontiersman X X X 
crusader 
gorge X: 
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TABLE XII( oontin.ued) 
WORJs Nor KN7.iT BY 50 PER CENT OR MORE OF 
T BE CF. [:-.;L•REN IN EA.CR GRADE 
•• 
FORM II WORDS. 
Word Grade Word Grade 
4 5 6 4 5 6 
governor mgnesi'Uln X X 
granite X mainland 
graphite X X meso. X ::X: 
grooer X mi do.fternoon X 
gulch X X ::x:· midsummer 
historian X X X milito.ristio X X X 
indi,go X X X militia.. X :X X 
inlet X X lllinerals X 
in~ernational .ministry X 
invader X X musioiEm X 
isthmus X X X opal X X 
judge otter X 
Juror X X X !>aro.llels X :X: 
jury peak :X: 
kayak X peddler X 
lagoon X X X phosphate X X X 
legislaur X X physioian X X X 
levee X X postmaster 
• 
livestook X poultry X 
lln.lna.s X X prehistoric :X: X X 
locomotive X prinee :X: X 
longitude X X X quarry X :X: 

• 
• 
Oub o£ 250 WQrds_. approximD.tely one third Vtere responded -t;o 
inoorreotly due to misconceptions caused by the wrong association of 
ideas., 
To illustrate these misconceptions due to wrong assoaio:i:iions of ideas• 
a sampling of items ha.s been extracted fl:om ea~h form and arro.~ed to 
shON the word "bested0 the <)orrect category, and the category r:Jt WTong 
associations.. Only those i toms of' wrong association we~ 9-hoqen 
whioh oame next highest in number JJi' responses to ~s~~9ne ~d Oross•oubs• 
. . .:: 
• 
• 
Words Tested 
admiral 
archbishop 
barbarlo.n. 
carver 
census 
oentuz-y 
cobbler 
c oilllllD.nder 
cultivate 
exporter 
~eyser 
goldsmith 
justice 
merchDnt. 
metropolis 
population 
radium 
rebel 
TABLE XIII 
MISCONCEPliONS DUE TO WRONG ASSOCIATIONS 
FORM I WORDS 
Correct. Catego;y 
War o.nd Warfare 
Ch~oh and Religion 
Government 
People 
Occupations 
Govel"lllilent 
l,eenq;bh of Tiln.e 
Occupations 
War and Warfare 
Farms o.n.d Farming 
Size and Measures 
of Lo.n.d 
Trade o.n.d Tro.d:i.ng 
Oategocy o£ Wro!$ 
Association 
Water Travel 
Trade and Trading 
Government 
, . 
Church and Religion 
Kind and Sho.p e of Lo.nd 
People 
Church and Religion 
Places People Live 
Groups of People 
Size and Area of 
Government Region 
Size and Measure of Lund 
Water Travel 
Science and Soientiste 
water and Water Bodies Soil and Rook 
OMupations 
Government 
Trade and Trading 
Places People Live 
Groups o£ People 
Metals 
War and Warfare 
GrolJllS o£ People 
Church and Religion 
Q.oiettce ond Soienti sts 
People 
Size or Area o£ 
Government Regiol:l. 
Farms and Fa.nning 
Groups o£ People 
• 
Words Tested 
refugee 
taxation 
tolescopo 
o.groom.ent 
archit.oct 
boundo.ry 
convention 
councilor 
delegate 
diplomat 
drought 
election 
fleet 
f'orester 
gorge 
grocer 
• 
historian 
international 
inven-tor 
lagoon 
TABLE XII!(continuod) 
MISOONOEFTIONS DUE TO i'liDNG ASSOOIJ,.TIONS 
FORM I WORDS 
Oorroct Oo.tegorY 
People 
Governmont 
Scienoe o.nd Scientists 
FORM II WO.RDS 
Rules and Laws in 
Government 
Occupations 
Size &'Measure of' Land 
~eople ~n Government 
People in Government 
People in Government 
reople in Government 
Woo.ther 
Government 
War and Warf'are 
Oecupations 
Kind & Shape of' Land 
0Goupations 
Occupations 
Government 
People 
Water and Water Bodies 
Oatogorz £! Wrong 
Association 
~la.cos ~eople Live 
Farms and Farming 
Size and Moasuros of' 
La~ 
War and Warf'aro 
People 
Groups of' ~eople 
Govor:n:m.ent 
Land Travel 
War and l'lo.rf'are 
War and Warf'are 
Trade and Trading 
Products of' Nature 
Feople 
Anilllals 
Groupe of People 
Froduots of Nature 
Groups of People 
War and Warfare 
Trade and Trading 
Government 
Land and Land Areas 
Words Te13ted 
livestock 
mainland 
minerals 
ministry 
musicians 
. rayon 
refinery 
shore 
strait 
surveyor 
tourist 
warrior 
• 
TABLE XIII(oontinued) 
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MISOONOEPTIONS DUE TO WRONG ASSOCIATIONS 
FORM II WORDS 
,O·orregt C!'ltegory 
Animals 
Land and Land ~eas 
Products of Nature 
Ohureh and Religion 
·o~cupations 
Animals 
Manufactured Goods 
Manufactured Goods 
Water and Water Bodies 
Water and Wator Bodies 
Occupations 
l?oople 
t'lar and Warf'are 
Category ..Q! ,Wrong 
_Association 
Products of Nature 
Government 
Kind and Shape of Land 
Government 
Groups of People 
Trade and Trading 
Inventions 
~lar and Warfare 
Land Travel 
Land and Land Areas 
Size or Area of' 
Government Regions 
Places People Live 
Groups of' People 
• 
• 
. Misoonoe].>tions due to reading errors through £aul.ty visual 01: 
auditory perception and oon£ig~ion were :few in number as· OO!D.l?ared to · 
mi.sconoe:pti.ons infJ.u~noed by the wrong association of ideas. 
Items fl."otn. both :forms o£ the test were extrao.ted to illustrate 
Test Item 
o.r'Usader 
dike 
empire 
pastor 
petrole'Uill 
rioksho. 
SubUl"b 
sur£ 
1;rial. 
weaver 
TABLE XIV 
MISCONCEPr IONS DUE TO READING ERRORS 
OF PERCEPriON OR CONFIGURATION 
Correct Category 
. People 
Water and Water 
Bodies 
Size or ,Area . of 
Government Regions 
Products of Nature 
Churoh and Religion 
Products of No.tUl"e 
Land Travel 
P~aoes People Live 
Wo.ter and Water Bodies 
Governxneri.t 
Oocupo.tion.s 
Probable 
Rea.diDG 
Ettror 
oruiser 
flak 
past~e. 
serf 
troo.il 
bea.ver 
Chosen 
Category 
Water and Water 
Bodies 
People in 
Govel"DJll6llt 
Peovle in. 
Government 
Groups of 
People 
Water and Water 
Bodies 
People 
Wll.ter Travel 
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In an inspeotional analysls of the grade results of responses to all 
categories, it was evident that many misconceptions were duo to.the 
connotation of some words in ~elation to subject matter taught in a 
specific grade, The emphasis on certain phases of subject matter thus 
could have resulted in a tendency to retain a particular meaning for 
certain words • 
TABLE X'f. 
MISOONOEI'TIONS DUE TO ERRORS IN CONNOTATION 
~~ Qorret~t it.ntr~ Ohosen 
Oatogory Qonnotation Category 
artist Oecupations An artist Inventions 
creates 
coppersmith Occupations Articles are ME:mufaOturod 
made of copper Go:ods 
fleet War and Warfare Oharaotoristio Animals 
of animals 
gale Weather Pt-oduoed by Products of 
Nature Nature 
gap Weather Produced by Products of 
Nature Nature 
international Government Exchange of goods Trade and 
between countries Trading 
moistUl'e Weather Produced by Products of 
Nature Nature 
otter Animals Early fur traders Trade and Trading 
postmaster Occupations A postmaster is a Size or Area of 
government agent Government Region 
prehistoric Length of Time Prehistoric Man Groups of l?eople 
quarry Soil and Rocks Hunted Animals Animals 
• surf Water and Water Middle Ages figure-- People Bodies serf 
In order to determine ·which o.rea.s of' vcioa.bulary wore least known, a 
listing wo.s made by categories of' all words that were not lmor.n by 25 per 
cent or more of' the children of' each grade. This analysis showed that 
there were one hundred f'orty•f'our of' these out of' the two hundred and 
f'if'ty in both tost f'orms. While .only one ct:.teg'ory was completed po-rf'eotly, 
that being the category Fruit in tho f'if'th grade, children seemed to ho.vo 
a good understanding of' words of' Government, words specifying Length of' Timo 1 
terms about Farms ~ Farming_. Ohuroh ~ ,Religion, Animals, Water ~ Wo.ter 
Bodies; and in tho sixth g.r!'ide Occupations, 
Categories that showed up poorly were those having to do with 
transporto.tion, Wo.tor Trovel, fu Tro.vol, and Land Travel. It seemed 
strange, that with all the interest b.oys and girls of' today show in air-. 
planes, no grade had these words aorrect, A weakness was apparent in 
vocabulary having to do with Products of' Natyre, Metals1 I?;i.reotions of 
flaoes, ~rade ~ Trading, and S;i.ze ~ Measures .2f Land• 
Below is a table that summarizes the :findings of' words of' the least 
known categories •. 
TABLE XVI 
WORDS NOT KNOWN BY 25 ?ER CENT OR MORE OF THE GRADE 
GROUP IN BOTH FORMS OLASBIFIED BY OATEGORIES 
• 
Categories Tested Grades Categories Tested Gro.dos 
4 5 6 4 5 6 
Church ~ Religion llo secretary of war X X 
1. ministry X X 12e semto:r X 
2-. temple X 1). secretary of' rm.v:y x 
). archbishop x X 14o parliament X X X 
4. preo.chor X 15. embassy X X X 
5-· pus tor X X 16. supreme court X X X 
6. friar X X X 17. diplomat X X X 
la. councilor X X X 
Length 2£.~ 19. civil servine X X X 
20. legislature X X X 
1. midsummer X X 21. convention X X X 
2 ... do.ily X X 22.- ·juror X X X 
?. midaf'tornoon . X 2,3. delegate X X X 
4'0 n!ddoy- X 26. emperor X X X 
5 .. oontury X 
6. midmorning X Government 
7» ·seconds X 
a. prehistoric X X x· 1. election X X 
2. democracy X X 
l.umP ~ .F!}pning ~= taxation X X politics X 1. barley X 5 .. federal X X 
2., crops :X.. 6. census X X X 
3· buokwheat X X 7· term of office X 4 .. c.attle a. justiee X X 
5. livestock X 9· ballot X X X 
6. harvest X 10-. international X X x 
7. cultivate X X X 11. trial X X X 
a. fodder X X X 12. el.ect X X X 
9· alfalfa X X X 
10. poultry X X ~ Animals 
People ~ Governm~nt :J.. livestock X X 
2. moose 
1. congressmo.n X. ,;. hogs 
2. vice-president X 4. mink X 
R.: governor 5. walrus X X X jury X X 6. otter X X X :. 5. council X X 7- caribou X X X 6. judge X a .. llamas X X X 
7 .. mo.yor X 
a. statesman 
9. unbassador X X 
10. pril!lD minister X X 
71-
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TABLE XV!{continued) 
WORDS Nar KNCWN BY 25 PER CENT OR MORE OF THE GRADE 
GROUP IN BarH FORMS CUSSIFIED BY Oil.TEGORmS 
• 
Ca.tegories Tested Grades Categories Tested Grades 
4 5 6 4 5 6 
Wo.tor and Water Bodies zo. cobbler X X X 
- 21.. attorney X X X 
1. shore X 22. architect X X X 
z. tid.o X 23.., nusician X X X 
3. wharf X 24• ~racer X X X 
4. canal X 25 .• forester X X X 
5. flood X 26e lawyer X X X 
s. rapids X 
7. dike X X ~~Shape2!_~ 
s. stf"oo.m. 
9. ioe floe X X 1. cliff' X 
10• navigable X X X 2. poo.k X 
lle geyser X X X 3. alps X 
12. bay X X X 4. slope X 
13. reservoir X X X s. · orest X X X 
14. lagoon X X X s. ~a.p X X X 
15. inlot X X X . 7-. meso. X X X 
l6o strait X X ·x B~ do sort X X X 
17• tributio.ry X X X 9o gorge X X X 
18 .. cove X X X 1o. gulch X X X 
19• surf' X X X 11 ... dunos X X X 
20., 1eveo X X X 12. isthmus X X X 
Oooupo.tions Soil and Rook 
---
1. banker X X l. ~ranite X X 
z. postmo.stor X X 2 .. 'bop soil X 
3,. 'bro.pper X X 3E$ f'ertile X 
4. peddler X X 4. phosphate X X X 
5 .. silversmith X X s. gra.phite X X X 
--··' s •. oobbler X X 6. quarry X X X 
7t ~old.smith X X 
' 
s. artist; :X: X lAnd Travel 
9. co.rvor X X 
10:. builder X X 1. sto.geooa.oh X 
ll•~·l.unbpr~aok :X: X z. covered wo.~on 
12. weaver X X 3a trolly oar X 
• 
13. prospector X X 4. poey express X X X 
14. shipper X X X s. truck X X X 
15. coppersmith X X X s. transportation X :X: X 
16• librarian X X X 7• J.OOOl!lOtive X :X: X 
17. herder X X X a. ricksha. X X X 
l8e historian X X :X: 
19. surveyor ·x X X 
it --~ 
TABLE XVI (.continued) 
V{ORDB Nor KNCWN BY 25 PER CENT OR MORE OF TEE GRADE 
GROUP IN BDrH FORMS 
CLASSIFIED BY CATEGORIES 
e Categories Tested Grades Categories Tested Grades 4 5 6 4 5 6 
War and Warfare Water Travel 
--
l. troops X 1. barge :X: X 
2. battleship :X: 2. ro.i't :X: 
3, milit~ forces :x: :X: 3,.: navigator :X: :X: X 
4.- treaty of 4-. schooner X X ~ 
peo.oe :X: 6tt navigation X X X 
s._ admiral X X s. ko.ya.k X X :X: 
So rebel X X X 
7. fortress X X :X: Preoi_o:us Stones 
a. o omm.ander - X ':X: X 
9 .. invade X X X '1. emerald X X 
10. invuder X X X 2. gems :X: X 
11. revolutionist X X X 3. jewels :X: 
12. rebellion X X X 4. a.metcyst X X :X: 
13. fortification X X X 6. sa.pphire X X :X: 
14. blockhouse X X X s. opal X X X 
15. warrior X X X 
16. armistice X X :X: People 
17. militaristic X X X 
18. fleet X :X: X lt prince X 
19-. lllilitia :X: X X 2. tourist X :X: 
3. worker X 
Science & Scientists 4. ancestor X 
s. foreigner :X: 
lJJ chemist X s. barbarian X X X 
2-. microscope :X: X 
"· 
tra.itor X :X: X 
3. laboa.ratory :X: . ~8· re~ee X X X 
4. astronomer X X X B. voyager X X X 
5. archaeologist X X iX: 10. fronti ersm.a.n X X X 
6-. telescope X X X 11• crusader X X :X: 
7. physician X X X 12. inventor X X X 
Fruit Groups 2!_ People 
la a.pricot X X l, tribe 
z. cantaloupe X :X: 2. popula.tion X X X 
3. cherries X 
TABLE XVI (continued) 
WORDS Nar KNONN BY 26 PER CENT OR MORE OF THE GRADE 
GROUP IN BarR FOB.Mi 
e Categories Tested 
il.ASSIFIED BY CATEGoRIES 
Gra~s Categories Tostod G:tad!ilS 
4 5 6 4 5 6 
Weather Land and Land Areas 
---
1. tempero.ture X 1 .. mainland X 
2~ fog X z~ antarbtic X X X 
3. blizzo.rd iX: 
4 .. moisture X X X Metals 
6. go.lo X X X 
6, sleet X X X l.,. aluminUm X X 
'l• drought X X X z .. bronze X X X 
3. radium X X X 
Mnnufo.ctured Goods 4. platinum X X X 
6. brass X X X 
1. rayon X 6. ohromite X X X 
2. textiles :X: 7. mo.gnesium. :X: X X 
a •. nylon X 
4. kerosene X X X ,U:t Tra-vel 
5 .. refinery X X X 
1. aviator X X X 
Plaoes People Li-ve 21' na-vigator X X X 
l. village :X: Directions o£ Placea 
z. metropolis X X X 
3, reservation X X X l. offshore X X X 
4. suburb X X X z. UJ?Stream x· X X 
3 ... inland X X X 
Size and Measures o£ Land 4• downriver :X: X X 
--- -·-
1• boundary X- X Trade~ Tradillfi 
z. distance X X 
3. hemisphere :X: X X 1. merchant X X X 
4. longitude X X X z. exporter X X X 
5. zone X X X 
6• tropic of Size o.nd Aroo. in Government Regiori. 
-----oancer X X X 
7• parallels X X X 1 .. no.tion X X X 
s. degree X X X z. empire X X X 
-
3. territory X X X 
Rules and Laws in Government 
---
l. declaration of 
indep enden9e X 
z. oonstitubion X X X 
3. bill X X X 
4. agreement X X X 
T.ABLE XVI (continued) 
WORDS NOf KNClVN BY 25 PER OEN.r OR MORE OF THE GRADE 
GROUP IN BCJrH FORMS 
Categories Tested 
Products of Nature 
1• ·petroleum 
2. nitrogen 
5., flax 
4. indigo 
5• timber 
6• minerals 
Inventions 
CLASSIFIED BY CATEGORIES 
Grades 
4 5 6 
X X :X: 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
:X: X X 
X X X 
While sex differences are being treated in Chapter VI, this stuey 
will point out briefly several items of interest relative to the accomplish• 
ments and preferences of boys and girls• The girls of the fourth grade did 
better in vooabulory work than the boys. while the fifth gro.de boya ·- k• 
~~ontily oubstripped the (5irls. In the sixth grade• the boys shONed better 
o.ohievement than the girls bu-h not to such anextont as is evident in the 
fifth grade. This difference could be accounted £01!' by the abilities of 
the various groups to.king the test~ but it seems that ;part of ;tt is dhe to 
-hhe greater variety of subject :mn.tter a;ppeo.ring in fifth grade cwrioul~ 
which is especially appealing to boys at this a.ge leve4 
The figures belON shw the number of words correctly dlassified by the 
boys ond girls of eaoh g;ro,do o.nd the number of words chosen by an 
approximately evon number of boys and girls• A word wus indicated a.s a. 
boy•s choice.- and vico versa.. if~the total number of oorreot responses was 
5 per cent or moro greater than tho girlts1 while w~ds wero considored 
about evenly divided between boys on.d girls when tho total number of oorroot 
responses showod loss than 5 por oont differen:oe• 
WORDS CORRECTLY CHOSEN BY BOYS AND GIRLS OF FAOH GRADE 
Grado ~ Girls· Evon 
-
4 18 85 8'1 
5 118 49 85 
6 86 61 101 
I-h is interesting to note that:~ in both forms of tho test• tho fourth 
gradq girle did be"l:;ter "\:;han the girls of grades five and six. 
• 
An ins:peotion of the kinds of words answered correctly by 9oys o.nd gil'ls 
showed tha.t -the boya did better on the more technico.l words~ such o.s in the 
ea.tegories of Wa.ter Tro.vel1 Wo.ter ~Water Bodies; ~ ~ Wo.rfo.re,. o.nd 
Govermnent, while the girls had a greater knowledge of words in categorie-s 
to do more with the ex:perien.ces of their everyday life• suoh as Fruit* 
Ocot~pai;ions, Precious Stones• and Weather• 
The followin&,list is a. sa:mple of the words whose total correct responses 
were 5 :per oent or more in favor of the boys in all grades, a.nd those whose 
correct resp~nses were 5 per cent or more in favor of the girls in all the 
grades, 
TABLE XVIII 
TIPES OF WORDS CORRECTLY ANSW"ERED BY BOYS AND BY GIRLS 
armistice 
astronomer 
aviator 
bo.rge 
blockhouse 
ohromite 
commander 
delegate 
embassy 
e~eror 
i'leet 
fortress 
friar 
gulch 
inlet 
invader 
kayak 
lagoan. 
militaristicr 
nav:tgable 
na.viga.ti<m 
l>arallels 
parli.ament 
petroletm 
population 
l'.ebellion 
schooner 
secretary of navy 
textiles . 
treaty of peace · 
troops 
zone· 
·Girls 
ometeyst 
banker 
bliz.zo.rd. 
oanta.l.oupe 
aherries 
oobbler 
culi:iivato 
deseri 
downriver 
emerald 
i'lood 
librarian 
mid~ 
:musician 
o,pal 
palfter. 
I>rinoe 
re~ee 
i:lribe. 
truck 
,.:• 
In conclusion, the results show grONth in social studies vocabulary 
from grade to grade, but the progress from fourth to fifth is marked 
while the improvement f'rom fifth to sixth is much less and in mony items 
non-existent. In Form I particularly. there were mo.ny words in which the 
fif'th grade had a higher percentage of correct answers 1 and a number of 
words in which their accomplishment was the same_. indicating no marked 
growth from fif'th to sixth grade~ 
While a definite interpretation is difficult to make f'rom the 
statement given abovo 6 it appears tho.t words which are presented in f'ourth 
and fifth grades are assumed to be learned end are not reviewede 
Vocabulary should be presented through~ and rich associations revi6W'ed.t-
end opportunities for continued use should be provided until each word is o. 
dof'inite part of the child's working and permanent vocabulary. Further 
possible explanation f'or the marked dif'f'erence in achievement between 
grade four ond five, and five and six might be that of poor retention and 
laok of application on the part of the pupils• Yet another reason could be 
that moro emphasis is placed upon fixing information factually rather thon 
in building broader social studies concepts through enriched vocabulary 
presentation• 
The misconceptions caused by wrong association and connotations show 
tda ~ 
that enough enrichment of vocabulary is not presented and that one concept 
of the word is stressed to the exclusion of the otherse Emphasis is placed 
on the innn.ediate use of the word wi. th little enrichment evident.; 
It is also obvious that meny simple social studies terms escape 
necessory development • When such words as 11 cove It#- 11peddlern 1 "mainland",_ 
"hietori~11 , and "forest ern • show poor achievmentJt- it is evident tho.t the 
• 
• 
teacher ha.s assumed on 1mderstonding of these words on the pa.rt of the 
p~ils and fo.ils to d.eve~op their meanings in clo.rifying or enriching 
social studies concepts• 
It seems appo.rent tho.t there is a. tendency to substi tube simple 'berms 
for the proper socio.l studies vocabulary required in a. s.ubjeot when 
certo.in words such o.s "hemispherett, ttnavigo.tortt., and "reservation"~ which 
definitely appea.r in the socio.l studies of fo-urth and fifth gro.deSJ. o.re 
incorrectly answered by all grades• 
As a number of errors were due to auditory and visual misconceptions, 
a more careful analysis of similarities and dif.ferences in social studies 
words should be presented to the children• as well as providing more 
opportunities for developing keener auditory and visual discrimination• 
The problems in teaching social studies vooabul,ary appear to be 
similar to those in teaching readine; vocabulary. Recognition of unknONn 
or new words• careful analysis of words to insure •orreet visual reoall-, 
presentation of the words in a speoi.fio concept follONed by enrichment of 
:many associations, and repeated applioo.tions to fix the words as part of the 
pupil t s permn.n.ent vocabulary are assential to the development of a sound 
basic vocabulary in Social Studies o.s well as in Reading• If these 
procedures and techniques; which are -commonly accepted as part of the 
rea.ding vocabulary programs1 are applied to the teaching of social stu<lies 
vocabulary, better results, no doubt• could be achieved• 
CHAPrER VI 
SEX: DIFFERENCES IN SoCIAL :STUDIES VOCABuLARY 
The phase of the .atuey aonsidered in this chapter makes a oomparisen 
betvreen boys and girls in their achievements on social studies vocabulo.ry 
tests in grades IV~ v, and VI. The data used were the scores on the 
ten e:x:perimento.l and the four bo.lanoed forms of the Earley ond Wolffer 
Social Studies Vocabulary Test::;• The scores on the experimental. forma 
were taken from the aotuo.l tests po.pers of 6,013 pupils from the 
previous Wolffer and Earley studies done in l95l-52e 
The scores were tabulated separately aooordin& to se:x: and form for 
eaoh grade level. Upon olassif'i~ation of the data, tables were constructed 
to show the critical ratios between boys and girls• by forms~ at eo.oh of 
the three grade levels. These oritioal ratios were then analyzed to 
determine whether any significant differences existed between the 
performance of boys and girls. 
The soores on the Wolffer ond Earley balo.noed £roms were obtained 
from tests administere.d to 1308 pupils in Community I u.nd 865 pupils in 
Connnunity R in FebruAry-. 1953• in grades IV, V, and VI. 
It was necessary to choose a method of comparison whioh woUld show 
the differences and· whether or not the differences were duo to ohanoe 
or represented a significant difference. 
The statistical meaningful way in which to describe the diffel"enoe 
betvveen two unseleoted groups is to determine the critical ratio from 
the dif'ferenoe of the meo.ns. This ratio may be e:xpressed by tho 
James E. wartY mo.kes the following statement concerning the 
interpretation of' the critical ratioc 
11 In 1IlD.IlY oases a. oompa.rison is desired of' the mans of' 
two samples from o. given population. For e:~eample1 a first 
scunple may give o. meo.n vo.l uo of' 72 and a. second eomple a. 
mean value of' '14., A dif'f'erenoe of' two points is noticed 
between these means-. The difference between wo DDans will 
f'luo'bWl.te in successive srunplea~ ana. "Oonsequentlyp the 
difference of -two :n:aa.ns has o. sto.ndo.rd error of its c:mn, 
oo.lled the s'bo.ndo.rd error of o. difference be-tween -two moans• 
When the difference between these two moans is divided by 
the sto.ndo.rd error of that difference• a. ro.tio is found 
which is sometimes oo.llod the cri 'bioo.l ro.tio& Whenever this 
ratio is unity8 the cho.noes o.re 68 in 100 tho.t the difference 
is too great to be the result of' so.mpliilg f'luctuo.tionsJ 
whenever th:is ro.tio is two# the cho.nces are 9.6 out of 100 
that the difference is too greo.t to be the result of sampling 
f'luo'buo.tionsJ o.nd, whenever the ratio is three or moro1 it 
is a. praotioo.l oerto.in-Gy tho;t; tho dii'fot'enoe is too great 
to be the result of son.pling; fluotu.o.tions. Whenever it is 
o. practical certointy tho.t the d.iff'ercm.ce is too greo.t to 
be a.t'bribubed to the i'luotuo.tions of Bilmplin@:• the difference 
is co.l.led significant•" 
Critico.l ratios between boys and girls on the experimento.l forms 
of the Earley o.nd Wolf'fer tests are shcmn in the series of tables, 
To.ble XIX through To.ble XXX:., 
Y James Ee Wort11 Eduoo.tiona.l Statistics• (New York and London• 
McGraw•Hill Book Company; Inc." 1938) P• 146. 
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~ex 
B 
G 
B 
G 
B 
G 
B 
G 
B 
G 
Sex 
B 
G 
B 
G 
B 
G 
B 
G•; 
B 
G 
TABLE XIX 
ORITIC.AL RATIOS ON SEX DIFFERENCES ON THE 
EARLEY EXPERillllENr.AL TEST IN GRADE TV 
Form No. Mean. SD SE D1£f'• SE Diff., OR 
A 
A 
B 
B 
0 
0 
J 
D 
E 
E 
M 
99 36.67 19.95 2 
107 40 .. 76 20.65 1.9 4.09 2i76 
lC~· 39.15 21.S5 2.05 2.07 2.er 
102 37.-08 l6o24 lo6l 
113 38e03 21.49 2.,05 1.,24 2.83 
89 36o79 19.39 lo95 
118 44.12 '21.07 .18 
86 "*5.12 18.48 • 21 l • .63 
102 48 .. 88 25.24 2.-43 5.44 3.06 
93 43.44 19.46 2a02 
TABLE XX: 
CRITIC.AL RATIOS ON SEX DIFFERENCES ON THE 
EARL~Y EXPERIMENI'AL TEST IN GRADE V 
1.48 
•79 
~4 
1.57 
1•78 
Form Noo Mean SD BE. Diff't~ SE Di££.cR 
M 
A loo 64.9 24.15 2e4l 6•11 2.1o 2.96 
A 110 58.79 22.26 2.12 
B 101 59.53 19.6 1e95 5.14 2.62 1 .. 95 
B 106 54._39 18.6 l~t81 
c 98 58.43 22·.40 2.26 1.6.3 3o03 .t54 
0 109 54e.80 21.28 2o03 
D 107 62.03 21.21 2.oa 4.51 2.92 ~52 
D 96 57.52 20.44 2.08 
E 89 71.48 19.74 2.09 4~73 2o8.l ler69 
E 116 66.75 20.3 l.S8 
Favor 
of 
Girls 
Boys 
Boys 
Girls 
Boys 
Favor 
of 
Boys 
Boys 
Boys 
Boys 
Boys 
Sex 
B 
G 
B 
G 
B 
G 
B 
G 
B 
G 
Sex 
B 
G 
B 
G 
B 
G 
B 
G 
B 
G 
TABLE XXI 
CRrfiOAL RATIOS ON SEX DIFFERENCES ON TEE 
EARLEY EXPERIMEN.rAL TEST IN GR.LUJE VI 
Foro. No. Mean SD SE. Dif'f<V SE Ditt. OR Fo.vor 
.A. 
A 
B 
B 
G 
c 
D 
D 
E 
E 
Form 
A 
A 
B 
B 
c 
c 
D 
D 
Eb: 
E 
M of 
91 77.85 25o90 2.64 7o52 s.68 2(107 Boys 
104 70.23 25.20 2.-47 
106 75.-87 24o-78 2.41 2o92 3e63 .so Boys 
80 72e95 24.15 2 .. 1 
113 72.02 22.96 2.16 3.84 2e92 1.32 Boys 
89 68~18 18.48 1 • .96 
-102 73.45 19•7' la95 
94 80.70 2l.DO 2.16 7.25 2.02 3.59 Girls 
103 81.68 19.6 1.93 -.61 z.4s o25 Boys 
95 81.07 15.1 1.55 • ·; •. .£3 
TABLE XXII 
CRITICAL RATIOS ON SEX DIFFERENCES ON TBE 
WOLFFER EXPERIMEN.r.AL TEST IN GR.ll.DE IV 
No. Mean SD. .SE Dif:f'.- SE Di££. OR Favor 
M of 
84 33.·26 14.0 1.53 2.26 1.7 1tr33 Boy a 
102 31.00 8•4 ,.as 
91 32~2 14.0 l•47 1 .. oo 1•6 tt63 Boys 
100 31.42 12.6 1•28 
90 36.38 15o2 1,.60 2.76 1.,9 1.46 Boys 
93 33 •. £2 142 1.16 
93 29.,82 12•4 1,.29 1.52 1.8 983 Boys 
89 28.30 12•4 1•31 
100 31~02 13.6 1.36 2.-36 1.a 1.31 Boys 
85 28.66 11.6 1,.26 
Se:x: 
B 
G 
B 
G 
B 
G 
B 
G 
B 
G 
~ex 
B 
G 
.. 
B ( 
G ·\: ~ 
' \ B \ 
" 
l 
l G i 
·"'t 
B '··\ I ., 
G ., 
B 
G 
TABLE XXIII 
CRITICAL RATIOS ON SEX DIFFERENCES ON THE 
WOLFFER EXPERI.l\IIENT.AL TEST I::'J" G";UillE V 
Form Noo Mean SD SE Dif'.f• SE 
M Dif.f~ 
A 106 45.,'75 12•4 1.20 7·00 1.6 
A 108 38.75 11,.2 1!<08 
B 109 47.54 14(14 1.38 3'tlf)8 1.S 
B 107 43.66 13-4 1.30 
.., 
c 104 49.,31 13.2 1.29 24.6fil 1§7 
c 110 46.65 12.4 1.18 
D 110 45.02 14.0 1.33 li,.S8 1.8 
D 105 39.14 12•0 1.17 
" E 103 44.09 14.0 1 .. 38 4.'73 leS 
E 102 39.,36 12.0!.: 1.19 
-···········"" ... . .... 
TABLE XXIV 
CRITICAL RATIOS ON SEX DIFFERENCES. ON THID 
WOLFFER EXPERlMEN.r.A,L TEST IN GRADE VI 
Form. Noe Mean SD SE Di.f.f.- SE 
M Di£.f• 
A 109 51.78 12-.0 1,15 2.55 1.8 
A 102 49 .. 23 11it6 1.15 
B 111 55a98 14.8 1•40 3.32 2..0 
B 98~: 52•60 1.3•8 1.-.43 
0 98 5'7 .,10 13.,.4 1 .. 35 4.20 1.8 
c 101 52.90 l2t4 le18 
' D 99 52.88 15.2 1.53 3el3 2.1 
D 96 49.75 14.0 1.43 
.. 
E 98 53 •. 25 12.,4 1.26 ~.55 1.8 
E 107 48.70 1312 l.28 
CR Favor 
o.f 
4,.37 Boys 
.20 Boys 
1.56 Boys 
3e26 Boys 
2e63 Boys 
CR Favor 
of 
1~2 Boys 
1•66 Boys 
2•33 Boys 
1.49 Boys 
2j53 Boys 
·~. 
Critioal ratios between boys and girls ou. £orm.s of the final test 
of both the Earley and Wolffer tests are shown in the series of tables• 
Table XKJf through XXX.-
Community 
I 
I 
R 
R 
R 
R 
·Community 
I 
I 
R 
R 
R 
R 
CRITICAL RATIOS ON SEX DIFFERENCES ON TEE 
FINAL FORMS 6F lUARLEY TEST IN GRADE IV 
OF COMMON IT IES I .AND R 
Sex Fo~ No,. Mean SD SE Diff• SE 
M Diff11 
B I 134 54i)30 28el0 2•43 2.20 3.q 
G I 11'7 ~2~10 26•95 2o49 
B :r 128 50.90 29c33 2&59 
G I 111 54654 25o50 2~t39 3•64 3.52 
B II 137 42,44 27 .sa 2a38 
G II 107 47.47 21.07 2~04 5.03 3c01 
TABLE XXVI 
CRIT IOAL RATIOS ON SEX DIFFERENCES ON TEE 
FINAL FORMS OF EARLEY TEST IN GRAPE V 
OF COllliMUNIT IES I AND R 
Sax Form No. Mean SD SE Dif£• SE 
OR Favor 
of 
.-63 Boys 
1.03 Girls 
1.64 Girls 
OR Favor 
M Diff• of 
B I 114 67.00 25.,_65 2,.38 .30 3.3 .og Boys 
G I 106 66$70 23.,70 2~30 
B I 91 62.94 19.04 2.00 
G I 97 65.88 28.76 l.SO 2e94 2,..76 1.07 Girls 
ll'" ,., .. 
. 
B II 150 74.22 25&34 2.07 7•12 3e.&6 2~33 Boys 
G II 120 67.10 24e7l 2o26 
Community 
I 
I 
R 
R 
R 
R 
Communi -hy 
I 
I 
R 
R 
R 
R 
e. 
TABLE XXVII 
·;QRIT ICAL RATIOS ON SEX DIFFERENCES ON THE 
FINAL FORMS OF EARLEY TEST CN GRADE VI 
OF OOMMUNIT IES I l1N:U R 
Sex Form No. Mean SJ) SE Diff~ SE OR Favor 
M ~iff• . o£ 
B I 125 88.88 2lo21 1•90 6,.60 z.a 
G I 105 ,82.28 20.54 2.00 
B I 132 85a69 26.04 2.27 2.03 3t~01 
G I 99 83.66 19.74 1 .. 98 
B II l50 80.90 25.70 2.10 
G II 10. 8l.31 22~68 2,.20 .,4l .3.04 
TABLE XXVIII 
CRITICAL RATIOO ON SEX DIFFERENCES ON THE 
FINAL FORMS OF WOLFFER TEST IN GRADE IV 
OF CO:MMUNIT IES I AND R 
Sex Form No. Mean SD SE Di££• SE 
M Di££,. 
B I 106 27.63 12.12 1.18 1,.20 1.5 
G I 110 26.43 9.33 .a-B 
B I 134 33.58 10.4 .90 .04 1•5 
G I 112 33.54 14.0 1.3 
B II 156 57.20 16.8 L.34 
G II 128 38.40 14.8 1,.31 1 .. 2 1 .. 6 
2•36 Boys 
.67 Boys 
.13 Girls 
OR Favor 
o£ 
t80 Boys 
.03 Boys 
.76 Girls 
·e 
Communi-by 
I 
I 
R 
R 
R 
R 
Coiflmunity 
I 
I 
R 
R 
R 
R 
:-
TABLE XXIX 
CR!TIOAt RATIOS ON SEX DIFFERENCES ON TEE 
FINAL FORMS OF WOLFFER TEST IN GRADE V 
OF COMMUNITIES I AND R 
Sex Form No• Mean SD SE Diff• SFr 
M Diff-. 
B I 130 4Z.96 14.15 . .13 4;.as lo2 
G I 120 38.31 l2.78 1.17 
B 
G 
B 
G 
Sex 
B 
G 
B 
G. 
B 
G 
I 103 35e34 17.W 1•70 1,16 1~7 
I 99 34.18 16.0 ltt6l 
II 1;1.3 49..1 l7o6 1.es 5.2 1.7 
II 104 43.9 15o6 lo63 
TABLE XXX 
ORIT IOAL RAT IOO ON SEX. DTFFERENCES ON THE 
FINAL FORMS. OF WOLFFER TEST IN GRADE VI 
OF COMMUNITIES I AND R 
Form No• Mean SD &E Dif'£. SE 
M Difft 
.. 
I 121 ss.oo 12.82 1.16 2119 2-.0 
I 79 5~-.90 14.13 J.-;.59 
I 116 54.7 16•8 456 l~t6 1*8 
I 93 53.1 l6eOt· 1.66 
II 124 ss.l 14.0 1.26 4.8 1~7 
II 94 53.3 16.8 1.73 
OR Favor 
of 
3~ Boys 
.64 Boys 
3.05 Boys 
oR Fa:vor 
of 
1.1o Boys 
.a9 Boys 
z.az BO¥S 
All of the orii::>ioal ratios in the :ore&oing tabl-es have been 
brought to@;eth-er in Table XXXI• Of the forty-eight critical ratios 
oOittputGd1 forty o:f them favor the boys and only eight favor the girls• 
TABLE :XXXI 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORIT ICAL RATIOS BETWEEN BOYS llND GIRl.? 
DN DIFFERENT FORMS OF THE EARLEY Al\'D WOLFFER TEST$ WITH 
VARYING GROUPS 
Grade Test Form Favors Favors 
Boys Girls 
IV Earley Exp• A 1~8 
IV Earley EXJ?t B' (179 
IV Earley EX]?~ c .44 
IV Earley EXJ?• D 1~5'7 
IV Earley Exp• E 1.78 
IV Wolffer Ex!>• A 1~ 
IV Wolffer Exi'• B .63 
IV Wol:ffer Exp• 0 1.45 
IV Wolffer E:xp• D ,.83 
IV w.olffer Expe E 1.31 
IV Earley I .63 
IV Earley I 1.03 
IV Earley II 1564 
IV Wolffer I .so 
IV Wolffer I .o3 
IV Wol:ffer II •76 
v Earley Exp. A 2•96 
v Earley EXJ?• B l.-95 
v Earley Exp. 0 o54 
v Earley E:xr>• D l.-52 
v Earley Exp. E 1.69 
v Wolffer Exp, A 4.37 
v Wolffer E:xp .. i3 .20 
v Wolffer Elci>• 0 1•56 
v Wolffer Exp• D 3•26 
v Wolffer Exp• E 2•63 
v Earley I .oo 
·V Earley I l~tti''T 
-
v Earley It 2.33 
v Wolf'fer I 3 • .90 
v Wolffer I .64 
v Wolffer II 3.05 
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T.ABU.: XXXI ( Gdntinued) 
DISTRIBUTION OF 0RIT IOl.I.L Rll.T IOS BEL'V\fEEN" B'OYS AND GIRLS 
ON DIFFERENT FORMS OF TEE EARLEY AND WOLFFER TESTS WITH 
VARYING GROtJl'S 
.. 
Gro.de Test Form Fo.vors Fo.vors 
Boys Girl.s 
VI Earley Exp~ A 2.07 
VI Earley Exp. B .so 
VI Earlay Exp .. c 1 .. 32 
VI Earley Exp• D 3.59 
VI Barley Exp& E .25 
VI Earley I 2c36 
VI Earley I ..,67 
VI Earley II .13 
VI Wol£f'er Exp• A 1.-42 
VI Wolf'f'er Expw B la66 
VI Wolf'f'er Expe C 2.33 
VI Wolff'er EXF• D 1.49 
VI Wo1f'fer EXpo E 2.53 
VI Wol£f'er I 1•10 
VI Wolf'fer .I e89 
VI Wolffer II 2.-82 
Usi~ o. ori tioo.l ro.tio of' 2 .. 57; which is at the 1 per oent level, o.s 
-bhe a.0oeptable leve.'l. of' si~nifioanae, there was but one statistically 
signif'ioan:t dif'ferenoe in favor of' the girls while there were seven 
in fo.vor of' the boys• So consistently do most of the oritioal ratios 
favor the boys• even though not statisti~o.lly signif'ioa.nt# that it seems 
appo.rant that -bhere are sex diff'erenaes in s·ooio.l studies vooabulo.ry as 
in other o.s;peots of sooial studies interests and achievements• 
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S"H8.PI'ER VII 
ANALY~ES OF Dl~A IN FURrHER STUDIES 
Four sepo.rate ;;~tud.ies on the Eo.rley and Wolffer tests are reported 
in this chapter• These studies undertookt 
1. To determine the relationship between achievement in aooial 
studies vo-oo.bulo.ry ond intelligence quotients, o.nd to determine the 
predictive implioo.tions of the relo.tionship fauna. 
z. To determine whether there a.re o.ny differmoes in the perfornwnce 
on o. oo.togory typo of social studies vocabulo.ry test as oompo.red wJ;th a 
context type test• 
3., To validate the oonQ-lusion.s of Wolffer and Earley to determine 
whether in ee,oh case the two final forms of the social studies. vocabulary 
test are balance~ 
4-. To determine the reliability for eaoh of the two forms of the 
Earley a.nd Wolffer tests at each of the three grade levels• 
The following procedures were used to deteX'llli-ne thE;~ relationship 
between intelligence quotients and vocabulary test scores a 
1• Administration of test to inbermediate grades 41 5, and ~ ill 
Community R, 
z.. The aeleotion of a random sampling of 100 oases per grade for 
further test analysis for eaoh form oi' test usea. 
5• COlllparison of intelligence test soores and social studies 
vocabulary test scores by Pearson product-moment coefficient of 
sorrelo.tion• 
• 
4._ Comparison of scores on category a.nd context type of tests in 
social studies vooabulary by ~earson :product.-moment GOefficient of 
correlation• 
5• Comparison o£ the two final fornlS of Wolf'fer- tests and two final 
forms of the Earl~ test by the Pearson :produot~oment coefficient of 
correlation• 
6• Determining the reliability for each of the two forms of the 
Earley o.n.d Wolf'fer tests at each of' the three grade leV"els. 
7• Analysis of results i 
A total of 2804 pupils were administered the tests in these gro.:des, 
a break:dcmn of which is presented below t 
TABLE :XXXII 
NUMBER OF PUPILS IN GRA,DES rv. V1 AND VI TAKING TBE 
BARLEY AND WOLFFER TESTS1 FORMS I AND II 
Grade Earley Wol.:f'fer 
Form I Fot'm II Form I Form II 
IV 239 244 246 284 
v 168 270 202 2-17 
VI 231 256 209 218 
Toto.lst 658 770 657 719 
.o-r:~ ... 
In obtaining '\;he random so.mpling of 100 ·oases from each of these 
grades no attempt was IllD.de to select on the basis of sexa The number of 
boys and girls tested is hauever approximately equal at each grade level 
gathered from the procedure table • 
.. 9~ 
Analzsis of Data 
TABLE XXXIII 
RELAT IONSRIP BEI'WE.EJ.IT INTELLIGENCE Q.Uar IENT S AND 
SOCIAL STUDIES VOOA.BULARY FOR GRADES IV-VI 
IN FORM I OF TEE WOLFFER TEST 
GRADE OOEFFICENT OF CORRELATION 
IV 
v 
VI 
The above table indil)ates a marked relationship between intelligeno,e 
I 
quotients and Wolffer test s~ores. Form I especially for Grades 4 and 6oi 
I 
cr.+ 
94 
There is a tendency for the brighter child to soore higher in social st~dies 
i 
vonabulary but more markedly so in the Fourth and Suth grades·o The re~son 
I 
for the reduced correlation between intelligence test scores and Wolfferl 
I 
test S(}ores for Grade 5 is difficult to determineo Continued study of the 
! 
causes for this lack of ada.p"bation of the test to this group migh"b revaelL 
i 
! 
i som.e reasons for the slight reduction in correlation. 
TABLE XXXIV 
REWIONSHIPS BErWEEN INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENrS AND 
SOCIAL STUDIES VOCABULARY FOR GRADES IV•VI 
IN FORM II OF THE WOLFFER TEST 
GRADE 
IV 
v 
VI 
COEFFICIENT· OF CORRELATION 
.53 
The -oorrelations presented in Table XXXIV shON a marked positive 
relationship between intelligence quotients and Wolffer test soores1 Form 
II1 for grades four, five, and six• In other words, there is a tendenoy 
:for the brighter ohild to do well on the sooial studies vocabulary testti 
TABLE XXXV 
RELATIONSHIPa BErWEEN IN.rELLIGENCE ~UOTIEN.rS .AND 
SOC~ STUDlES VOCABULARY F.QR GRADES rv .. VI 
IN FORM I OF THE E;A.RLEY TEST 
GRADE COEFFICIENT OF CORRE~ION 
IV 
v 
VI 
The above table indicates a marked IJOSi ti ve relationshiiJ between 
intelligenoe quotients and Earley test scores, Form I £or grades 4,. 5# and 6• 
This relationshii> between Form I o£ the Earley test and inte~ligenoe is 
slightly higher than £or any o£ the other £orms analyzed,. 
TABLE XXXVI 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INTELLIGENCE "-UariENTS AND 
SOCIAL STUDIDS VOCABULARY FOR GRADES IV-.VI 
IN FORM II OF TEE EARLEY TEST 
GRADE COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION 
IV e:61 
v 
VI .70 
The above table indioates a marked relo.tionship between intelligenoe-
quotients and Earley test scores. Form. II, especially for Gro.des 4 o.nd 6• 
q1 
97 
There ia a tendency for the brighter child to do well on the sooial studies 
_ vocabulary test. The reason for th,.e reduced correlation between intelligence 
quotients and Earley test scores for Grade 5 eannot be e:Jeplained wi thottb 
. f'urther study. 
TABLE XXXVII 
RELATIONSHIPS BEI'WEEN C.AXEGORY AND CONTEXT 
TYPE OF VOCABULARY TESTING IN TEE SOCIAL STUDIES 
Form I 
Grade Earley & Wolf'f'er 
Form II 
Earley & Wolf'fer 
v .84 
The above table indi~ates a high positive oorrelatio~ and a 1)18.rke<i 
. ' 
relationship between oategory and context type of sooial "tudie~ vocabulary 
testing in Grade v. 
GRADE 
TABLE XXXVIII 
BELA.T IONS HIP BETWEEN TEE TWO FINAL FOIDVIS 
OF THE EARLEY .AND WOLFFER SOCIAL 
STUDIES VOCABULARY TESTS 
Woli':f'er 
Forms I & II 
-.91 ' 
Earley 
Forms I & II 
·• 
The above table indicates a marked degree of reliability b.etween 
the two forms of the Earley a.nd Wolff'er and shows that th~y are bala;noeQ. 
forms, 
The reliability of each of' the balanced forms we,fS ooll).pubed P1 ~e ~:>:f 
' .t . ' 
·. 
the Kuder-Richardson Formulaj2lr 
GRADE 
4 
5 
6 
r equals n • 
tt n•l 
n equals the number o£ items on test 
t - equals standard deviation o£ the total test squared 
p equals Mean 
number o£ ite~ 
q equals 1 ... Mean 
-n-u"""mb::--er-o-=£=:--:-i-:-t ems 
TABLE XXXIX 
RELIABILIT IES OF EACH OF THE TWO FORMS OF 
THE EARLEY .AND WOLFFER TEST AT 
EACH OF THE THREE GRADE LEVELS 
Earley Wolfer 
Form I Form. II Fqrm I Form II 
+91 •. 96 .91 ~93 
.. 93 .:96 .94 
•* 
.ge _.ge 
-94 •94 
Table XXXIX shcm-s that the reliabil;ity indices indioate that all 
tests measured with a high degree o£ reliability a:nd oonsistenoy. 
--
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CHAPTER- VIII 
SUMli!TAR.Y AND CONCLUSIONS 
Silmmary 
The purpose of this investigatibn was to pursue further the study 
·and analysis of the intennediate grades social studies vooabulary tests t 
constructed \y William L. Earley, Jr. and William A. Wolffer.. The 
present study was ooncerned with the following problems t 
l• A comparison of the results of the Gates General Vocabulary Test 
w.tth the Earley and Wolffer Social Studies Vocabulary Tests to determine 
the correlation between achievement on a general vooabular,r test and a 
social. studies vocabulary test. 
2- An analysis of the results of the misconceptions· qm. the final 
form words of the Earley and Wolffer tests, in an attempt to analyze 
the reasons for the misconceptions. 
31 An analysis of the results of the experimental and final .forms 
of the Earley and Wolf:fer tests to disoover whether there are any sign:t.. 
fioant differences of achievement between the bey-s and girls at each 
grade level# 
4• A cor.iparison of the two final fol_"ms of the Wolffer test to 
determine whether they are balano.ed :forms. 
. . 
5• A oonparison of the two final forms of the Earley test to 
determine Whether they are balanoed forms. 
6._,. A conparison and evaluation of two types of testing techniques ... 
the eontext type used by WQJ..ffer and the oatego:IV type used by Earley• 
7• A correlation of intelligence with achievement on the final 
for.ms •f the Earley and Wolffer tests, 
S, To determine the degree of reliability of each for.m of the 
Earley and Wolffer test at each of the intermediate grade level~. 
An analysis of the test data existing as a result of the testing 
with the experimental forms of the Earley and Wolffer tests was done by 
tabul?ting all responses made by each of the children at each of the 
intermedi~te grade levels and by computing the percentages of these 
responses on the correct items. The two balanced forms of the Earley 
;of 
10:1 
and Wolffer tests were constr~ted by utilizing the words listed by these 
experimenters. These balanced fopms were administered to approximately 
37000 children who comprised the total fourth, fifth, and sixth grade 
populations of two communities, one primarily residential and the other 
an industrial city. In addition to taking Form I of the Earley and 
Wolffer tests, the childr~n in Community I, the industrial aity, were 
administered the vocabulary section of the Gates Reading Surv~¥ for 
Grades 3 to 10• 
Using the data resulting from the testing in Community I 7 correlations 
were computed b~tween social studies vocaPlilary test results and general 
vocabulary test results. In Community R, the residential city, all 
c~dren were administered Forms I and II of the Earley and Wolffer tests, 
and from. this data, critical rati10s · were computed and reported between 
boys and girls and between grades; correlatiop.s were computed and reported 
between intelligence quotients and social studies vocabulary scores, between 
category and context type of vocabulary testing, and between For.ms I and II of 
both tests to determine whether these final for.ms were truly balanced. 
The test papers resulting from the testing with the experimental forms 
were analyzed in an attempt to determine~ as much as possible, the 
reasons for the misconceptions of the children as evidenced by their 
incorrect responses Qn the balanced form words of the Earley and Wolffer 
tests. 
Conclusions 
Oemparison of Social Studies Vocabulary with General Vocabulary. 
102 /O~ 
1, In this study there is evidence of a high positive correlation 
and a high marked relationship between the Earley Social Studies Vocab-
ulary Test and the qates Vocabulary Test as indicated by the correlatinn 
coefficients at the fourth and sixth gradd levels cf .76 and .75, respect-
ively, The coefficient of ,70 for grade five showed a marked relation-
ship and a substantial correlation between these tw~ sets of vocabulary 
test sceres. 
2. There is also evidence of a high positive correlation and a 
marked relationship between the Wolffer Social Studies Vocabulary Test 
and the Gates Vocabulary Test as indicated by the correlation co-
efficients, at the fifth and si:x.th grade levels of .72 and .72, respect-
ively• A moderate correlation is indicated at the fourth grade level 
by the coefficient of .60 between the Wolffer and Gates tests. 
3. In general, based on the findings of this study, the pupil 
wh~ scgres high on the Gates test may be expected to scor& high on the 
Earley and Wolffer tests. VariatiGns in the scores in the Gates test 
may be expected to be concomitant with corresp~nding variations in the 
social studies test scores-
103 
4. Additional evidence of the vplidity of the tests is found in 
the means which increased consistently 'in both tests with \he increasing 
grade level. 
5. The correlation coefficients computed show a limited pre-
dictive value in tha'b the accuracy with which one variable can be fore-
cast fr•m known values of th0 other d..::clines from 33 Jl3% to 20% as the 
magnitude of the correlation decreases~ 
~ Differences. 
1. The analysis of the social studies vocabulary r'esulting from 
the computation of forty-eight critical ratios between means of boys and 
girls, show6d seven significant differences favoring the boys and only 
one significant difference favoring the girls; 
a~ In grade IV, the critical ratios ranging from ~03 to 1.78 
were not significant, but favored the boys. 
b~ In grade v, four significant ratios of 3.05, 3.26, 3~90, 
and 4.37 were found showing significant differences favoring the boys, 
c. In grade VI1 one significant cri!i0al ratio of 2.821 
favored the boys. Another critical ratio of 3-59 was found showing a 
significant difference in favor of the girls. 
2. Although most ef the critical ratios were ·~tiltts:i.i.eally 
significant1 so conSistently did they favor the boys that it seams 
apparent that there are sex differences in social studies vocabu+ary 
as there are in other aspects of social studies interest.sa. and achiova-
ments found by other investigators. 
Analysis of Children's Misconceptions.-. 
The results of the study made of the misconcuptions of the social 
studies words presented in context and in category form in tho Earley 
and Wolffer Social Studios Vocabulary Tests, indicate some common reasons 
for misconceptions made by children of thu fourth, fifth, and sixth grades. 
1. Predominant among these reasons is thnt of wrong associatiqn 
of ideas, followed by misconceptions due to reading errors of configuration 
and perception. 
2.. In the Wolffer tests, misconceptions due to poor comprohension 
wore evidenced in the selection of responses in context, 
3. Many words presented in c3tegories in the Earley test ~owed 
misconceptions due to incorrect connotation. 
4. Tho indication of unfamiliarity of words in both tests, by 
omissions on tho Wolffer test and by omissions and cross-outs on the 
Earley test, ranked high. 
5, Responses to correct answers on tho Earley test indic~te a 
growth, by grade, in mastery of vocabulary. A greater achievement is shown 
between grades four and five than between five and s~ 
Results £f. Further Investigations Between Both Forms of iJl£ Earley ~ 
Wolffer Tests. 
. 
1. There is a significant positive relationship between int~?lligence 
quotients and the Wolffer Social Studies Vocabulary Test results as in-
dicated by the correlation coefficients at the fourth and sixth grade 
levels of 461 and .54.t respectively on Form I and of ,53, ~53.~· and ,66 
at the tourth1fifth, and sixth grade levels respectively, on Form II4 
The coefficient of ~3B on Form I at the fifth grade level was the low-
est correlation found. . 
2. There is also evidence of a significant positive relationship 
between intelligence quotients and the Earley Social Studies Vocabulary 
Test results as indicated by the correlation coefficients at the fourth 
and sixth grade levels of ,63 and .64, respuctivaly on Form I and of 
• 61 and • 70 on Form II at those same grade levels • Moder a to correlations 
with some degree of positive relationship were indicated at tho fifth 
grade levels by the coefficients of .61 and .4B on Forms I and II, respect-
ively. 
3. There is a marked degree of relationship between category and 
context type of vocabulary t0sting as indicated by the correlation co~ 
efficients at the fifth grade level of .B4 on Forms I and II-
4• Th~T.~is a marked degree of ~elationship be .. een each of the 
t~ forms of the Earley and Wolffer tests as evidenced by the correlation 
coefficients of .92 between Forms I and II of the Earley test and of .91 
between Forms I and II •f the Wolffer test indicating th~t the forms appear 
. . 
well balanced. 
5• There is a high degree of reliability existing at each grade 
level on e~~ch of the two forms of the Earley and Violffer tvsts as in-
dicatcd by the following reliability indices: 
a. Earley Test, Form I,· grade 4, .97; grade 5, .93; and 
grade 6, .96, 
b~ Earley Test, Form II1 grades 4, 51 and 6, .96* 
c. Wolffer Test, Form IJ grade 4, .91; gradffi51 and 6, .94. 
d~ Wolffer Test, For.m II, grade 4; .93; grades 5 and 61 .94. 
Implications ~ the Study 
The strengthening of T~cabulary work in the social studies is 
apparently a need which requires much serious consideration. To duvelop 
more adequately a meaningful voc~bulary in this field, deliberate, 
careful planning and presentation of words in their broadest concepts as 
well as specific uses appears necessary and justifiable. A more success-
ful achievement iQ social studies vocabulary oan perhaps be attained through 
the enrichment of all words basically required for the understanding of 
social studies concepts. 
The transition of the careful reading habits in the areas of cam-
prehension and audio and visual discrimination to the social studies 
field, would1 in all probability, be a most effective factor in providing 
tools for meeting some of the needs essential to the building of an 
adequate social studies vocabulary. 
Whereas a number of items were responded to correctly by fifth grade 
children and yet were incorretly responded to~bf sixth grade children, an 
effort to insure continued achiev~ent and r.e~ention of social studies 
vocabulary should be made in the teachip.g of social studies by providing 
sufficient reView and adequate opportunities for continued use and 
application of as many as possible of the so~al s tud:ies words previously 
taught• 
Teachers of social studies subjects in the primary and intermediate 
grades should make a conscious effort ~o employ the specific social studies 
terms whon presenting a particular concept and avoid substituting an 
easier word of synonymous meaning. 
Inasmuch as the Wolffer Social Studies Vocabulary Test showed a 
failure in choosing the correct meaning of a word because of difficulty in 
understanding the word in context> it would appear that the teaching of 
social studies vocabulary should include sufficient practice with words in 
their contextual settings as well as with terms as isolated definitions. 
Suggested Further Research 
In view of the findings of the present studies suggostions for 
further research might include the following: 
1. Correlation of the Earley and Wolffer Social Studies Voc~bulary 
Tests with Social Studies Achievement Tests. 
2. :Qlstructing controlled and experimental groups using the 
diagnostic tests utilized in this study as a basis for a comparison of 
the effects of instruction between groups at each of grades fourJ five1 
and six. 
311 A comparison of the social studies word lists in this study 
with existing spelling word lists to determine commoness of social studies 
words in spelling in~tru~tion and the grade levels at which these words 
are introduced through spelling instruction~ 
4. A comparison of the items included in the balanced forms of 
this study with other existing social studies vocabulary tests for grades 
four, ;five,~ and six, to determine the relationship of co.rn.,ton items. 
5. A study of omissions (words not responded to) in an attempt to 
arrive at a list of words required for the understanding of basic social 
studies concepts which appear unfamiliar or unknown to the children of grades 
four, five 1 and six,_ to form the basis for a Social Studies Vocabulary Manual 
in order to make these words more meaningful to the children• 
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APPENDIX A 
WORDS ON EARLEY AND WOLFFER 
SOOV.L STUDIES LISTS 
Word E w El 111 E w El wt 
abbot X attorney X X A. D. X aviator X X 
admiral X X X avoco.de X 
agreement X X 
agriculture X X bo.c>kwoods X 
aircraft X ballot X X 
airway X bank~ fishing) X 
alfalfa X bank river) X 
allies X X banker X X 
alluvial X barbarian X X X 
alpaca X barba.rio X 
alps X X barbarous X X 
aluminum X X barge X X 
ambassador X X barley X X 
o.mber X barren X 
amendment X barter X 
amethyst X X X basin X X 
ancestor X X battleship X x 
ancient X X bauxite X 
annual X X bay X X X 
antarctic X X X B. a~ X 
antelope X beaver X 
antimony X bill X X 
apricot X X bishop X X 
aqueduct X X bison X 
arbitration X blackberry X 
archbishop X X blizzard X X 
archeologist X X blockhouse X X 
archipelago X bluf'f' X 
arW"hiteot X X boat X 
artie X X bog X 
arid X b::>ro.x X 
armed forees X b•)rder X X X 
armistice X X b.:::>rderland X X 
army X b.nough X 
artist X X boulevard X 
asbestos X boundary X X 
ashore X X bounded X 
assess X bran X 
astronomer X X b:ra.ss X X 
atoll X breakwater X 
E ·words Appearing on Earley's Experime~tal Forms 
1'1- Words Appearing on Wolffer1 s Experimental Forms 
Et 
-Words Appearing on Earley1s Balanced Forms 
wt 
-.Words Appearing on \'lolff'er 1 s Balanced Forms 
i'f ~ 4 
Word E w E' W' E w Ef wJ 
breeze X X X climate X X X 
bronze X X clipper X 
buckwheat X X cloudy X 
builder X X cqast X X 
coastal X X X 
caliph X coastal plain X 
calms X X X coas·hline X 
campaign X cobbler X X 
oo.ml X X X X colonist X X 
cannibal X colonizer X 
cantaloupe l:!r X colony X X 
ca.nton X command X X 
oanyon X X X comman~er X X X 
cc..pito.l X X commerce X X 
capitol X commission X 
captor X commonwealth X X 
o.argo X X comm.uni6ation X 
caribou X X community X X 
carver X X compass X 
oascade X X compromise X X 
caste X Oongress X 
cataract X X co ngre s sma.n X X 
cattle X X conquer X 
causeway X conqueror X X 
cavern X conquests X 
census X X constitution X X X X 
oenter X consul X 
central X X continent X X X 
century X X X X continental X X 
chain of' convention X X 
islands X X cooperatives X 
chain of' copper X 
mountains X coppersmith X X 
channel X X copra X 
oharter X X coral X 
chemist X X cotton gin X 
cherries X X council X X X 
chief' councillor X X X 
executive X county X X 
cheif'tain X countryside X 
ohromite X X X cove X X 
chromium X covered 
citizen X X wagon X X 
city .... state X X crest X X X 
civic X crop rotation X 
-
civil X crops X X X 
civilization X crusader X X 
civilized X cultivate X X X 
civil service X X cultivation X 
civil war X X culture X 
elan X current X X 
olergy X customs X X 
clif'f' X X X czar X 
Word E w E' wt E w Ef wt 
daily X X X X era X X 
dairy X erosion X X X 
dairying X estuary X 
dawn X X expedition X 
declaration exploration X 
of' explorer X 
independence X X X X export X X 
decree X X exporter X X 
degree X X 
delegate X X factory X 
delta X X X federal X X X 
democracy X X X federation X 
dependencies X :X fee X :X 
descendant X fertile X X X X 
de sort X X fertility X :X 
dictator X X fertilizer X X 
dike X X X feudal X 
diplomat X X feuds X X 
direction X X fiord X X 
dirigible X fief' X 
discover X fishery X 
distance X X flax X X 
domain X X fleet X :X X 
dominion X flood X X X 
dory X flow X X 
down-river X X X fodder X X 
downstream X foe X X 
drain X X fog X X 
drawbridge X foothills X X 
drought X X forces X X 
drouth forefathers X 
drugs X foreign X X 
dunes X X foreigner X X X X 
duty( customs) X forester X X 
duty X fort X X 
dynasty X fortification x X X 
f'ortif'y X 
earl X fortress X X X X 
earthquake X X founded X X 
eleot X X X X founder X 
election X X X foundry X 
elk X f'reodom X 
embankment X X friar X X 
embassador X frigid zone X X X 
embassy X X frontier X X X 
emerald X X frontiersman X X X 
emperor X X X X future X 
empire X X X 
empress X gale X X 
equator X X X .galleons X 
equatorial X gap X X X X 
Wcrd E w Et WI E w El wt 
goms X X ice borg X X X generation X X ice floe X X geographer X ice shoot X X 
geography X X illlllligrant X X 
geologist X imperial X 
geyser X X import X X 
glacier X X i:ria.ugurato X 
glider X independence X 
global X X X indcpendont X X X 
globe X indigo X X 
goldsmith X X industry X X 
gondola X inhabit X X 
gorge X X X X inhabitant X X X 
govern X X inland X X 
government X inlet X X X X 
government inter-
official X X depondont X 
governor X X X interior X X 
granite X X inter-
grannery X national X X X X 
grant X invado X X X 
gro.nt of lo.nd X X invasiol;). X X X 
graphite X X invention X X 
gravel X inventor X X X 
grocer X X irrigate X X X 
guild X irrigation X X X 
guloh X X island X X 
gulf X X islander X 
gulley X isle X 
gypsum X isthmus X X X 
ivory X 
hamlet X 
harbor X X jade X 
harvest X X X jetty X 
head of the jev10l X X 
river X journey X 
heathen X judgo X X X 
hemisphere X X X judicial X 
hemp X jun~le X X 
hord X juror X X 
horder X X jury X X X 
highway X just X 
historian X X X justice X X X 
his-to rio X X 
his-tory X X kayak X X 
hogs X X kerosene X X 
homestead X kingdom X X X 
horizon X X kingship X 
humid X 
humus X labo:b··· X 
hurritane X laboratory X 
~ 
1f1 
Word E w El wt E w E' w·r 
labor union X . manganese X 
lagoon X X mango X 
land locked X mankind X 
landlord X manu:fac tu:re X X X 
landscape X marine X X 
lo.ndward X mariner X 
la.titude X 
·marketing X 
launch X maritime X 
lawf'ul X marsh X X X 
lawmaker X marshland X .x 
lo.w-making marten x 
bodies X mayor X 
lawyer X X medieval x 
lava X melons X 
league X merchant ~ X 
league of mercury X 
nations X X meridio.n X 
lego.l X X mesa X X 
legends (mn.p) X metropolis X X 
legislation X mica X 
legislature X X microscope X X 
levee X X :midafternoon x ;x: 
level of the middo.y ;x: X 
sea X X midnight X ;x: 
libero.ted X midmorning X X 
liberator X Did sumner X X 
liberty ;x: midway X 
librarian X X Did winter X 
lighthouse ;x: Diner X 
lignite X minerals X X X 
lill:!S X ninister X X 
limestone X ni:nk X X 
li~n X millet X X X 
livestock X X milling :X: 
llamas X X nileo.ge X 
llanos X cllitaristio X X 
loam X military X X 
locomotive X X oilito.ry 
loess X forces :(1: 
longitude X X mlitary 
lord X government X 
lot X mlitia X X 
lowland X ministry x X X 
lumberjaok X X mission X X 
missio:nacy X X X 
magistrate X mist x 
magnesium X X nixed fo.roing X 
mainland X X X moat X X 
map X nod ern X x X 
mapped X noisture X x X X 
map sco.les X monarch X X 
Word E w Et W' E w Ef lt{f 
monastery X X over:hrds X X 
no:nk X 
moose X X pact X 
nos que X X ·x pagan X 
mother palisade X X 
eountry X X po.npas X 
mountainous X X po.ro.llels X X X 
nountain range X parlia:nent X X X 
r:ru.nitions X parliamentary X 
ousician X X party X 
pass X X X 
nation X X X passage X 
nationally X pastor X 
native X X X pastoral ~ 
naval X pasture X 
navigable X "' X po.tent ~-.A
navigation X X X patrician ;x: 
navigator X X po.triot X X 
navy X po.triotisu X X 
national X patroon X 
natural peace X 
resour.,es X X peaceful X X 
nature X X peak X X X 
neighborho§)d X peasant X X X 
neut:t-al X X peat X 
nit:rate X peddler X X 
nitrogen X X peninsula. X X X 
nobel X X peon X 
nonad X X petition X X 
noontine X petroleUtJ. X X 
northern pharoh X 
hem sphere X X phosphate X X 
cylon X X physician X X 
piednont X 
oasis X X pier X 
oath X pilot X 
oath of' of'f'ice X pioneer X X 
occident X pioneering X X 
occupation X X plains X 
oceanic X plantation X X 
ocean route X X plateau X X 
of'f'ioials X plo.ti:n.un. X X 
of'f'shore X X X plot X 
olives X polar X X 
opal X X polder X X 
orohard X political X X 
ore X X X political 
orient X party X X 
otter X X politician X X 
outpost X polities X X 
overflow X X pocy express % X 
iJls 
Word E w E' \~I E iY El wt 
pool X X reaping X 
population: X X X X rebel X X 
port X X rebellion X X 
porto..ge X reef X 
possessions X refinery X X 
possUJ:J. X reformer X 
post X refugee X X 
postmster X X region X X 
potash X reign X X X 
poultry X X religion X 
power flant X X renaissance X 
power water) X repeo..l. X 
prairie X X represent X X 
preacher X X represent!l-
precipice x tion X 
precipitation x republic X X 
prehistoric X X reservation X X 
priest X X X reservoir X X X X 
prime minister x X resort. X 
primitive X revenue X 
prince X X X revolution X 
pringess X revolutionistx X 
proclamation X X X ricksh!l X X 
produoe X X X ridge X X 
produce( verb) X rights X X 
producer X rot!ltion X 
·production X route X 
products X X rowboat X 
prospector X X royal X 
province X X royalty X X 
public X X ruler X X 
public domain x rural X X X 
public 'I>Wrks X rye X 
quarry X X sandbank X 
sandbar X X 
raccoon X sandstone X 
race X S!lpphiro X X 
racial X savo..ge 'X X X 
rad!lr X X savanna X 
ro..dium X X scholar X 
ro..f't X X schooner X X 
raihray X sculptor X 
ranch X seaf'!lrer X 
range X X seaport X X 
rapids X X X x. seashore X X 
-
ravine X seasonal X 
raw materials X secede X 
rayon X seconds X X 
realm X secretary of' 
roc. per X navy X X 
.•... ,~ . '. 
,; 
·-
Word E w Et \'11 E w Et W' 
secretary of sulphur X 
state X X sultan X 
secretary of sultry X 
war X X swmnit X 
self-govern- X X sun dial X 
ment supreme 
seroto X X court X X 
senator X X X serf X X 
serf X surgeon X 
settle X surrender X X X 
settlement X surveyor X X 
settler X X swamp X X 
sharecropper X swine X 
shipment X 
shipper X X tangerine X 
shire X tanker X 
shoro X X tannery X 
shower X tannin X 
· silage X tar ·x 
silt X tarif'f X 
silversr.:rl.th X X taxation X X 
sisal X taxes X X X 
slave X X telegraph X 
slavery X telescope X X 
sleet X X television x 
sleigh X temperate X X 
slope X X X temperature x X X 
sloping X X temple X X X 
smelter X tenant X X 
sound X term X 
source X term of 
southern office X X 
hemisphere X X terrace X X X 
sovereign X X territory X X X X 
spy X textiles X X 
stagecoaQh X X thermometer X 
a-bate X X X thresher X 
statehood X throne X X 
statesman X X thunder X 
statee 1 rights X tide X X X X 
steel X timber X X 
steppe X tin· X 
stock X tobacco X 
stockade X toll X X 
storm X tomorro~r X X X 
s-trait X X X X topsoil .X X 
stream X X X X torrent X 
submarine X torrid X 
suburb X X torrid 
subway X sone X X 
1-21 
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Word E ill E' wt E w E' Wl 
tourist X X union( nation: X 
townsfolk X union X X 
'town meeting X X United No:tions X 
township X unity X X 
townsman X universal X 
tract X X X upstream X X X 
trade X UP""to>o+date X 
trade union X uranium X 
trading pos-t X 
traitor X X vessel X X 
tram X vanadium X 
transcontin- vegetation X X X 
ental X veto X X X 
transi-t X vioe--p:resi-
t:ra.nsoc eo.nic X dent X X 
transport X X X viceroy X 
'trans porta- village X X X 
tion X X X X villager X X X 
trapper X X volcanic X X 
traveler X volcano X X X 
trawler X vote X X 
treasury X voter X 
trea.ty X X X voyage X X 
treaty of' voyager X X 
pea.t'e X X 
trial X X v1alrus X X 
trial by warfare X 
jury X warehouse X 
tribes X X X warlike X 
tribesman X wat-rior X X X X 
tribtine X wa-terpower X X 
tributary X X X X weave X 
trolley oar X X weaver X X 
troops X X X weekly X 
tropioo.l X wharf X X 
tropis of' wilderness X X X 
oc..ncer X X w•rker X X 
tropic of world power X X 
oapricorn X w-:>rld-vlide X X 
tropie·s X X wi:rldswept X 
truce X X 
truck X X yak X 
tug X 
tundro. X zinc X 
tungsten X zon6l X X X 
twilight X 
typhoon X 
unite X X 
unexpected :1" X 
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GIRL BOY 
4 5 6 
l. WATER & 
WATER BODIES 
2. LENGTH OF 
TIME 
3. SIZE OR AREA 
OF GOVT. REGION 
4. PEOPLE 
5. FABMS AND 
FARMING 
NAMEo .o o o o o o o o o o o a o o o o. o o o o·o o o a o o 0o o o o o 
A SOCIAL STUDIES VOCABULARY TEST 
.FORM _I . -
William L. Ear~ey, Jro 
If you are a girl, ~aw a circle around the word GIRL 
in the upper left corner of this page; if a boy, circle.the 
word BOYo Then draw a circle around the number that tells 
the grade you are in now and write your name in the space 
provided., 
This test has five parts. Each part has a box on the 
left side of the page·with the names of five headings or 
topics which you study about in geography and history. On the 
right of the box there are thirty-five words. Most of these 
words belong to one of the headings in the box. Each word 
has five spaces under it which are numbered like the headings 
in the box; 1,2,3,4,5. 
Look at each word, think what it means and choose the 
heading in the box to which you think it belongs. When you 
have decided whidlheading is best~ look at its number. Then 
fill in the space under the word which is numbered the same as 
the heading you chose. Make your mark heavy and be sure to 
fill in all the space betwe~n the lines. If you decide that 
the word does not belong to~~ny of the headings in the box.~~ 
draw a line through the worcL' (not the spaces under it) 
Here is a sample which you may do with your teacherg 
1 2 3 4 5 
city ()()()()() 
bridge 
0\0 () 0 () 
policeman 
o· o o o o 
sail 
()()()()() 
corn 
()()()()() 
l 2 3 4 5 
chicken 
00000 
. state' 
()()()()() 
evening 
()()()()() 
. hour 
()()()()() 
river . 
()()()()() 
l 2 3 4 5 
yea:c 
()()()()() 
doctor 
()()()()() 
canoe ()()()()() 
ehemy 
(){)()()() 
wheat 
()()()()() 
1 2 3 4 5 
garden 
()()()()() 
barn ()()()()() 
north 
()()()()() 
peas ()()()()() 
town 
()()()()() 
If yol1 change an answer be sure to erase the mark very 
carefully. 
Take as much time as you need to finish but do only those 
words you feel: sure you know - do not guess. As soon as you 
finish one part of the test, go right on to the next. 
Be sure you understand how to do the test before you start. 
....... ~---------------------------------- r~,. '' -, -'•.-.... .. ~ 
-. 1~ 
1 2 3 4 5 
supplies Ji'CR.M I 
lo PEOPLE 
2 o LAND TRAVEL 
Jo PRODUCTS OF 
NATURE 
4 o UANUF ACTURED 
GOODS 
5. LENGTH OF 
TDdE 
llo PEOPLE IN 
. GOVERNMENT 
2o TRADE & 
TRADING 
3o WATER & WATER 
BODIES 
4. NEATH:!:R 
5. INVEI~TIONS 
1 2 3· 4 5 
foreigner 
()()()()() 
. pony express · 
() () () () () 
petroleum 
00000 
kerosene 
() () () () () 
midday 
00000 
refugee 
()()()()() 
century 
o o o o·o 
nitrogen 
() () () () () 
transportation 
()()()()() 
1 2 3. 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
daily · ·. · · . , minerals 
() () () () () () () () () () () () () () () 
traitor 
()()()()() 
seconds 
() () () () () 
geography · .: -
0 () () 0· 0 
timb.er _ 
o-o o o o 
mica 
() () () () () 
patrician ·· 
()()()()() 
nylon 
() () () () () truck 00000 
linen 
()()()()() 
barbarian· midsummer foundry 
o-o o o·cJ ()()()()() ()()()()() 
covered wagon 
()()()()() midmorning ()()()()() 
treasury 
() () () () () 
flax. _ indigo islander 
()()()()() () () () () () ()()()()() 
midafternoon () .0 () () () trolley car 00000 
tannin ()()()()() 
prehistoric reformer 
()()()()() () () () () () 
12345 12345 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
ice floe parliament senator marketing () () () () 0 () 0 -() () () () () () () () () () () () () 
prime minister merc-hant local sundial () () () () () () () () () () () () () () () () () () () () 
supreme court navigable · reservoir occupations 
() () () () () () () () () () () () () () () ()()()()() 
exporter radar · embassy trading () () () () () () () () () () () () () () () ()()()()() 
gale secretary of navy dike mist () () () () () 0 () () () .0 () () () () () ()()()()() 
import 
() () () () () 
secretary of war bay · stream 
() () () () () () () () () () () () () () () 
'-------"""" geyser mayor statesman television 
~------
1. AIR TRAVEL 
2o OCCUPATIONS 
3. ANIMALS 
4. CHURCH & 
RELIGION 
5. GROUPS OF 
PEOPLE 
() () () () () () () () () () () () () () () 
moisture ambassador rapids 
() () () () () () () () () () () () () () () 
flood blizzard typhoon () () () () () () () () () () () () () () () 
1 2 3 4 5 
goldsmith 
()()()()() 
preacher 
()()()()() 
walrus 
00000 
tribe 
0 0 0 0 () 
herder 
0 () () () () 
cobbler 
() () () () () 
aviator 
1 2 3 4 5 
population 
()()()()() 
weaver· 
()()()()() 
lawyer 
() () () ()' () 
pastor 
()()()()() 
moose 
() () () () () 
lumberjack 
()()()()() 
friar 
1 2 3 4 5 
builder 
()()()()() 
temple 
OOOCO 
hogs 
()()()()() 
coppersmith 
()()()()() 
librarian 
()()()()() 
artist 
()()()()() 
navigator 
...,__ ___ () () () () () ()(.)()()() ()()()(')() 
archbishop 
0()()()() 
mink 
() () () () () 
shipper ()()()()() 
carver 
()()()()() 
prospector ()()()()() 
glider 
()()()()() 
()()()()() 
cottoJl ein ()()()()() 
1 2 3 4 .5 
mankind 
()()()()() 
ueuver 
() () () () () 
miGration 
() () () () () 
airway 
() () () () () 
museum 
()()()()() 
al~n.1ca ()()()()() 
monastery 
()()()()() 
raccoon 
()()()()() 
' 
, 
l .. 
.,._...-F_..ORM;a..lliilllo.. I_--t Jul t1 vJte 4 5 
1. FARMS & 
FARMING 
2. METAlS 
()()()()() 
admiral 
()()()()() 
bronze 
()()()()() 
3. WAR & WARFARE jewel 
()()()()() 
4. PRECIOUS STONES battleship_ . 
()()()()() 
5. PLACES PEOPLE oasis 
LIVE () () () () () 
.._ ____ _,.cattle 
'()()()()() 
1. DIRECTIONS 
OF PLACES 
2. GOVERNMENT 
3• WATER TRAVEL 
~· KIND & SHAPE 
OF LAND 
~. SCIENCE & 
SCIENTISTS 
amethyst 
00000 
platinum · 
()()()()() 
1 2 3 4 5 
hemist c 
( )()()()() 
a lps 
( )()()()() 
f ederal · 
( )()()0() 
0 ffshore 
( )()()()() 
s lope 
( )()()()() 
navigation _ 
( )()()()() 
Ia rcheologist 
()()()()() 
gap () 0. () () () 
census 
()()()()() 
tonkncrer 4 5 
00000 
reservation -· 
()()()()() 
fortress 
()()()()() 
sapphire . 
o·o·o o o 
livestock . _ 
o·oooo 
aluminum : . 
00000 
invade 
00000 
nature 
()()(}()() 
gems· . 
()()()()() 
. .. .. 'lo • ~ 
1 2 3 4 5 
inland 
00000 
microscope __ 
00000 
schooner 
()()()()() 
term.:of office 
() () () () () 
crest 
()()()()() 
tdescope .. 
()()()()() 
upstream 
()()()()() 
justice 
()()()()() 
navigator · 
()()()()() 
rJet#opJJ.i# 5 s~um~ 3 4 5 
() () () () () () () () () () 
radium homestead 
() () () () () () () () () () 
rebel frontier 
() () () () () () () () () () 
military forces thresher () () () () () () () () () () 
harvest trading post · 
() () () () () () () () () () 
brass tin 
() () () () () () () () () () 
treaty of peace submarine 
() () () () () () () () () () 
village junction 
() () () () () () () () () () 
silage 
()()()()() 
1 2 3 4 5 
laboratory 
00000 
taxation 
()()()()() 
barge 
()()()()() 
astronomer 
()()()()() 
politics 
()()()()() 
majority 
()()()()() 
raft 
()()()()() 
ballot 
()()()()() 
basin 
() () () () (} 
1 2 3 4 5 
trawler 
()()()()() 
passage 
()()()()() 
plateau 
()()()()() 
liberty 
()()()()() 
progress 
()()()()() 
transport 
()()()()() 
range 
()()()()() 
geolt>gist 
()()()()() 
J___ ----
e 
e 
e 
e 
GIRL BOY 
4 5 6 
l. WATER & 
WATER BODIES 
2. LENGTH OF 
TildE 
3. SIZE OR AREA 
OF GOVT~ REGION 
4. PEOPLE 
5. FARMS AND 
FARMING 
N.AMEo o o o o o -o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o- o o o o o o o o 
A SOCIAL STUDIES VOCABULARY TEST 
FROM II 
William L. Earley, Jr. 
If you a~e a girl, draw·a circle around the word GIRL in 
the upper left corner of this page; if a boy, circle the word 
BOY. Then draw a circle around the number that tells the grade 
you are in now and write your name in the space provided. 
This test has five parts. Each part has a box on the left 
side of the page with the names of five headings or topics 
which you study about in geography and history. On the right of 
the box there are thirty-five words. Most of these words belong 
to one of the headings-in the box. Each word has five spaces 
under it which are numbered like the headings in the box; 1,2~3, 
4,5. 
Look at each word, think what it means and choose the heading 
in the box to which ·you think it belongs. When you have decided 
which heading is best, look at its number. Then fill the space 
under the word which is numbered the same as the heading you 
chos~. Make your mark heavy and be sure to fill in all the space 
between the lines. If you -deciae that the word does not belong 
to any of the headings in the box, draw a line through the word. 
(not the spaces under it) 
Here is a sample which you may do with your teacher: 
l 2 3 4 5 
city 
()()()()() 
bridge 
()()()()() 
policeman 
()()()()() 
sail 
()()()()() 
corn 
()()()()() 
I 2 3 4 5 
chicken 
()()()()() 
__ state 
00000 
evening 
()()()()() 
hour 
()()()()() 
_ river 
()()()()() 
l 2 3 4 5 
year 
()()()()() 
doctor 
()()()()() 
canoe 
()()()()() 
enemy 
00000 
wheat 
() () () () () 
l 2 3 4 5 
garden 
()()()()() 
barn 
() () ()() () 
north 
() () () ()' () 
peas 
()()()()() 
town 
()()()()() 
If you change an answer be sure to erase the mark verl 
carefully. · 
Take as much time as you need to finish but do only those 
words you feel sure you know - do not guess. As soon as you 
finish one part of the test, go right on to the next. 
Be sure you understand how to do the test before you start. 
.... ~--------------------------------~ 
¥ 
e 
e 
FORM II 1 2 3 4 5 . 1 2 3 4 5 
a.,-;..~~r--~ worker agreement· • 
2o SIZE & 
MEASURES OF LAND 
o ANIMALS 
o WATER TRAVEL 
5o RULES & LAWS 
IN GOVTo 
o n o o o . o ·o o · o o 
parallels · prince . ·. . () () () () () 0 :o 0 :() 0 
otter caribou., () () () () () {) () ().() 0 
()c()t() C) () ()~~~~~~r~ne1 
constitution tourist . () () () () () () () () () () 
kayak crusader () () () () () () () () () () 
-'-------- longitude degree () () () () () () ()·() () () 
inventor forest · () () () () () () () () () () 
zone. tropic of . cancer () () 0 0 () () .( ) () () () 
.-----~12345 12345 
l. SOIL & ROCKS 
2o WAR & WARFARE 
3 o PLACES PEOPLE 
LIVE 
4o WEATHER 
5o FRUIT 
militia fortification 
() () () () () () ().{) () () 
fleet suburb 
() () () () () () () () () () 
phosphate temperature ()()()()() 00000 
apricot troops . 
() () () () () () () () () () 
drought blockhouse . _ 
() () () () () () () () () () 
-----=+rebellion quarry .· () () () () () () () () () () 
invader cherries 
() () () () () () () () () () 
cantaloupe revolutionist 
() () () () () () () () () () 
granite topsoil. 
()()()()..()_ ()()()()() 
1 2 3 4 5 
-------=-t~evee 
l 2 3 4 5 
gorge 
kL o SIZE OR AREA 
OF GOVT o REGION 
2o CHURCH & 
RELIGION 
3o ~TALS 
4o WATER & WATER 
BODIES 
5. KI'ND & SHAPE 
OF LAND 
()()()()() 
!isthmus ()()()()() 
tributarY . ()()()()() 
strait ()()()()() 
files a 
)()()()() 
~hare 
)()()()() 
"'erritory 
)()()()() 
r------""l~.agoon ()()()()() 
desert 
()()()()() 
()()()()() 
welfare 
()()()()() 
canal · · 
()()()()() 
magnesium 
()()()()() 
dunes ()()()()() 
cove 
()()()()() 
surf 
()()()()() 
nation 
()()()()() 
wharf 
()()()()() 
1 2 3 4 5 
boundary 
() () () () () 
·.llamas 
() () :() () () 
distance 
()()()()() 
voyager ()()()()() 
hemisphere ()()()()() 
livestock 
()()()()() 
bill 
()()()()() 
frontiersman ()()()()() 
global 
1 2 1 ... 4 5' 
antelope 
()()()()() 
trans-oceanic 
()()()()() 
journal 
()()()()() 
clipper 
()()()()() 
elk ()()()()() 
survey 
()()()()() 
voyage 
()()()()() 
discover 
()()()()() 
()()()()() 
12345123 45 
graphite resqrt 
()()()()() ()()()()() 
militaristic coral 
o o o o o ~) o o cr o 
fog blackberry 
() () () () () () () () () () 
isolation limestone 
() () () () () () () () () () 
sleet erosion 
() () () () () . () () () () () 
armistice persecute 
()()()()() ()()()()() 
warrior mango , 
.() () () () () () () () () () 
fertile plantation (){)()()() 00000 
sandstone 
()()()()() 
1 2 3 4 5 
gulch 
()() ()()() 
chromite () () .0 () 0 
tide 
()()()()() 
empire 
()()()()() 
cliff ()()()()() 
ministry 
()()()()() 
inlet 
()()()()() 
peak 
()()()()() 
dominion 
()()()()() 
1 2 3 4 5 
monk 
()() () () () 
unity 
()()()()() 
copper 
()()()()() 
township 
()()()()() 
pagan 
()()()()() 
sandbank 
()()()()() 
medical 
()()()()() 
missionary 
()()()()() 
~F0~)RM=--r_r __ 4 1 2 3 4 5 1~ ... SCIENCE & civil service 
SCIENTISTS () () () () () 
2. FARMS & 
FARMING 
judge 
()()()()() 
poultry 
00000 
3. PEOPLE: IN GOVT. vice president 
()(){)()() 
-4. PRECIOUS STONES councillor 
00000 
5 •. LAIWJ & LAND barley 
~s () () () () () 
._~_;...., ____ counciL 
00000 
opal · · 
00000 
crops 
00000 
~---------.·1 2 3 4 5 
1. OCCUPATIONS forester 
·0 () () () () 
2. GOVERNMENT historian _ 
3. MANUF.ACTIJREP : 
()()()()() 
democracy 
GOODS 00000 
attorney 
4. DIRECTIONS OF ()()()()() 
PLACES I locomotive 
00000 
5. LAND TRAVEL pos.tmaster 1.-----() 0 () () () 
textiles 
()()()()() 
international 
()()()()0 
silversrni th 
00000 
1 2 3 4 5 
convention () () ·0 0 () 
emerald. 
oo·ooo 
skyline· () () ()' 0 () 
congressman . 
00000 
mainland 
cro·ooo 
emperor· 
00000 
fodder .. ·.. . • 
:()()()()() 
delegate . 
()()()()() 
juror 
()()()()() 
1 2 3 4 5 
architect 
()()()()() 
rayon .. 
()()()()() 
surveyor ()()()()() 
ricksha 
00000 
musician ()()()()() 
election 
.() () () () () 
refinery .. 
00000 
banker. 
o· o o o o 
cobbler 
00000 
1 2 3 4 5 
buckwheat 
()()()()() 
physician 
()()()()() 
legislature ()()()()() 
antarctic ()()()()() 
diplomat 
()()()()() 
governor 
·o o o o o 
alfalfa 
00000 jury 
00()()() 
backwoods ()()()()() 
1 2 3 4 5 
trial ()()()()() 
downriver 
()()()()() 
grocer 
()()()()() 
stagecoach 
00000 
sleet ()()()()() 
trapper ()()()()() 
moss 
00000 
peddler 
00000 
patent ()()()()() 
1 2 3 4 5 
jade 
000()() 
horizon () () ()() 0 
orchard ()()()()() 
piedmont 
0 0 0 0 () 
tobacco ()0()()() 
wilderness ()()()()() 
primitive 
00000 jungle ()()()()() 
1 2 3 4 5 
tannery 
()()()()() 
landward 
00000 
potash 
00000 
sanitation 
()()()()() 
railway 
()()()()() 
oath ()()()()() 
subway ()()()()() 
tradition ()()()()() 
I 
e 
e 
e 
e 
~. 
. e 
A SOCIAL STUDIES VOCABULARY TEST 
BOY GIRL 
William A. Wolffer 
GRADE 4 5 6 
N am.e * o o a o o o o o .o o o o o 4 o o o o o o o o o o ~> -o- -o o o o .o * o o q> o o 
Look at the top of the test booklet that has been passed out to you and 
circle the letter that is like the one on your booklet: 
FORM I FORM II 
1.2?'1 
In the upper right hand corner, circle BOY or GIRL, whichever you are, and then 
circle the number that tells the grade you are in. In the upper left hand corner 
use the space given on which to write your name. 
The test booklet that has been passed out to you has many sentences on it. Each 
sentence has a special word in capital letters like this: SCHOOL. After each sentence 
you will find the special word printed and then you will see five answers~ 1,2,3,4, 
and 5. ~ of these answers tells what the special word means. 
Follow the steps given here and you will know how to do the sentences correctly. 
1. Notice the number in front of.the sentence and read it carefully. 
2. Look at the special word in capital letters. 
~J. Read the five answers after the sentence. 
4. Choose the answer that you think tells what the special word means. 
5. Find the n~er on the answer sheet that is the same as the number in front 
of your sentence. 
6. Mark your answer on the ahswer· .~heet oy filling in the space that has the 
SAME NUMBER as the answer that you choose. 
When you mark your answer, be sure to fill in all of the space between the .lines. 
MAKE YOUR MARK HEAVY. If you erase any mark, be sure to erase all of it before you 
make another mark. Here are some samples for ·you to do with your teacher. The first 
one is done to show you how to place the mark. 
A. People try to find a safe place during a THUNDERSTORM. 
THUNDERSTORM means: 1) fireworks 2) a heavy rainfall 
3) air warfare 4) rain with sleet and high winds 1 2 J 4 5 
5) rain with lightning and loud sounds. () () () () ~) 
The correct answer is number n5n, so we fill in the space under 
number 11 5"• WE MAKE OUR MARK HEAVY. 
Now do the others by yourself. Your teacher will check your work. 
REMEMBER TO MAKE YOUR :MARK REA VY, 
B. Many cities and to,vns have some PUBLIC LAND. 
PUBLIC LAND MEANS: 1) land owned by everyone 
3) l::mcl. open to cver~rone 4) private land 
2) wasteland 
1 ;: j :~ . 
5) land that no one can use () () ()' () () 
c. ·A shippe~ must be able to plan a TRANSPORTATION ROUTE. 
TRANSPORTATION ROUTE refers to! '1) sailing 2) a map 1 2 3 4 5 
J) aviation 4) freight highway 5) trailer truck () () () () () 
Remember to .read carefully and place your answer in the correct ::>p.Jce 
on the answer sheet. Do only the words that you feel sure you know. Turn 
over this sheet and start the test. You will have as much time as you need. 
~ 
A SOCIAL STUDIES VOCABULARY TEST 
(Answer Sheet)_ 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 t 5 1 2 3 4 5 
1. () () () () () 21. () () () () () 41.0 () 0. ).() 61. () () () () () 
.. ... -- - ~ .. 
2. () () () () () 22. () () () () () 42. 0 () () () () 62. () () () () () 
-.... .. - . ... . . ~ 3. () () () () () 23. ·() () () () () 43. () () () () () 63. () () () () () e 
4. () () () () () 24. () () () () () 44. () () () () () 64. () () () () () 
5o () () () () () 25. () () () () () 45. 0 () () () () 65. () () () () () 
- ,. - - .. .. - -
6. () () () () () 26. () () () () () 46. () () () () () 66. () () () () () 
7. () () () () () 27 0 () () () 0 () 47. () () () () (). 67. () () () () () 
8. () () () () () 28. () () () () {) 48. () () () () () 6$. () () () () () 
... ... . - .. ... ~ . 
9. () () () () () 29. () () () () () 49. () () () () () 69. () () () () () 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1- 2- 3 f 5 1 2 3 4 5 
10. () () () () () 30. () () () () () 50. () () () ) () 70. () () () () () 
. 11. () () () () () 31. () () () () () 51. () () () () () 71. () () () () () 
... - . 
12. () () () () () 32. () () () () () 52. () () () () () 72. () () () () () 
13o () () () () () 33. () (),() () () 53. () () () () () 7Jo () () () () () 
.. 
14. () () () () () 34. () () () () () 54. () () () () () 74. () () () () () 
15. () () () () () 35. () () () () () 55. () () () () () 75. () () () () () 
16 0 • () () () () () 36. () () () () () 56. () () () () () 76. () () (} () () 
.. 
17. () () () () () 37. () () () () () 57 0 () () 0 () () 77 0 () () () () () 
18. () () () () () 38. () () () () () 58. 0 () () () () 78. () () () () () 
19 0 () () () () () 39o () () () () () 59. () () () () () 79 0 () 0 () () () 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 60. b t) f) b f) 1 2 3 4 5 20. 0 iO 0 0 0 40. () () () () () 80 0 () () () () () 
A SOCIAL STUDIES VOCABULARY TEST 
FORM I 
William. A. Wolffer 
el. 
e 
Nature provides many forms of MOISTURE. 
MOISTURE means::-1) soils 2) plants 3) land 4) animals 5) water 
e 
2. Hunting for seals in Alaska is LEGAL at one time of the year. 
LEGAL means: 1) dangerous 2).not allowed 3) most successful 
4) most difficult 5) the law.allows it 
Farmers are anxious to turn MARSHLAND into good farms. 
MARSHLAND means: 1) soft land .2) valley 3) meadow 
5) lowland 
4) wet, soggy land 
We could see the low hills in the distance SLOPING toward the sea. 
SLOPINGmeans: 1) smooth 2) terraced 3) slanting 4) rolling 
5. We find little VEGETATION on some high land areas. 
VEGETATION means: 1) warm weather 2) plant life 3)animal homes 
4) farming 5) rainfall 
6. Much of our fertile land has been wasted by EROSION. 
EROSION means: 1) forest fires 2) cutting timber 3) flooding 
4) wearing away 5) grazing cattle_ 
7. We have many comforts in our MODERN world. 
5) far away 
MODERN mean.s: 1) peaceful 2) today 
5) nearby 3) the whole world 4) machines 
S. New England has many places of HISTORIC interest. 
HISTORIC means: 1) beauty spots 2) national parks 
3) important in years past 4) very old churches 5) monuments 
9. The Americans rebelled against the heavy TAXES imposed upon them. 
TAXES mean: 1) fees required by the. government 2) trade 3) prison fines 
4) laws that are unfair 5) soldiers · 
10. The JURY listened carefully to the lawyer as he presented his case. 
11. 
JURY means: 1) a county judge 2) state policemen 
3) specially selected group deciding.justice 4) newspaper reporters 
5) a· criminal court 
Wild animals INHABIT the deep forests. 
INHABIT means: 1) to invade 2) to always do things in the same way 
3) to raise their young 4) to live in 5) to hunt for food 
-12. Before instruments were made people had a difficult time finding DIRECTION. 
DIRECTION means: 1) giving orders 2) instructions 3) a sign 4) distance 
5) where to go 
13. The king issued a PROCLAMATION, making the day a holiday. 
PROCLAMATION means: 1) a promise 2) a festival 3) a new law 
4) an official announcement 5) a speech 
15. 
18. 
19. 
Form I 
People living in America cherish their FRSEDOM. 
FREEDOM means: 1) religion 2) liberty 3) money 4) power 5) jobs 
The large VESSEL made little progress during the gre~t storm. 
VESSEL means: 1) ship 2) heavy sea 3) wreckage 4) waves 5) plane 
Farmers DRAIN large areas of land to make them useful for gardening. 
DRAIN means: 1) to plow 2) to plant seed 3) fertilize the land 
4) clear away trees 5) dry _the land 
The eastern part of our country is BOUNDED by the Atlantic Ocean. 
BOUNDED means: 1) inhabited 2) bordered 3) served 4) blocked 5) opened 
Good schools are very important to the INHABITANTS of a town. 
INHABITANTS mean: 1) teachers 2) bookstores 3) people who study 
4) people who live there 5) public buildings 
There are several OCEAN ROUTES between the continents of North America and Europe. 
OCEAN. ROUTES mean: 1) water.highways 2) passenger ships 3) islands · 
4) great seas 5) explorations 
20. Napoleon was an EMPEROR who conquered many countries. 
EMPEROR means: 1) a rich person 2) a man who lives in a castle 3) a warrior 
4) a commander 5) a ruler 
21. It is not easy to imagine the world of TOMORROW~ 
TOMORROW means: l) long ago 2) past centuries 3) when you were small 
4) a few days ago 5) years to come 
22. In some RURAL areas people have to travel far to reach a store. 
RURAL·means: l) in the country 2) a measuring stick 3) cold land 
4) far away 5) head of a country 
23. New England is known for its INDUSTRY. 
INDUSTRY means: l) public buildings ' 2) beautiful scenery 3) farming 
4) manufacturing 5) colonial houses 
24. In some sections of our country farmers need to IRRIGATE their land. 
IRRIGATE· means: l) cultivate 2) plant early 3) provide water 
4) plow 5) build a dam 
25. Many PRODUCTS of New England factories are sent abroad. 
26. 
28. 
PRODUCTS mean: 1) raw materials 2) things grown or made 
4) ~orkers in a mill 5) animals 3) transportation 
All of North America is in the NORTHERN HEMISPHERE. 
NORTHERN HEMISPHERE means: 1) far northland 2) lands with short summers 
3) world north of the equator. 4) winter weather 5) northern continent 
Indians of today who live on reservations are not SAVAGE. 
SAVAGEmeans: l) civilized 2) wild 3) monsters 4) brave 5) warriors 
The French MISSIONARY went to the northwestern part of our country where he taught 
the Indians. 
MISSIONARY means: 1) an explorer 2) a trader 3) a fur trapper 
4) a traveler 5) a religious teacher 
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. 29. Long ago most of the land in England was controlled by OVERLORDS.· 
OVERLORDS means: 1) strong soldiers 2) poor peasants 3) rich kings 
4) brave knights 5) powerful nobles 
30. When a MARSH is drained it can be used for grazing cattle. 
MARSH means: · 1) parade 2) food for cows 3) hillside 4) wet, soggy land 
e 5) hunting ground e 31. The jet plane ~s a modern INVENTION of great importance. INVENTION means: 1) flying 2) manufacturing 3) warfare 4) trade 
32. 
5) discovery 
A PEASANT often lived in a home owned by someone else. 
PEASANT means~ 1) gardener 2) landlord 3) noble 4) laborer 5) hunter 
The Spanish people FOUNDED a colony in Mexico many years ago. 
FOUNDED means: 1) explored 2) ruled 3) discovered 4) started 5) invented 
The Yukon River is the largest natural highway of INTERIOR Alaska. 
INTERIOR means: 1) along tha coast 2) roadway 3) riverbank 
5) far from the coast 
4) boulevard 
35. Most Americans are proud of the STATE in which they live. 
STATE means: · 1) beautiful country 2) group of people under one government 
3) important country 4) where the Capitol is located 5) public parks 
36. People enjoy many privileges under SELF-GOVERNMENT. 
SELF-GOVERNMENT means: 1) everyone rules himself 2) a president chooses 
officials 3) thereare no rulers 4) people choose their lawmakers 
5) a king rules everyone 
37. The people listened quietly to the PRIEST. 
PRIEST means: 1) king 2) traveler 3) politician 4) minister 5) teacher 
38. Nearly a hundred years ago people in our country fought a CIVIL WAR. 
CIVIL WAR means: 1) war between two countries 2) war that is very short 
3) war between slaves and free men 4) war between government officials 
5) war between two groups in the same country 
39. People in our states and towns GOVERN themselves. 
40. 
GOVERN means: 1) rule 2) vote 3) elect 4) obey laws 5) work on a job 
Thousands of people visit the VOLCANO on the island of Sicily each year. 
VOLCANO means: 1) a settlement in Italy 2) a vacation resort near mountains 
3) a part of Yellowstone National Park 4) historic building in ancient Greece 
5) a mountain which sometimes sends out fire 
Large lake boats bring ORE to Cleveland. 
ORE refers to: 1) manufactured goods 
4) ·softwood like pine 5) freight 
2) grain 3) rock with metal 
After struggling through hardships for many years, Americans decided that UNITY 
would give them strength~ 
The 
UNITY means: 1) a large army 2) several stockades 3) working together 
4) many laws 5) a strong blockhouse 
GEOGRAPHY of our 
GEOGRAPHY means: 
on it 3) news 
5) ·products that 
country is different from that of some otheJ:' countri.es. 
1) a. large book with maps 2) study of the earth and people 
about weather on the radio 4) people in far way countries 
come in to or leave a country 
-.------------------------------------------
e46. 
e 
47o 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
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Methods of trade and transportation are important to a MANUFACTURER. 
MANUFACTURER means: l) traveler 2) travel agency 3) a merchant 
4) an automobile mechanic 5) a maker of goods 
Early Americans who traveled by canoe had to go through many RAPIDS~ 
RAPIDS mean: 1) swift, rough wa.ter 2} very narrow .rivers· 3) canyons 
4) whi~lpools 5) high waves 
The United States tries to build good INTERNATIONAL trade relations. 
INTERNATIONAL means: 1) in some states in our country 2) large nations 
3) transcontinental 4) within our country 5) world-wide · 
Manufacturers depend on the NATURAL RESOURCES of our country fOr their products. 
NATURAL RESOURCES mean: 1) products taken from the earth 2) large grain farms 
3) great shipping centers 4) goodsshipped into our country 5) many working people 
Farmers work constantly to improve the FERTILITY of their land. 
FERTILITY means: 1) color of the soil. .. 2) amount of crops raised 
3).size of a farm 4) water for the soil. 5) richness of the soil 
Many people perform POLITICAL services for their cities. 
POLITICAL refers to: 1) managing public affairs 2) a medical doctor 
3) a policeman 4) a fireman 5) free 
Many of the islands in the Pacific.Ocean are DEPENDENCIES of powerful countries. 
DEPENDENCIES means: 1) children who need.csre 2) lands ruled by another country 
3) chains of islands 4) small coral islands 5) friendly to larger nations 
Many of our battles were fought on FOREIGN territory during the last war. 
FOREIGN means~ 1) mountainous country .2) desert lands 3) fertile soil 
4) coral islands 5) another country 
The CONTINENTAL soldiers returned to their homes after the Revolutionary War. 
·coNTINENTAL refers to: 1) a country 2) the confederate urmy 
3) belonging to all the colonies 4) weary colonists 
5) defeated southern colonies 
Men living at the FRONTIER often hunted in the forests for their food. 
FRONTIER means: 1) settlement nearest to land not explored 2) great plains 
3) in the pioneer days 4) Indian villages 5) land near the mountains 
54. Men worked hard to FORTIFY their towns. 
55. 
57. 
FORTIFY means: 1) beautify 2) make larger 
5) build 
3) settle 4) make strong 
All the people of the KINGDOM came to visit at the castle during the holiday. 
KINGDOMmeans: 1) town 2) royal territory 3) nobles' estates 4) city 
5) continent 
The United States Coast Guard reports the position of all ICEBERGS to ships at sea. 
ICEBERGS mean: 1) glaciers 2) drifting wreckage 3) snow storms 
4) stormy weather ~) masses of floating ice 
The .returning CONQUEROR received a hearty welcome from his people. 
CONQUEROR means: l) discoverer 2) explorer 3) soldier 
4) conductor 5) winner 
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58.. The BARBAROUS tribes captured and plundered the town. 
BARBAROUS means: 1) ·soldiers 2) wanderers 3) enemies 4) savage 
5) :m:ill t.ary 
59. Our forefathers made a DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE before we won our freedom. 
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE means:. 1) declare a holiday 
2) announce their freedom 3) declare war 4) a celebration 5) peace 
A FOREIGNER must have a permit to travel. 
/3/:J.-
1.32 
~o. 
e FOREIGNER means: 1) a citizen of another country 2) a sailor 3) a tourist 4) a spy 5) a politician 
61. The VILLAGERS welcomed the spring with festivals and dancing. 
VILLAGERS mean: 1) people living in a small community 2) tourists 
3) people who work in a circus 4) farmers 5) children at a party 
62. When our President does not want to approve a law passed by Congress he can VETO it. 
VETO means: 1) forbid the law 2) punish Congress 3) leave the White House 
4) deny the Constitution 5) take away obr freedom 
63. The FEUDS of the Middle Ages caused great hardships for the people. 
FEUDS mean~ 1) government taxes 2) hunting parties 3) diseases 
4) bitter quarrels 5) noblemen 
. 64. Travelers would often MAP the area through which they traveled. 
MAP means: 1) find the way 2) make a roadway 3) trace 4) track 
5) chart the land 
65. Scientists are trying to get WATERPOWER from the tides. 
WATERPOI~ means: 1) swift river current 2) floods 3) electricity 
4) force of water used to run machines 5) a system for getting drinking water 
66. The sheep-herders were caught in a snowstorm while going through the PASS. 
PASS means: 1) valley 2) ~oothills 3) opening in the mountains 
4) mountain range 5) broad plain 
A paper maker would be interested in a TRACT of timber. 
TRACT means: 1) to follow something 2) a logging camp 3) a railroad line 
4) large piece of land 5) marks left by animals 
' Many young men will spend some time in MILITARY service. 
MILITARY means: 1) on foreign soil 2) at a college 3) in the armed forces 
4) away from home 5) at war 
69. Many different cities MANUFACTURE the same kinds of goods. 
MANUFACTURE means: 1) sell 2) raise 3) export 4) make 5) trade 
White people make up half the POPULATION of Alaska. 
POPULATION means: 1) army 2) n~tives 3) seal hunters 4) trappers 
5) people 
Small villages may be found in the desert where an OASIS is located. 
OASIS means: 1) oriental city 2) trading center 3) forest land 
4) fertile place 5) sand dunes 
72. Fishing is an important OCCUPATION in New England. 
OCCUPATION means: 1) a kind of sport 2) sailing 3) recreation 
4) a kind of work 5) trading 
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~73. As we traveled through the CANAL we saw people working in the fields. 
CANAL means: 1) valley 2) seaport 3) low country 4) water highway 
5) a wide stream 
74.Q The states in the CENTRAL part of our country raise more wheat than they can use. 
CENTRAL means: l) largest states in the country 2) farming region 
3) center of a state 4) middle of our country 5) best for agriculture 
Today bu~inessmen can make TRANSCONTINENTAL flights very easily. 
TRANSCONTINENTAL means: l) across the. water 2) long trips 
4) from coast to coast 5) through the air 
76. We have been an INDEPENDENT nation for nearly 200 years4 
INDEPENDENT means: l) powerful 2) trus~worthy 3) peaceful 
4) not ruled by another nation 5) important in the wo~ld 
3) on the water 
77. There is more land area in the five southern states that BORDER the Atlantic Coast 
than there is in the entire northeast. 
BORDER means: l) state line 2) edge 3) area of the states 
4) patrol 5) beach 
78. Often the fLOW of water is changed by large rocks. 
FLOW refers to: l) high water 2) rapids in a river 3) bubbling spring 
4) direction of the water 5) swift currents 
79. The CHANNEL in the harbor was marked for the safety of ships. 
CHANNEL means: l) deep waterway 2) radio frequency 3) lighthouse 
4) an ocean 5) a huge rock 
80. Large ships hav~ to wait for the TIDE before they can enter some ports. 
TIDE means: l) a soap 2) 1a place to anchor 3) a tugboat 
4) rise and fall of the ocean 5) a deep channel 
--~ .... -------------------------------------
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2. 
A SOCIAL STUDIES VOCABULARY TEST 
FOBM II 
William A~ Wolff er 
The Indians were NATIVES of North America • 
NATIVES mean: l) land owners 2) people who live in huts 3) immigrants 
4) born in that place 5) big gam~ hunters 
Rich VOLCANIC ground may be found in several parts of the world. 
VOLCANIC means: l) sandy soil 2) fertile ash 3) silt left by floods 
4) farm land 5) fertile soil 
A young Indian could become a WARRIOR only after passing many difficult tests. 
WARRIOR means: l) a hunter 2) leader of his people 3) a rider 
4) a brave fighter 5) an officer 
Today we have many men PIONEERING in the field of aviation. 
PIONEERING means: l) flying planes 2) going west 3) building airplanes 
4) leading the way · 5) traveling 
5. Crops do not grow well during a DROUTH. 
DROUTH means: l) dryness 2) water 3) flood 4) desert 5) winter 
6. During the springtime the OVERFLOW of a river may cause much damage to farmlands~ 
OVERFLOW means: l) a heavy rainfall 2) swift water 3) deep river channels 
4) melting ice and snow 5) water the river banks cannot hold 
7. Air pressure is figured from the LEVEL OF THE SEA. 
LEVEL OF THE SEA means: l) low tide 2) high tide 3) middle of the ocean 
4) a smooth ocean 5) at the ocean's surface 
8. After the first.World War many people hoped that a LEAGUE OF NATIONS would bring 
permanent peace. 
11. 
a 
e-2. 
LEAGUE OF NATIONS means: l) countries in agreement 2) head of nations 
3) military meetings 4) groups of men 5) conference 
Each country on this CONTINENT has its own government. 
CONTINENT means: l) across the country 2) large mass of land 
4) states in a country 5) people working and living together 
Farmers have to spend money for FERTILIZER. 
FERTILIZER means: l) food for plants 2) machines !or farming 
4) spray or dust for insects 5) seeds from a store 
The tourists went ASHORE to visit the old city. 
ASHORE means: l) on the dock 2) on land 
5) window shopping 
3) along the coast 
The DELTA of a river is usually rich and fertile • 
. DELTA means: 1) land that is wet and soggy 2) the bottom of a 
3) land along a river 4) land formed by soil carried down the 
5) the bottom of a river 
3) island 
3) good crops 
4) touring 
river 
river 
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13. From our airplane we looked· down at the CANYON. 
CANYON means: t) a wide valley 2) deep, narrow passage between mountains 
3) large guns at a fort 4) caves on the side of a mountain 
5) rolling plain where cattle.feed 
Newspapers are printed DAILY in many towns and cities. 
DAILY means: 1) one day each week 2) in every town 
4) seldom 5) every day J) frequently 
15. Several of our Presidents served our country for more than one TERM. 
TERM means: 1) a military rank 2) Democratic party 3) Republican party 
4) a length of time 5) a trial 
16. In ·some sections of the world3 EARTHQUAKES cause much damage to property. 
EARTHQUAKES mean: 1) wearing away of the land 2) thunderstorm 3) floods 
4) great windstorms 5) shaking of the ground 
17. When a big job needs to be done, we UNITE to make it easier.. 
UNITE means: 1) join a club 2) work together 3) disagree 4) work hard 
5) hire more people 
18. ~·re live in an ZRA of modern machinery and speed. : 
Efu\ means: 1) place 2) event 3) country 4) age 5) world 
19. The farming REGION of the central states is important to the whole country. 
REGION means: 1) country 2) climate 3) area 4) center of a state 5)lowland 
20. Patrick Henry is spoken of in history as a great PATRIOT. 
PATRIOT means: 1) an army general 2) a man loyal to his country 
3) a President of our country 4) an outstanding pioneer worker 5) a volunteer 
21. Our relations with other countries are handled by our SECRETARY OF STATE. 
SECRETARY OF STATE means: 1) one who writes letters 2) banker 3) a clerk 
4) one who takes notes at meetings 5) an advisor to the President 
22. Our country depends on NATURE for much of its living. 
NATURE means: 1) many mill and factory workers 2) heavy machinery 
3) things not made by man 4) large manufacturing cities .5) foreign trade 
23. The President sent a GOVERN.MENT.OFFICIAL to meet the foreign visitorso 
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL means: 1) a man who lives in Washington 2) an army captain 
3) a member of the Presidentws fa.rilily 4) one who holds an important government 
job 5) one who works in an.office 
24o In areas of FERTILE soil, large crops of alfalfa, wheat, and corn are raised. 
FERTILE means: 1) sandy 2) rich 3) level 4) moist 5) cultivated 
• 
-
25. The Canadian people still respect their MOTHER COUNTRY. ., 
MOTHER COUNTRY means: 1) a leading country 2) an enemy nation 
3) nation where one 9 s mother was born 4) nation from which colonists came ~ 
5) the heart of a country ~ 
26. We could see a CHAIN OF ISLANDS as we looked across the water. 
CHAIN OF ISLANDS means: 1) many lagoons 2) long, narrow peninsulas 
3) coral reefs 4) a line of small lands 5) hilly mainland 
30. 
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People living in hill countries found they could TERRACE their land,for farming. 
TERRACE means: 1) cultivate land 2) a place for sunning 
3) build a lit~le porch 4) name of a small street 5) land made like step~ 
General Washington left his Virginia home to COMMAND the Revolutionary forces. 
COMMAND means: 1) win a war 2) a high military officer 3) obey orders 
4) take charge of 5) surrender 
There were no GLOBAL airplane flights when grandpa was a little boy. 
GLOBAL means: 1) across the country 2) rapid 3) across the continent 
4) world-wide 5) across the ocean 
The sailboat took shelter from the wind in an INLET. 
INLET means: 1) a river 2) a small bay 3) a cave in the rocks 
4) a dock 5) a harbor 
31. The climate at the EQUATOR is very hot and wet. 
EQUATOR means: 1) a very hot place 2) line circling the middle of the earth 
running east and west 3) line running north and south around the middle of 
the earth 4) a tropical country 5) inside the earth 
32. Each POLITICAL PARTY has its own candidates for office. 
POLITICAL PARTY means: 1) a club 2) group who wants certain people in 
government offices 3) high offices_in our government 4) a party for 
politicians 5) people who run for office 
33. Lewis and Clark went on a trip through TERRITORY that was new to white men. 
TERRITORY means: 1) mountainous country 2) unsettled parts of land 
3) a small part of a town 4) fortresses 5) public land 
34. The FORTRESS was heavily guarded. 
FORTRESS means: 1) a prison 
4) a strong place for safety 2) a small town 5) a harbor 3) a strong savings bank 
35. Reading newspapers and listening to radio news broadcasts help us to keep UP TO DATE. 
UP TO DATE refers to: 1) what is happening now 2) knowing history 
3) watching the calendar 4) reading a great deal 5) fashion 
36. Most countries would like to settle their troubles in a PEACEFUL mannero 
PEACEFUL means: 1). friendly 2) happy 3) without help 4) political 
5) warfare 
37. COASTAL tankers come to New York from the Gulf of Mexico c. 
40. 
COASTAL means: 1) large and speedy 2) along the shore 3) oil boats 
4) deep sea 5) from other countries · 
The United States is in the western HEMISPHERE. 
HEMISPHERE means: 1) North Amwrica 2) continent 3) climate 
4) land, sky, and water 5) half of the world 
Early kings kept large FORCES in several places to protect their lands. 
FORCES mean: 1) farmers 2). noblemen 3) friends 4) serfs 5) armies 
The ship looked like a black speck on the HORIZON. 
HORIZON means: 1) against the sky in the distance 
3) on the ocean 4) ~here sky seems to meet earth 
2) as the sun rises 
5) between the waves 
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4lo Citizens of a .country depend upon their RULER for leadership. 
RULER means: 1) a measurihg stick 2) a friend 3) a wealthy man 
4) a lawyer 5) one who governs 
42. Captain John Smith made a TREATY with the Indians. 
TREATY means: 1) a party 2) an agreement 3) warfare 
4) victory 5) a festival 
43. The INVASION required much planning and many men and supplies. 
· INVASION means: 1) an expedition 2) a convoy 3) an attack 
4) an army 5) an organization 
44. The CLIMATE of California is different from that of New·England. 
CLIMATE means: 1) weather 2) sunshine 3) thermometer 4)heat 
5) summertime 
45. Little animal life is found in the FRIGID -ZONE. 
FRIGID ZONE means: 1) very hot region 2) very cold region 3) desert region 
4) near the equator 5) unknown land 
46. The BORDERLAND of a country is often patrolled by men day and night. 
BGRDERLAND means: 1) along the coast 2) land near the edge of a country 
3) land near a desert 4) a wide prairie 5) land not fit for farming 
47. From where we stood we looked into the GORGE. 
GORGE means: 1) swift3 winding stream 2) a mountain waterfall 
3) a thick forest 4) narrow passage between hills 5) a deep cave 
48. The HISTORY of our country is very interesting. 
· HISTORY means: 1) story of the past 2) famous people 3) colonial times 
4) a school project 5) a book 
.49. In the United States we are free to ELECT our own leaders. 
ELECT means: 1) to win 2) run for office 3) choose by voting 
4) pay 5) campaign · 
50. Americans can show their PATRIOTISM in many ways. 
PATRIOTISM means: 1) love for country 2) serving in the armed forces 
3) voting at election time 4) saluting the flag 5) singing the 11Star 
Spangled Banner'' 
51. L'arge logs were piled up at the top of the EMBANKMENT. 
52. 
53. 
EMBANKMENT means: 1) steep side of a river 2) a high dam 3) a levee 
4) a runway 5) a wall of stone 
Western PRODUCE now arrives in the East in a short time by plane. 
PRODUCE means: 1) passengers from California 2) things grown or made 
3) air mail 4) mineral wealth 5) tourists 
A large POWER PLANT was built near the river. 
POWER PLANT means: 1) factory to build locomotives 2) waterwheel 
3) mill where different things are made 4) where electricity or steam is made 
5) large dam 
54~ The king gave up the THRONE to his brother. 
THRONE means: 1) a royal crown 2) a king1 s palace 3) power of a ruler 
4) a trading company 5) castles. 
i 
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60. 
61. 
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Today we have a choice of several ways to TRANSPORT our manufactured goods. 
TRANSPORT means: 1) carry 2) trade 3) pack 4) raise 5) sell 
Rain and sunshine are necessary t~. carry on AGRICULTURE successfully. 
AGRICULTURE means: 1) a ki·nd of land . 2) a. person who studies 3) farming 
4) sportsmanship 5) weather 
The RESERVOIR was located at the foot of a mountaino 
RESERVOIR means: 1) a place to store water 2) a place where sewers ampty 
3) a place where Indians now live 4) a dam 5) a swampy island 
Many new machines have. been made during the last CENTURY., 
CENTURY means: 1) a long time ago 2) last year 3) when you were very small 
4) a time of war . 5) one hundred years 
The Latin American countries are in the SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE. 
SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE means: 1) south of the United States 
2) land south of the equator _ 3) land with very long winters 
4) half of South America 5) summer weather 
Our factories depend upon good TRANSPORTATION to get their materials. 
· TRANSPORTATiqN means: 1) forest areas 2) being carried 3) waterways 
4) airplane. service . 5) mining regions 
Many times MERCHANTS cannot get the materials they need. 
MERCHANTS mean: 1) people who make things 2) builders of houses 
3) farmers 4) sellers of goods 5) poor people 
62. We elect our senators to REPRESENT us in Congress. 
REPRESENT means: 1) go to meetings ~ 2) act for us 
4) make speeches 5) work on committees 
3) vote 
63. Many people went to the west and built their homes on a GRANT OF LAND. 
GRANT OF LAND m.eans: 1) land owned by the Indians 2) forest land 
3) land the settlers bought 4) land given by the government 5) the plains 
0 
64. Much of the religious life of people in India is centered around the MOSQUE. 
MOSQUE means: 1) a kind of moth 2) a damp place 3) top of a church 
4) green moss 5) a place of worship 
65. The AQUEDUCT carried the water over mountains and through valleys to the city. 
AQUEDUCT means: 1) a tank truck 2) a dancer 3) an animal train 
4) an airplane 5) a pipeline 
66. Today we fiy a great deal of CARGO to countries overseas. 
CARGO means: 1) freight 2) cattle 3) airplanes 4) people 5) money 
The Great Lakes are the most used INLAND waterways in the world. 
INLAND means: 1) surrounded by water 2) river basin 3) wasteland 
4) away from the sea 5) lowland 
The PENINSULA was noted for its fine vineyards. 
PENINSULA means: 1) an island chain 2) a long, rocky shore 
3) mountain country 4) land nearly surrounded by water 5) low flat land 
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69. We learned about IRRIGATION of land from the early Egyptians. 
IRRIGATION means: l)planting 2) cultivating land 3)watering land 
· 4) building· canals · 5) building ~ams . . . . 
Sailboats depend upon sea BREEZES to make .them move. 
BREEZES mean: 1) small engines 2) moVing air 
5) water currents . 
70. 
3) paddles 4) rudder 
7L · The great river became filled with ice from its TRIBUTARY far to the north. 
TRIBUT,ARY means: 1) small stream flowing into a larger one. 2) a glacier 
3) a reservoir for drinking water 4) a·long narrow inlet 5) a large lake 
72. A STRAIT separates Alaska and Russia. 
STRAIT means: 1) ice field 2) narrow waterway 3) short canal 
. 4) small piece of land 5) deep river. 
73. Many times the old sailing ships were caught in the CALMS. 
CALMS mean: 1) anchor chains 2) fishing nets 3) no wind 4) storms 
5) current 
74. Every American should VOTE when he has the opportunity, if he wishes to be a good 
citizen. , 
. VOTE means: 1) run £or political office 2) work for the town 
3) campaign for office 4) win an election 5) make his choice 
· 75. · The heavy wagons went through the GAP. 
GAP means: 1) tunnel 2) water .3) forest 4) opening 5) covered bridge 
76, The STREAM tumbled swiftly over the rocks. 
STREAM means: 1) waterfall 2) ·highway 3) loose sand 4) lake 
5) flowing water 
77. The British ar.my was forced to SURRENDER· to the Americans. 
SURRENDER means: 1) fight. 2) retreat· · 3) spy 4) give up 5) battle 
78. A COMMUNITY depends upon many people for its food and clothing. 
COM¥UNITY means: 1) place where people meet 2) a fund of money 
3) a club 4) a church 5) a group of people living together 
· 79. Our ·countryY s CONSTITUTION gives us our rights and freedom. 
CONSTITUTION means: · 1) early national governrilent · 2) a foreign ship 
3) a system of laws 4) President of our country 5) a meeting 
80. During his REIGN 
REIGN ineans: 
5) marriage 
a king will have to solve many problems. 
1) long life 2) royalty 3) travels 4) rule 
